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INTERIM DECISION ADOPTING COST METHODOLOGY, EVALUATING THE 
HATFIELD COMPUTER MODEL, AND DECIDING OTHER ISSUES RELATED TO 

COST STUDIES OF PACifiC BEll'S SYSTEM 

In today's de..:i ;ion, we carry out the tasks that were identified for this phase of 

our "unbundling" proceeding in December of 1996} First, although we conclude that 

the Total Element Long Run Incremental Cost (TElRIC) methodology set forth in the 

Augu?t 8,1996 First Report and Ocdee of the Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) is very similar to the Total Scrvice Long Run Incremental Cost (ISLRIC) 

methodology adopted by this Commission in Decision (D.) 95-12-016 and applied in 

D.96-08-021, the TELRIC methodology has certain ad\'antages that make it superior. 

Second, we conclude that Version 2.2.2 of the Hatfield Model, which is sponsored 

jointly by AT&T Communications of California, Inc. (AT&T) and Mel 

Tc1ccom.munkations Corporation (Mel), has too n\any structural infinnities to allow it, 

and the hypothetical costs for the local exchange network it models, to be used in place 

of the TELRIC studies submitted by Pacific Bell (Pacific) on January 13, 1997. Third j we 

conclude that after approximately $677 million in downward adjustments arc made (not 

including adjustments to switching invcshnent), Pacific's TELRIC studies furnish a 

suitable basis for setting prices for unbundled network elements (UNEs). Finally, we 

have decided that, even though the question was left open in the December 18 ALJ 

Ruling, it would not be appropriate at this time to instilute geographically deaveraged 

prkes for UNEs. 

I Sct! Altministrati\'e LilW Judge's Ruling Concerning Impact of the August 8, 1996 First RepOlt 
and Order of the Federal Communications Commission in CC ()O(ket No. 96-98 On the Scope of 
This Proceeding. issued 1A"'Ct'mber 18, 1996. This Ruling is hereinafter rderred to as the 
(AX'Cmber 18 Al) Ruling. 

J First Report and Onler, In the Matter of the Implement.ltion of the l<X'a} Competition 
Provisions in the Telecommunications Act of 1996, CC Docket No. 96-98 (FCC 96-325). 
Hereinafter, thIs document is r('(erred to as the First Report and Order. 

-2-
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I. BACKGROUND OF TODAV'S DECISION 

A. Decision 96-08·021 And The Events Leading Up To The Dec~mb~r 18, 1996 ALJ 
Ruling 

111e "unbundling" phase of this proceeding has a long history, which was 

summarized extensively in 0.96-08-021. (Mimeo. at 3-12.) That decision adopted costs 

(or a wide array of Pacific's network services based On the TSLRIC methodology 

approved by this Commission in 0.95-12-016. EVen before 0.96-08-021 was issued on 

August 2,1996, the assigned ALJ had begun hearings to determine how ~hese TSLRIC

based costs should be used to set prices (or what \ ... ·ere reterred to as Basic Network 

Functions (BNFs) and services. 

As explained in the December 18 ALJ Ruling. our plan (or translating costs into 

prkes (in conformance with the Januar}t I, 1997 date set forth in Public Utilities (PU) 

Code § 709.5) was interrupted by the First Report and Order. The interruption came 

about as the result of two important differences between our approach and that of the 

FCC. First, the FCC prescribed a list of UNEs that differed somewhat (rom the BNFs 

that were identified as candidates for unbundling itl the ~March 25, 1996 ALJ Ruling that 

definC'd the scope of the 1996 pricing hearings.' Second, and of equal importance, the 

FCC dire<ted the States to use the TELRIC rather than the TSLRIC methodology in 

determining the costs (or these network elements. 

\Vhile aU parties conceded that the rcc had authority under § 251(d)(2) of the 

Telecommunic.l(ions Act of 1996 (TA 96) to prescribe the network elements to be 

unbundled, the FCC's authority to prescribe the methodology to be used for 

determining costs W,15 vigorously disputed. According1}', the Regional Dell Operating 

Companies (RBOCs), joined by GTE Corpor,ltion (GTE)' Olnd many States including 

) Administrative Law Judge' Ruling Setting Forth The Scope Of Issues To be IAxided In Pricing. 
TariUing and Unbundling Hearings, issued March 25, 1996. 

• GTE Corporation is the corpoMtc parent of GIE California Incorporated (GlEe), which is a 
respondent in this procCC<iing. 

-3-
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California, challenged in several federal Courts of Appcal the assertion of FCC costing 

authority reflccted in the First Report and Order. These cases ' ..... ere eventually 

consolidated in the United States Court of Appeals (or the Eighth Circuit under the 

name of focm Utilities Board u. federal CommwlicMioJJs Commission, tI al. (Nos. 96-3321 et 

a1.). 

As noted in the December 18 ALJ Ruling, the task of state public service 

conui1.issions seeking to implement their own unbtmdling pOlicies and those of TA 96 

was greatly complicated by the EighthCircuies Order of October 15, 1<)96 in Iowa 

Utilities Board v. FCC,s which stayed, pending a final decision on the merits, various 

portions of the First Report and Order. Although the Eighth Circuit did not disturb the 

list of UNEs preSCribed by the FCC pursuant to § 251(d)(2), it did stay those portions of 

the First Report and Order that (1) directed the use of the TELRIC methodology, 

(2) prescribed "proxy" prices to be used (or UNEs uJ\til TELRICcost studies (ould be 

completed, and (3) mandated the use by state commissions of what the Eighth Circuit 

called a "pick and choose" rute. 

The Decen\ber 18 ALJ Ruling concluded that in view of the Octobcr 15 Stay 

Order, this Commission was frcc, if it wished, to set UNE prices based on the TSLRIC 

costs adopted in 0.96-08-021. However, the Ruling continued, it was also dear that 

costs for additional network elements would have to be established, since (I) the FCC's 

list of UNEs was broader than the Jist of BNFs set forth in the March 25, 1996 ALJ 

Ruling, (2) TA 96 gave the FCC the power to prescribe such a list, and (3) the Eighth 

Circuit had not stayed any aspect of the rcc's list. (Min\eo. at 5-6, 11 n. 13.) In view of 

the possibility that the Eighth Circuit might eventually uphold, in its decision 01\ the 

merits, the rcc's authority to prcscribe a costing methodology for use in setting UNE 

prices, the December 18 Ruling concluded: 

s 109 F.3d 418 (8'" Cir.), motioll to {"Ut1'~ slay dmftd, 117 S.Ct. 429 (1996). This decision is 
hereinafter referred to as the Q.:tobcr 15 Stay Order. 
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"Thus, even though this COnlrnission is not obliged under the October 15 
Stay Order to usc TELRIC in de\reJoping costs tor the additional network 
dements that must be. unbundled, it is a reasonable question whether 
there arc advantages to doing so." . (Mimeo. at 7.) 

After reviewing the differences between TELRIC and ISLRIC as described in the 

parties' comn\ents, the December 18 Ruling concluded thattherc Wete good reasons (or 

requiring Pacific' to use TELRIC in developing its costs (or the additional UNEs. First, 

because TELRIC requires that shared (amity and ~omn,on costs' be allocated as Juuch as 

possible to individual network eleolenls, its Use ptomisedto reduce the Site of the total 

"pot" of shared and common (osts reported under TSLRIC, an issue that had been 

particularly contentious in 0.96-08-021. (Id. at 10-1 t.) Second, TELRIC requires that 

retail costs not be included in the costs of network clements, and the December 18 

Ruling agreed with the FCC that retaU costs " are not attributable t-o the production of 

network dements that are o((ered to interconnecting carriers." (Id. at 1~, quoting 

paragraph 691 of the First Report and Order.)' Third, the lA"'Cember 18 Ruling noted 

that in the event the Eighth Circuit were to uphold the FCC's authority to requite the 

• The DtXemlx>r 18 Ruling noted that in view of the conclusion in D.96-{)8-021Ihat GlEes cost 
studies did not adequately conform to the TSLR[C methodology, it would be pren'lature to 
ord('r GTEC to subrnit TELR[C studies. The Ruling slated that a schedule for the submission by 
GlEe of TElRIC studies would be est.lblished after GlEC submitted the workplan (or new 
cost studies required by Ordering P.uagraph (OP) 4 of 0.96-08-021. (fd. at 13, n. 16,32-3-1.) The 
A LJ Ruling setlillg such a schedule and critiquing GlEe's workplan was issued on June 18, 
1997, and GTEC submitted new cost studies on September IS, 1997. 

1 Sh3rro and coinmon costs are defined in the Consensus Costing Principles (eel's) set forth in 
Appendix C to D.95-12-016. "Shared" costs are dcfinoo as "costs ..• aHributabte to a group or 
outputs buillot specific to anyone within the group, which are avoldabJe only if all outputs 
within the group are not prOVided-" APrcndix c, p.7. "Common" costs are defined as "costs 
that are (OmOlon to all outputs o((erOO by the firm," and CCP No.5 states that "common costs, 
if any, are not part of a TSLR[C study, exu-pt for a TSLRIC study of the firm as a whole." In 
vicw of their nature, recognition of common costs "will be treated as a pricing issue." Id. at 
4-5,7. 

• As noted in Pall I1.B. of the text, retail costs wHi continue to be recovered by Pacific in its sale 
of S<'ryices, which we expect will continue (0 make up the bulk of Pacific's revcnues as lex'al 
exchange competition de\'elops. 

-5-
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use of TELRIC by the Stales, having TELRIC studies in hand would reduce delay later 

in the proceeding. (Id. at 9.) Accordingly, the f)e(:cmber 18 Ruling directed Pacific to 

subn\it "TELRIC refinements to the existing TSLRIC cost studies .. " as \o{ell as "new 

TELRIC studies for the additional network dements prescribed by the FCC," no later 

than January 13 .. 1997. (rd. at 12.-13.) The other parties to the proceeding were invited 

to file opening and reply COlllnlents on the new cost studies .. which would be followed 

by "a proposed decision on the consistency of the new studies with TELRIC principles." 

(rd. at 13-14.) 

The Dc<ember 18 AL] Ruling also dealt with several other issues raised by the 

First Report and Order. Most significantly, the Ruling concluded that lithe propriety of 

the Hatfie1d Model", a10ng with "costing results based thereon/' should be litigated at 

the saIne lime that Pacific's new TELRIC studies Were being ~onsidered. 111e Ruling 

concluded this was appropriate, because (1) there had not been enough time to consider 

the Hatfield Model during the pricing hearings held in July and August of 1996, and (2) 

it was not clear when, if ev('(, the FCC would cofilnience the computer model 

evaluation proceeding discussed in the First Report and Older. (Id. 20-~2.) 

The Deccmber 18 Ruling also gave the parties direction on the issue of whether 

they should report their costs on a geographically deaveraged basis, as the FCC had 

required in the First Report and Order. The Ruling concluded that although this 

requirement need not be complied wilh under the Eighth Circuit's October 15 Stay 

Order, it would nonetheless be helpful to have geographically dea\'cragcd data. 

Ilo\\'e\'er, Pacific and GlEC (when it submitted studies) were givcn their choke as to 

the form of geographic deaver aging they would present, and aU parties were put on 

notke that lithe fact we are permitting the LEes to choose what form of d('av('raging to 

include in their cost studi('s should not be taken as an endorsement of any parlicular 
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approach, or as an indication that the network clement prices to be adopted ... will 

necessarily be grographically.deaveraged." (Id. at 26.f 

The Dc<:ember 18 Ruling rtXognized that the preparation of new cost studies, 

choosing between TELRIC and TSLRIC, and evaluating the Hatfield Model would not 

be the end of UNE pricing issues. This was so, the Ruling concluded, because of the lar

reaching impacts of the network element known as "Operations Support Systems" 

(OSS). The First Report and Order had directed that ass be unbundled by January 1, 

1997, but the December 18 Ruling recognized that cost sludies lor ass would .in aU 

likelihood take longer to prepare, principally "because the parties have not yet agreed 

on just what comprises the ass element, and on what form of data base access should 

be granted." (Id. at 14.)10 The Ruling directed that a joint workshop be held with the 

Local Competition docket (Rulemakirtg (R.) 95-Ot-O-t3/lnvestigation (I.) 95-04-044) for 

the purpose of defining the OSS clen\ent. The Ruling also pointed out that the costing 

of ass would ha\'t'! a lalge impact oil the question of llOn-rccurring costs (NRCs), an 

issue that had consumed substantial attention in D.96-08-0~1: 

U\Vc r~ognize that once the OSS element is defined, it will almost 
cerMinly change Pacific's (NRCsJ. because of the time savings that can be 
cXpc<:led from a ntore automated ordering system. Thus, once the ass 
element has been deiined and costed, the NRCs adopted for Pacific in 
0.96-08-021 will nero to be modified. \Ve will solicit comments on the 
neccss"'Iry modifications (and how they should be implemented) once the 
parties have made some progress in defining the OSS element in the 
workshop. II (Id. at 15, n. 19.) 

'To provide for the eventualily that the Commission might choose not to ha\'c geographk<tlly· 
deaveraged network clement prices. both LEes were instructed to "provide a statewide avcrage 
cost for caeh network eJ('mcnt for which googr<tphically-dca\'eragcd C(lsts arc submittC'd." (Id. 
at 27.) 

W The FCC subsequently agreed with this asscssment. On (A""(Cnlbcr 13. 1996, the fCC Issued 
Us $c('Ond Otd(,l on Reconsideration in CC Docket No. 96-98 (FCC 96--176), which held that as 
long as the tEes were deemed to be making satisfactory progress toward providing OSS 
pursuant to a schedule applo\'oo by the relevant stalc comnussion, that would be considered 
satisfactory compliance with 47 c.P.R. § 51.319 (f), and cnfor.:-en1('nt action would not be 
instituted by the fCC. (Mimeo. at 7, para. 11.) 

-7-
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Finally, the December 18 Ruling concluded that in view of the substantial impact 

the First Report and Order seemed (ertain to have on the pricing of UNEs, and the fact 

that the parties had not had the benefit of D.96-08-021 when they filed their pricing 

testimon}' in the summer of 1996, supplementary pricing testimony would be needed. 

This testimony would be submitted, and supplementary pricing hearings would be 

held, once the interim decision on Pacific's TELRIC studies had been issued. (Id. at 

13-14,22-24.)" 

Pursuant to the schedule set forth in the December 18 Ruling., Pacific submitted 

its TELRIC cost studies on January 13,1997. After a series of AL] Rulings granting 

extensions of time, parties submitted their opening comments (on all issues other than 

geographic deaveraging) on March 18, ItJ97.u On March 25,1997, AT&T and MCI 

submitted jOint supplementary comments on geographic deaver.tging issues. Reply 

comments on all isslles were submitted on April 15, 1997.1J 

\I The lengthy Dt.'\.'ember AtJ 18 Ruling also resolved a number of other issues. It rejected 
arguments that Pacific should have to change a number of cost study assumptions that had 
been acccpted in 0.96-08-021, (id. at 16-18), or should have to submit so-<'alled "stand alone" 
cost studies (or UNEs, (id. at 18-19). It deferroo consideration of whether the differences 
betwren TSLRIC and TEtRIC necessitated a review of the Commission/s "imputation" (ules, 
(id. at 27-30), noted that resale cost studies would be the subjcct of a separate At) ruling in the 
resale phase of the OANAO proceeding, (id. at 30-32), and concluded that a separate schedule 
would have to dewloped for the submission of TELRIC studies by GlEC, (id. at 32-34.) 

U Opening comments on Pacific's cost studies were submitlCti by the Office of Ratepayer 
Adn.lc.Hes (ORA), The Utility Reform Network (TURN), Cox California Tckonl, 'll('. (Cox) and 
AT&T \VirclC'Ss Services, Inc. (AT&T Wireless). Joint opening comments on Pacific's studies 
were submitted by AT&T and MC', and b)' the California Cable Television Association, ICG 
Telecom Group, 'nc. and Teleport Communications Group, Inc. These tatter three parlies are 
referred to collcctiwly as the Facilities-Based Commenters (FBC). 

Pacific and GlEC both submitted opening comments on the Hatfield Model on March 18, 
1997. 

u Reply ('omments ' ... ·eresubmittCti by Pacific, GTEe, ORA, TURN, AT&T Wireless and Cox. 
Joint rep)' comments were submitloo by AT&T and Mel, and by the FBC. 

-8-
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~fany of the procedures employed by the parties in preparing these comments 

were the same as those employed in connection with the TSLRIC studies considered in 

D.96-08-02'1. In particular, since much of the data in Pacific's cost studies was submitted 

under a daiol that it was confidential and proprietary,U parties submitted both 

"unredacted" and "redactedU versions of their comments. The unredactcd versions 

directly cite and discuss Pacific's (onfidential data, while the redacted versions of the 

comments do not cite specific data or, in many cases, give specific figures.u 
, . 

. Issues conceming confidential and proprietary data '''''ere more complicated in 

connection with Pacific's TELRIC studies than with its TSLRIC studies, becausc--as 

explained in Section IV.A. --parties were granted access early in 1997 to a heretofore 

highly confidential mode), the Switching Cost Information System (SCIS) mode), that is 

used to compute s.; .... itching investment. As explained in Section IV.A., aCcess to the 

SCIS mOdel was granted only to parties who--in addition to entering into a suitable 

nondisclosure agrC('m~l\t with Pacifico-also entered into a special nondisclosure 

agreement with Pacific and the third-party switch vendors governing the treatment of 

data deemed confidential and proprietary by the switch vendors.u 

.. Data that Pacific claims is confid('ntial and proprietary is subject to a form of nondisdosure 
agreement set forth in the Administrative law Judges' Ruling ConCC'rning Proposed I'rotectivc 
Order of GTE California Incorporated, issued Novcmber 16, 199.5. This ruting is hereinafter 
refcrred to as the November 16, 199.5 ALJs' Ruling. 

nOn April I, 1997, the aSSigned ALJ issued a ruling that granted motions by sc\'cral parties to 
file uruooactcd v('(sions of their comments under seat, pursuant to G.O. 66-C. S(e 
Adminislralh'e law Judge'S Ruling Granting Motions To Place Pacific BeH's TELRIC Studies 
and Comments Thereon Under Sea), And To File Certain Comments late. 

It The issues surrounding acCC'ss to the SCIS model and the nondisclosure agreement governing 
protection of third-palty switch vcndor data arc discussed in the Administrative law Judge's 
Ruling Direding Pacific Bell To Produce the Switching Cost Information System (SCIS) 
Computer Model Subject To A Protective Agr~mcnt, issued February 24, 1997. This ruling is 
hereinafter rderroo to as the February 24, 1997 ALJ Ruling. The approved form of agreement 
protecting third-party oonfidentiaJ inform<tlion is aUc1ched as Appendix A to the February 24, 
1997 AlJ Ruling. 
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In this decision, we have dealt with the issues raised by data designated as 

confidential and proprietary in the same way we did in 0.96-08-021. In other words, 

where we deem it helpful to give the reader some idea of the donar impact of our 

dedsion, ';ve have tried as much as possible to refer to data in the aggregate or by giving 

orders of magnitude, so that the numbers We cite cannot be used, standing alone, to 

"back out" truly sensitive, proprietary matter. Our dtations to the parties' comments, 

however, are to the unredacted versions. 

As in 0.96-08-021, We recognize that making the adjustments we arc Ordering to 

Pacific's TELRIC studies will requite that aJ(eded parties have ac~ess to material that 

has been designated by Pacific as confidential and proprietary. In order to prevent this 

material (rom falling into unauthorized hands, we have, as in 0.96-08-021 (mlmeo. at . 

12-13), prepared what we refer to as a Compliance Re(erence Document (CRD). This 

eRD will be made available only to parties who have signed a nondisclosure agreement . 

with PaCific!' A redacted version of the eRO is attached to this decision as 

Appendix A. 

17 In the evcnt a parly who has not signed a nondisdosure <,gr~n,cnt with Pacific S('('ks aacss 
to the CRD, that party should first aUen\pt to negotia.te an appropriate nondisclosure 
agreement with "acifie, In the c\'cnl this effort is UllSu('('cssfuJ, the parly should lite a motion 
pursuant to CommissIon Resolution A LJ-l64. In such a motion, the burden of proof ",m be on 
the nloving party to demonstrate why access should be granted, and what steps the party is 
prepared to take to ensur~ that the confidential data at issue is ~\feguarded. 

Because the CRD does not require adjustments to PMjfic's cost studies that invoke the use of 
the switch vendors'lhitd.parly proprictcuy dala, we do not nced to address the ('ase in which a 
parly has not signed a nondisclosure agce<>ment either with Patifie or with the third.parly 
switch \'('ndors. 

- 10-
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B. Owing TO The Creation Of A Separat~ OSSINRC/Changeover Phase. Today's 
Cost Determinations WjlI Not AllOw Us To Develop Final UNE Prices In The 
Upcoming Supplemen"tary PrIcIng Hearings 

As provided (or in the December 18 AL} RuJing, workshops intended to define 

what systems make up OSS were held during the (irst (our months of 1997." \Vhile 

these workshops made considerable progress, they have also made it dear that defining 

and costing ass presents even mote difficult issues than had been envisioned last 

December. Among other thiilgs, the workshops have demonstrated to the ALJs who 

ordered them and the Comn\iSsion stall who presided over them that (1) what is 

needed in an ass systen\ differs depending on whether one is a rescHer o( fLEe sen'ice 

or a (acilities-based provider, (2) the (orms" of OSS systems that will be avail"ble on a 

long-term basis differ significantly (ronl what (an be put into service in the near-term, 

and (3) OSS is an issue that inl.pacts resale costs as well as UNE costs. 

" For these and other reasons, the ALJs assigned to this and the Local Competition 

dockets issued a Joint Ruling on August 22, 1997 that established a separate phase ot 

this procccding to deal with OSS and NRCs'" We agree with the judgment reached in 

the Joint Ruling that this new phJlsc should determine both the costs of ass and the 

e((eels of such costs on NRCs, and that these dcternlinations should be used as all input 

iI\ the UNE and resale phases of this prO(ceding to set "final" prices for UNEs and 

resate service. 

HO\\'e\'er, because the schedule established by the ALJ (or the new 

OSS/NRC/Changcover phase of this proceeding dO<'s not contemplate the finalizing of 

these costs before the supplementary pricing hearings (or Pacific will begin, the parties 

have been asked to subn1it interim pricing proposals (or OSS and NRCs that will be 

considered in the supplementary pricing hearings. Although we regret that it will not 

\I I'r~h~aring Conferences (PlIes) concerning OSS issues were held on Mcuch 11, March 25, and 
May 13, 1997. Workshops were convened on March 14 and April 29-May 2,1997. 

Ii Administrative Law Judges' Joint Ruling, issued August 22, 1997. 

-11 -
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be possible to have final ass and NRC costs in hand by the time the supplementary 

pricing hearings begin, today's decision represents significant progress toward 

developing UNE prices (or Pacific. 

C. The Erghth Circuit's Ruling On The Merits In Iowa UtilitIes Board v. FCC 

The Eighth Circuit ISsued its decision On the merits concerning the challenges to 

the First Report and Order onJuly 18,1997. (Iowa Utilities Bd. {t. F.C.C., 120 F.3d 753 (8'" 

Cir.I997).) The Eighth Circu~t's decision upholds the judgments about the boundaries 

of state and federal jurisdictibn reflected in the October 15 Stay Order, btlt rejects most 

of the other challenges that the RBOCs and GTE had raised to the First Report and 

Order. 

On the critkal question of \,,.hethe'r TA 96 gives the FCC authority to require the 

use of TELRIC by the States, the Eighth Circuit's answer was art emphatic and 

unambiguous "no". The COtirt began its analysis by summarizing the provisions of TA 

96 that confer prking authority on the States: 

"The petitioners point to the language contained in subsections 2S2(c)(2) 
and 252(d) to support their claim that the Act directly grants the state 
commissions the authority to determine the rates involved in 
impJen\enting the local conlpetition provisions of the Act. Indeed, 
subsection 252(c)(2) requires a state commission to 'establish any rates for 
interconnection, services, or network clements, according to subsection (d) 
of this section.' Meanwhile, subsection 252(d), entitled 'Pricing 
standards,' lists the requirements that the state (oml1l;ssiollS nlust meet in 
making their determinations of the appropriate rates for interconnection, 
unbundled access, resale, and tr.'nsport and termination of traffic ... 
These statutory provisions undeniably authorize the state commissions to 
determine the prices an incumbent LEC may charge for fulfilling its duties 
under the Act." (120 P.3d at 79-1; citation omitted; emphasis in originaJ.) 

TIle Court went on to reject the rcc's claim that other federal statutory 

provisions--cspecially § 251 (d)(I) of TA 96 and §§ 154(i), 201 (b) and 303(r) of the 

Communications Act of 1934--gave the FCC "parallel authority" to issue "regulations 

governing •.. rate-making methods": 

- 12-
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"Despite the FCC's contentions, we arc not convinced that these 
provisions supply the FCC with the authority to issue regulations 
governing the price of the local intrastate telccommunications selvlces 
that the incumbent LECs arc now legally obligated to provide to their new 
competitors. Subsection 251(d)(I} provides that '(wJithin 6 months after 
February 8, 1996, the Commission shall complete all actions necessary to 
establish regulations to implement the requirements of thIS seeliol}' ... 
The FCC believes this provision supplies the Agency with overarching . 
authority to regulate all aspccts of se<:tion 251 and reasons that because 
subsection 251(c) requires rates for interconnection, unbundled access, and 
collocation to be 'just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory,' .•. the FCC has 
the power to regulate these rates and any other rates mentioned in section 
251. \Ve arc not persuaded by the FCC's interpretation. \Ve believe that 
subsection 251(d)(1) operates primarily as a time constraint, directing the 
Commission to complete expeditiously its rulemaking regarding only the 
areas in section 251 where Congress expressly called for the FCe/s 
involvement. Nowhere in section 251 is the FCC authorized specifically to 
issue rutes governing the rates for interconncction, unbundled access, and 
resafe, and the transport and termination of telecommunications traffic. 

"TIle 'Commission's reJian~e on general rulemaking provisions that 
predate (TA 96) ••. fates no better. \VhHe subsection 20l(b} docs grant the 
FCC jurisdiction OVer charges regarding communications services, those 
services arc expressly limited to interstate or foreign comnumicatiOlls 
services by subsection 201(a) ... Consequently, subsection 201(b) does not 
provide the Commission with the authorit}' to regulate the rates of local 
intrastate phone service(.] and neither do subsections 1S-i(i) or 303(r). 
Both of these subsections fnerdy supply the FCC with andnary authority 
to issue regulations that may be necessary to fulfill its primary directives 
contained elsewhere in the st(ltute." (ld. at 794-95j (ootnote and citations 
omitledi emphasis supplied.) 

Alter compleling its review of the bask statutory provisions, the Court also 

rejected an argument by the FCC that it could impose TELRIC on the Stales despite 

§ 2{b) of the Communications Act of 1934 .. which provides that "nothing in this chapler 

shall be construed to apply to or to gh'e the (FCC) jurisdiction with respect to ... 

charges, dassifk.Hions, practices, services, facilities, or regulations for or in connection 

with intrastate (ommunic.lUons service." 

- 13-
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In Louisiana Pub. Sew. C0I1H11
t
" v. fCC, 476 U.S. 355,370 (1986), the Supreme 

Court held that § 2(b) "fences off" intrastate matters from FCC jurisdiction, and that 

there are only two ways in which this statutory presumption can be overcome. The 

Eighth Circuit described these two ways as follows: 

"The Supienle Court emphasized that section 2(b) constitutes an explicit 
congressional denial of power to the FCC and suggested that Congress 
(ould override se<:tion 2(b)'s command only by unambiguously granting 
the FCC authority oVet intrastate telecommunications matters or by 
directly modifying SC(tion 2(b) ... The only othet gate through the 2(b) 
fence is the 'impossibility' exception} which has evolved out of the Court's 
opinion in Louisialla. This quite narrOW exception prOVides that the FCC 
may prCCl11pt state regulation or intrastate telecommunications matters 
only when (1) it is inlpossible to separate the interstate and intrastate 
(on'lponents of the FCC regulation[,] and (2) the state regulation would 
negate the FCC's lawful authority Over interstate con\municatlon." (Id. at 
796.) 

The Eighth Circuit held that neither the "unambiguous" not the "impossibility" 

exceptions applied. With respect to the "unambiguoustl exception} the Court said: 

"[W]e believe that the LoII;S;mtfl decision indicates that in order to quality 
for the 'unambiguous' exc~ption to section 2(b), a statute must boll, 
unambiguously appl}·to intrastate telecommunications matters aud 
unambiguously direct the FCC to implement its provisions. In Louis;ana, 
section 220(b) dearly passed the second prong but tailed to meet the first 
prong. In the present casc, we have the opposite situation: the pricing 
provisions of sections 251 and 252 clearly apply to intrastate 
telecommunication servicc, but they do not unambiguously call (or the 
FCC's participation in setting the rates. To the contrary, the Act 
specifically calls (or the state commissions, not the rcc, to determine the 
rates (or illterconnection} unbundled access, resale, and transport and 
termination ot traffic.1I (Id. at 798.) 

l1te Court also rejected the rec's attempt to brit\g itself within the 

"impossibility" exception. After pointing out that IItelecommunic.ltion ratemaking 

tr.lditionally has been c<lpable of being separated into its interstate and intrastate 

components," the Court concluded that lithe FCC has not demonstrated that the states' 

authorit)· to establish the r.ltes in connection with the local competition provisions of 

the Act would negate any valid authority the Commission has over interstate 

- 14-
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communications or impede any of its interstate regulatory goals." The impossibility 

exception depends upon a preemption analysis, the Court continued, and it is clear 

under TA 96 that "Congress did not intend lor the FCC to issue any pricing rules, let 

atone preempt state pricing rules regarding the local competition provisions . .. " (ld. at 

798-99.) 

In View of its conclusion that the FCC was without authority under any theory to 

impose TELRIC upon the States, the COUIt reaffirmed its conclusion in the October 15 

Stay Order that the FCC's "pricing rules" must be set aside.211 

The Eighth Circuies decision makes many other determinations about the rules 

pron\ulgatcd by the FCC in the First Report and Order, and some of these 

determinations a(fect various aspects of our decision today. \Vith the exception 0/0$$21 

211 The "pricing rules" were defined by the Court as "47 C.F.R. §§ 51.501·51.515 (inclusive), 51.601-
51.611 (inclusive), and 51.701-51.717 (inclusive). The only ex«,pti6ns to this were § 5L515(b), 
which the Eighth Circuit held in COUlpt?lith't! Td«olllllltmicafiolls Ass'" t'. F.C.C., 117 P.3d 1068 
(8!h Cir. 1997), was a "legitimate interim rate for interstate aa;ess charges/' and § 51.701, 51.703, 
51.709(b), 51.?II(a)(1)/5t715{d) and 51.117 insofar as they apply toComnt£'rcial Mobile Radio 
~rvke (CMRS) prOViders. (Id. at 800, n. 21.) 

21 The RBOCs and GTE had challenged the inclusion of OSS and access to data bases in the list 
of UNEs on the ground that TA 96's definition of "network element" was confined to a "facility 
or equipment used in the prOVision of a telCoCommunications scryke/' and spc-cificaUy excluded 
serviC(>s themselves. 

The Eighth Circuit (ejeded the fLEes' argument. First, the Court pointed out that services 
could not be 0(ferC\1 to the public without lithe lCoChnology and information uscO to fadlitate 
ordering. bming, and maintenance of phone service - the' functions of (OSS}." (Id. at 80S.) 
SCoCond, the definition of "network elemcnt" specifically reknro to "datab"ses, signaling 
systems, and information sufficient for billing and collection." Thini, evcn if Congress had 
excluded "services" from the definition of "network element", that did not mean the FCC was 
foreclosed from including some services on the UNE list: 

"Simply btx-.ulse these capabilities can be labeled as 'services' docs not com'ince 
us that they wcce not intended to be unbundled as network dements. While 
S("(tion 251«')(4) docs provide (or the (e5<1tc of telccon\n\unications servi«'s, it 
docs not establish (esate as the exclusive mc,'lns through which a competing 
cauiN may gain access to such services. We agree wHh the FCC that such an 
intNprct"tion would allow the incumbent tECs to evade a substantial potion of 
their unbundling obligation under subsection 251(c)(3)." (Id. at 809.) 

footnote cOl1limlttl OHllnl pagt 
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and "rebundling", we discuss these other determinations in the sections to which they 

pertain. 

\Vith respect to rebundling, the Eighth Circuit held (in its October 14, 1997 order 

granting rehearing) that, as the RBOCs and GTE had urged, an ILEe cannot be 

compelled to offer UNEs that have been "p teassembled" on a pJatform. In so ruling.. 

the Eighth Circuit set aside 47 C.F.R. § 51.315 (b)-(O and said: 

" ... §2S1(c)(3) does not permit a new entrant to purchase the incumbent 
LEe's assembled platform(s) of combined network elements (or any lesser 
existing Con\bination of two or n\ore elements) in order to ofier 
competitive teleCommunications services. To perinit such an acquisition 
of already combined elements at cost based rates for unbundled access 
would obliterate the careful distinctions Congress has drawn in 
subsections 151(c)(3) and (4) between aCcess to unbundled network 
clements on the One hand and the purchase at wholesale rates of an 
incun,bcnt's telecommunications retail services for resale on the other:' 
(Id. at 813.) 

In his March 4,1997 Ruling, the assigned ALJ noted the irnportance of the 

rebundling issue, and preliminarily determined that an extra week of hearing Wne 

should be allotted to ~onsider it. In light of the above-quoted ruling on rebundling

and our duty to set just and reasonable rates for UNEs under § 251(d) of TA 96 - we 

conclude that it is appropriate to deal with the implications of the rebundling issue (or 

the pricing of UNEs.u \Ve will therefore leave it to the discretion of the ALl, working in 

In view of the Eighth Circuit's decision to uphold the FCC's designation of OSS as a UNE, 
there is no need to disturb the August 22, 1997 ALJs' Ruling that established a separate 
OSS/NRC/Changco\,cr phase lor this proceeding. 

U In their January 16, 1998 joint opening comments on the assigned ALl's IA--cember 23, 1997 
draft decision (DD), AT&T and MCI suggest that we arc without jurisdiction to consider the 
(('bundling issue in the supplementary pricing hearings, because to do so would cons til ute a 
"c(1)ateral attack" on our previous decisions concerning the J>adfic-AT&T and Pacific-MCI 
arbitration agreements. (AT &T·MCI Joint Opening Comments, pp. 28-30.) 

This argun\ent is without merit. First, as GTEC has pointed out in its January 26, 1998 reply 
comnlents on the DD, the United StaU's Supreme Coml did not, in its ordN gr~'nling certiorari, 
stay any aspC(t of the Eighth Circuit'S dC(ision, including the rebundling discussion. Second, 

Footnote conUllllt"d OUlliX' I\zge 
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consultation with Commissioner Dl,lquel to determine how the Eighth Circuit's 

rebundling directive should be implemented in the supplementary pricing hearings that 

will follow this decision. 

Another important development must be rtoted with respect to rOWrl tIlilities Btl. 

v. FCC. On January 26, 1998, the United States Supreme Court granted the petitions for· 

writs of certiorari that had been filed by the United States, AT&T and others seeking 

review of the Eighth Circuit's decision. AT&T Corp., tI al. v. Iowa Utilities B(){ud, et al., 

Nos. 97-826 et at. In the event the Supreme Court reverses the Eighth Circuit on any 

material issue, we will nlake appropriate changes to the course of actiOl\ we are 

pursuing in this docket. 

II. SHOULD THE COMMISSION ADOPT THE TSLRIC OR TELRIC METHODOLOGY 
AS THE BASIS FOR DETERMINING THE COSTS OF UNBUNDLED NETWORK 

ELEMENTS? 

As noted above, the December 18 AL) Ruling concluded that there were some 

obvious advantages to using the TELRIC costing approach, eVen though the Eighth 

Cir~uit had ruled in the <X'ober 15 Stay Order that the FCC lacked authority to impose 

TELRIC upon the States. The assigned ALJ therefore ordered Pacific to submit TELRIC 

studies (or all UNEs specified by the FCC (except OSS) no later than January 13, 1997. 

(Mimeo. at 13.) The ALJ also stated that once the Comrilission had evaluated these 

studies, it would choose between the TELRIC and TSLRIC methodologies. (Id. at 29, 

35.) The time lor making this choice has now arrived. 

It is dear that under the decision in Iowa Ufililit's Bel. V. F.C.C., we may set 

network element prices \Ising a long-rttn incremental cost methodologYI because the 

Eighth Circuit rejected arguments by the RBOCs and GTE that b,lsing prices on any 

R~so)ulion AtJ-174~ issued May 21, 1997, expressly pro\'ides that "all agreements arch'oo at 
through arbitration [shall) include the provision thai a\l arbitrated rat~s (or unbundled 
dements will be subject to change in order to mirror the rates adopted in the Commission's 
OANAD pricing decision or decisions." (ALJ·174, p. 2,) Under this language .. AT&T and Mel 
arc oound by any new determination we nlake with respect to rcbundliJig in the pricing 
dccislon (or dedsions) that will be issued after the supplementary pricing he.lrings. 
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measure other than direct embedded costs would necessarily constitute a "taking".1J 

Moreover, we believe that both the TSLRIC and TELRIC methodologies properly reflect 

long-nUl incremental cost principles, and differ only in their "cost objects". 

After revil'wing the ne\\! cost studies submitted by Pacific on January 13, we have 

concluded - for many of the same reasons suggested in the December 18 ALJ Ruling -

that TELRIC is the preferable methodology. As explained below, We believe that 

TELRIC is prcfer.,ble because it reduces the total amount of unassigned shared and 

common costs, eliminates retail costs front UNE prices, and makes the detection of 

cross-subsidizatiOl\ easier. Ho\' .. evec, the version of TELRIC that we will use to set UNE 

prices for Pacific is not the rigid version of that methodology prescribed in the First 

Report and Order.H Until the supplementary pricing hcariI'lgs are concluded, for 

example, we will reserve judgment on (1) the extent to which demand elasticities and 

the aggregate level of demand for particular UNEs should be taken into account in 

1) In its decision on the n~erits, the Eighth Cit(uit specifically noted the "takings" challenge 
made by the incumbent LECs to the TELR[C methodology: 

"Many of the incumbent LECs complain that the TELRIC methodology d()(>s not 
in(orporate their 'historical' or 'embWded' costs •.. into the oost figure that 
forms the ba,sis for dcterntining the rates that the incumbent LECs may charge .•. 
The incumbent LEes argue that the TELRIC method underestimates their costs 
to ptovide interconnection and unbundled access and results in prices that are 
too low, ef(ectl\·cly requiring them to subsidize their new loc.lI service 
competitors." (120 F.3d at 793, n. 8; dtations omitted.) 

Although the Eighth Circuit declined to pass upon this contention when it set aside the FCC's 
prking rules solely on jurisdictional grounds, (Id. at 8(0), the Court later stated that, even 
though the LECs' til.king claims were not ripe (or review, it was "skeptical" that the limited 
number of FCC unbundling rules it was upholding would "eHect an actual t .. ,king". (Id. at 
818.) 

l~ For example, contrMy to the directive contained in par.'gr.lph 682 of the First Report and 
Order, we are not requiring Pacific to assign shared and common expenses such as Inter-Office 
Facilities, Inter-Exchange Carrier Expenses and Network Engineering Expenses to individual 
network elements. We have decided not to order this b«ause, in our judgment, attempting to 
assign these costs to individual UNEs would be inconsistent with the Consensus Costing 
Principles adopted in 0.95-12-016, whrch recognize that in a multi-product (irm such as a local 
exchange ('"rrier, legitimate shared and common expcl\S('s do exist. 
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setting prices (or UNEs,u and (2) whether it is appropriate to establish UNE prices 

based on a uniform markup over TELRIC costs [or all network clements, or whether the 

markup should vary (rom clement to clement. In addition, as explained in Section IX.E. 

of this decision, we have decided that Pacific's prices should not be gcographically

deaveraged at this time. 

A. Th~ TELRIC MethOdology Is Preferable Because It Mfntmlzes the Total Of 
Unassigned Shared Family and COmmOn Costs 

In the December 18 Ruling, the assigned ALI pointed out that that one of the 

apparent advantages of TELRIC over TSLRIC was that the forn'er promised to 

miIlimize the amount of unassigned "shared lan\ily" and "COn\n1On" costs. This was 

attractive becausc, of the $5.2 biJIion in costs reported by Pacific under the TSLRIC 

methodology, about $2 billion were c1assified as shared and common. (0.96-08-021, 

minteo. at 15-16.) The ALI noted that this large percentage of shared and common costs 

had been an extremely contentious issue in the proceedings leading up to D.96-08-021, 

and that the usc of TELRIC might well reduce the level of contentiousness: 

"[T}he usc of TELRIC promises to narrow significantly the scope of one of 
the most contentious issues in Ihis proceeding: viz., how TSLRIC shared 
and common costs should be recovered in pricing. The comments on the 
July 2, 1996 Proposed Decision (PO) in this docket made clear that this was 
one of the key issues concerning the cost studies~ largely bec.lt1sc (1) the 
percentage of total LEC costs tr("lted as 'shared family' or 'shared 
comn\on' was high~ and (2) there was widespre.ld concern that excluding 
such shared and common costs (rom the TSLRICs (or particular services 
would result in unreasonably low price floors (or those services, thus 
stifling competition ... D.96-08-021took note of the latter concem and 
stated that because of it, 'we wiH allow the parties to litigale in the 
[pricing) hearings the extenl to which shared family cosls should be 

15 Set' Adminislrati\'e Law Judgc's Ruling Decided Issllcs Raised At January 28,1997 Prehearing 
Conference, Gr .mling One-Week Extension Of Time For Filing Opening Comments, and $cUi ng 
Schedule For Proceeding, issued March 4,1997 (l\1an:h 4 ALJ Ruling) (mimeo. aI3-4); 
Administrativc law Judge'S Ruling Setting Out Lit"nHs Of Permissible Discovery In Response 
To Discussion At July I, 1997 Hearing, isslled August 25, 1997 (mimeo. at 6-7). 
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included in price floors.' ... /I (December 18 AL) Ruling at 10; citations 
omitted.) 

Now that we have examined the new cost studies submitted by Pacific on 

January 13, it is apparent that the judgment reflected in the December 18 Ruling was 

correct. Although many parties continue to dispute the validity of the amount of 

shared and (ommon costs reported by Pacific in its TELRlC sludies/' the tola) of such 

costs has been reduced (rom $2 billion to about $1.2 billion. Moreover, while we are 

directing Pacific to provide additional justification (or its treatment o( a~ut $100 

million of this total, we be1ievc that in general, Pacific's treatment of shared and 

CoIl.\n\on costs in its TELRIC studies is reasonable. The smaller "pot" of shared and 

common costs that the TELRIC methodology produces continues to be a major (actor in 

its (avor. 

B. The TElRIC Methodology's Elimination Of Retail Costs From Th& Price Of 
Unbundled Network Erel1'lents Is A Factor In Its Favor 

As the DeceJiiber 18 ALJ Ruling observed, the TSLR[C studies adjudicated in 

0.96-08-021 included in the "shared family" category a substantial amount ol"retail 

costs"; i.e., the costs that an LEe incurs to provide services to its end-user customers, 

such as advertising. marketing, and hilling expenses. (Mimeo. at 11.) The December 18 

Ruling noted that ill 0.96-08-021, lithe issue of how to treat retail costs was essentially 

deferred, becausc resolving it was not critical to deciding the bask costing issues before 

the Commission." (Id. at 12.) However, the fk<:ember 18 Ruling continued: 

"{AJs staff, the Assigned Commissioner's office and (the AtJ) ha\'e aU had 
an opportunity to reflect on this quest~on, it seems reolsonabJe to condude 
that retail costs should not be recovered in the pricing of unbundled 
network elements, because - as stated by the FCC - retail costs 'arc not 
attributable to the production of network elements that arc offered to 

li For example, in their March 18 Opening Comments, AT&T and MCI refer to the tOlal of 
unassigned shared and (ommon costs in Pacific's TELRIC studies as the "billion dollar bucket" 
and argue that it should not ex(eed $600 n\lIIion. (AT&T /MCI Opening Comments, pp. 15-22.) 
For a discussion of thesc issues, sec Section V.A.3. illfrtl. 
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intcrconneding carriers.' ({First Report and Order], para. 691.) \Vhen 
retail costs arc removed from the shared and common cost categories in 
the TSLRIC studies submitted by [Pacific) . ~ . the result should begin to 
look like a TELRIC study." (Id.) 

. 
Now that we have had an opportunity to examine Pacific's TELRIC studies, we 

agree with the December 18 ALJ Ruling that the removal of retail costs ftom the shared 

and cornmon categories is a (actor in favor of TEL RIC. As the December 18 Ruling 

anticipated, the removal of retail costs from the "shared family" category reduces the 

size of that category by approximately $500 mil1ion. Although we belie\'e that Pacific 

improperly included some retail costs in the "common" costs it reported (as explained 

below in Sc<tion V.C.2.), in genera1, we believe that Pacific cor(C(tly irnplementcd the 

TEL RIC rules concerning retail costs. 

The (on\ments submitted by the parties have also helped to persuade us that it is 

appropriate to exclude retail costs from the prices that Pacific's competitors must pay 

lor UNEs. As Drs. Nina Cornell and Nkholas E(onomides state in their March 18, f997 

dC(laration accompanying the Opening Comnwnts of AT&T and lv[CI, the failure to 

exdude LEe retail costs from the price of UNEs could result in dOUble-payment of such 

costs by neW entrants: 

"While TSLRIC and TELRIC ~osts are based on the same cost concept, 
there are some differences in how the two types of costs would be 
eslinlated. As noted, TELRIC looks at the costs of an [ILEC) lIsing the 
different network elements as the 'cost objects' ... (LEes) do not lypically 
seJl network clemellts to end users, but instead o({er scrvices that arc 
supplied lIsing those various network elements in various proportions. 
Thus, (or retail scf\'ices, TSLRIC is the appropriate (ost concept. For the 
provision of (UNEs) to entr.,nts, however, TELRIC is the appropriate cost 
concepl." 

"Bec;msc (LEes) do not typically sen network elements to end users, but 
instead sen them services, TELRIC is a cost concept that refers to an 
intermediate level of production, or to goods sold wholesale. Therefore 
TELRIC costs should not include any of the costs of supplying services to 
end user customers. This is an important difference beh ... ·een the two cost 
concepts ... 
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"An entr.mt using IUNEs) as the inputs (or its end user scn'ices can 
compete with the incumbent either on the le\'cI of retailing, or on the way 
it combines those el~inenls to provide services, or both. If the eulraul has 10 
illClir l'(lill its OWIl relai/iug (osls as well as '''willg to pay some of tlte 
;l1cuwbenl's rdailing cosls, it faces a barrier to entry./I (3/18 Joint Declaration 
of Drs. Cornell and Economides, pp. 17-18, paras. 52-54; emphasis 
supplied.) 

It is important to note here that by excluding Pacific's retail costs from the price 

that it charges competitors fo! UNEs, we arc 1I0t ruling that retail (osts can neVer be 

recovered. The Cornell-E~on:omides argull,ent implicitly recognizes that to th~ extent 

an LEe continues to sell services to its end-users (Le.} business and residential 

customers), it is proper to include the LEe's reasonable retail costs in the price 01 such 

services. Although we cannot noW predict with certainty what percentage of Pacific's 

future revenues will come (rom the sale of UNEs and what percentage will come (rom 

the sale of scrvices, our expeCtation is that most of the future revenue will continue to 

come (rom services. Thus, the amount of retail costs that Pacific wiU be unable to 

recover by virtue of the TELRIC methodology is likely to be small. 

c. The TSLRIC Studl~s Approved In 0.96-08-021 Make the Det~ctlOn Of Cross· 
Subsfdization Difficult 

One of the principal purposes of this proceeding has been to eliminate the 

dangers posed to local exchange competition by cross-subsidization. As the original 

Order Instituting Hutemaking, issued on April 7, 1993, stated: 

"There are two specific thre('\ts to competitive markets which dominant 
carriN participation pose, and which must be addressed if they are to 
continue a dual role as bottleneck holder and competitor. The first threat 
is the incentive and the potential ability that the dominant carriers have to 
manipulate the supply of bottleneck (unctions to impede competitors. 
The second is the ability of a regulated dominant carrier to cross subsidize 
its competitive offerings by increasing the price (or its monopol)' services . 
.. Unbundling and nondiscriminatory access will make it more difficult to 
engage in cross subsidy because the services used by the LEe's 
competitive providers will be available on a tariffed basis./I (OIR/Oll, 
p.16,) 
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The objecti\'e of eliminating cfoss-subsidies among serviCes is reflected in the 

Consensus Costing Principles adopted in 0.95-12-016. CCP No.3 states that lithe 

increment being studied shall be the entire quantity of the service provided, not some 

small increase in demand." The commentary on this CCP concludes with the 

observation that "the parties agree that this costing plinciple would produce costs that 

are relevant (or determining whether cross-subsidization exists/' (0.95-12-016, App. c, 
p.3.) 

Unfortunately, cross-examination during the 1996 pricing hearings has raised 

serious doubt in our minds whether the TSLRIC studies adopted in D.96-08-021 arc 

useful (or detecting cross-subsidies. During his cross-examination by counsel (or the 

California Cable Television Association (ccr A), Pacific's in-house costing expert, 

Richard SchoU, acknowledged that for many of the BNFs that were the subject of the 

hearings, reported "shared family" costs fell into several different fan1ilies, of which 

there were 20. (R.T. 2140-2161; August 1, 1996). In one (asc, business access line service, 

six different families Were involved. (Id. at 215-1.). Mr. Scholl's <:ross-examination by 

counsel for AT&T demonstrated that it would be very difficult to determine from the 

TSLRlC studies whether the revenues from a particular family of services would be 

sufficient to lover the sum of the TSLRICs for those services. (R.T. 1813, 1817-25; 

July 30, 1996.) 

As a result of this cross-examination, there is genuine reason to question how 

useful Pacific's TSLRIC costs are for determining the existence of cross-subsidi('s. 

Under TELRIC, on the oth('( hand, the cost objed is the network element itself rather 

thall services nlade up of \'ariolls network clements, so the possibilities for cross· 

subsidization should be (onsiderably reduced. 
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III. SHOULD THE COMMISSION USE PACIFIC'S TELA Ie STUDIES OR VERSION 
2.2.2 OF THE HATFIELD MODEL FOR THE PURPOSE OF DETERMINING 

PACIFIC'S FORWARD·LOOKING COSTS? 

As noted in Section l.A:of this decision, the December 18 ALJ Ruling concluded 

that the Hatfield Model should be evaluated along with Pacific's TELRIC studies. The 

December 18 Ruling stated: 

"[T}he best course of action is to litigate the propriety of the Hatfield 
Model in the next phase of this proceeding. This will be done by ~lIowing 
AT&T, Mel and other interested parties to submit the Hatfield Model and 
costing results based thereon at the same time that the LEes submit their 
new cost studies_ To the extent pradicable, we will then evaluate the 
Hatfield Model and related cost results during the sante period in which 
we are considering the comments on the additional cost studies that 
Pacific is being ordered tosubmit.,1 (Mimeo. at 21-22.) 

Pursuant to this dire<:tiv(', AT&T and Mel submitted documentation (or Version 

2.2.2 of the Hatfield Model on January 13, 1997, lh~ same day on which Pacific 

submitted its TELRIC studies. Pacific and GTEC submitted extensive critiques of 

Version 2.2.2 with their l'o.-facch 18 opening comments, and AT&T and Mel submitted an 

extensive rebuttal defending the model in their April 15, 1997 reply (omments. 

As indkatcd by the discussion below, the submission of Version 2.2.2 raises a 

number of issues. These issues include whether we should evaluate that version of 

Hatfield or the later Version 3.0, whether the version we evaluate is sufficiently 

improved over the version that was considered in our Universal Servke proceeding, 

and whether the criticisms made by Pacific and GTEC apply merely to the input 

assumptions that AT&T and Mel have used, or are directed at structuf.lI problems with 

the model. 

A. Should Th() CommIssion EVcduat~ Version 2.2.2 Or Version 3.0 Of Hatfield? 

Even before opening comments on Pacific's TELRIC studies and the Hatfield 

Model were submitted, a question arose whether the CommissIon should consider a 

later edition of the Hatfield Model, Version 3.0, which was released on February 7, 1997. 
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This question was extensively discllssed at the PHC held on January 28,1997, 

and in the March 4, 1997 ALJ Ruling issued as a result of that PHC. In that Ruling, the 

assigned ALJ concluded that because consideration of Version 3.0 was likely to dismpt 

the schedule for the proceeding, it should not be considered. In support of his 

determination, the ALJ noted statements by Pacific and GlEC that they would not only 

request additional discovery if Version 3.0 were cOll5idered, but were likely to demand 

hearings as w('lI.v Second, and of equal importance, the AL} noted that counsel (or 

AT&T and MCI had stated at the PHC that they ,vere willing to stand on Version 2.2.2. 

He quoted them on this point as follows: 

"MR BO\VEN (Counsel (or MCI): .•• I think both companies are happy to 
go forward with 2.2.2. And if version 3 becomes avaiJable in a timely 
fashion, and if your Honor or somebody elSe wants us to consider that as 
well, we can do that as well, but we donJt want to slow down this process. 
\Ve view 2.2.2 as being {uHy sufficient for the Commission (or 
consideration as filed. 

"MR. HOULIHAN: Your Honor, (ot AT&T, I can confirm that that is our 
position. I might observe that to the extent that version (3.0) becomes 
available, it's simply a mechanism that interested parties can llse as a test 
or check of the one that we have submilted, 2.2.2. But we are prepared to 
stand on what we have submitted.n (March 4 ALJ Ruling, mimeo. at 13, 
quoting 1/28/97 PHC transcript.) 

Even though all parties have made some references to Version 3.0 of Hatfield in 

their comments, we agree with the AL} that Pacific's TELRIC studies should be 

evaluated against Version 2.2.2. First} the parties' comments about Version 3.0 suggest 

that the AL} was right to be concerned that consideration of this new modd would 

require tin\c-consuming new discovery, and perhaps hearings. Second, as the March 4 

AL} Ruling points out} AT&T and MCI dearly agreed to stand on Version 2.2.2 against 

Z7 Counsel for Pacific contrasted this situation with Version 2.2.2. Since that vcrsion had been 
available (or some months. Pacific felt comfortable having its validity ddcrmined through a 
comn'lcnt procedure. (Mime6. at 12-13.) 
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Pacific's January 13, 1997 cost studies.zs Third, \\'e note that computer models like 

Hatfield tend to be moving targets. In view of the evcr~changing character of such 

models, we agree with the Colorado Public Utilities Commission that agencies like this 

one would have difficulty (onipleting their proceedings if they Were always under an 

obligation to considcr the latest vcrsion of a model.2'I 

B. Is VersIon ~.2.2 A Sufficient Improvement Over the VersiOn of Hatfield 
Evaluated In Our Universal Servfc~ DecIsion. 0.96-10·0661 

This is not the lirst time this Comn\ission has had cXcasion to cOru?ider the 

Hatfield Model. In our Universal Service decision, 0.96-10-066, We evaluated an earlier 

version of Hatfield against a model sponsored by Pacific, the Cost Proxy Model (CPM), 

for the purpose of determining which model better estimated the costs of providing 

basic residential service on a statewide basis~ The criteria for evaluating the models 

included (1) whkh iltodd better estimated costs lot the entire state, (2) which model 

more accurately reflected ~osts, (3) which model was more open and accessible to 

2$ \Ve note that in his June 18,1997 Ruling on the vaJidity of GlEC's workpJan (or conducting 
new cost studi('S, the A lJ ruled that these studies, which were submitted on Scptco\bcr IS, 
1997, would be c\'aluatcd against the then-most current vcrsion of Hatfield. (Administrativc 
Law Judge's Ruling Concerning Workplan Of GTE California Incorporated For Preparing New 
Cost Studies, issued June 18, 1997, mimeo. at 6, (n_ 9.) That vcrsiOil of the Hatfield Model is 
V('(sion 4.0, which AT&T and Mel submiUed on September 15, 1997. 

2'i In a ruling earlier this yeal in its own tctccon\n\unicalions unbundling proceeding, the 
Color.,do Public Utilities Commission denied a motion by AT&T to supplement its testimony. 
In doing so, the Colorado Commission said: 

"(\VJe observe Ihat cost models, in general, are merely tools in assisting thc 
Conlmission in its ratcnM.king decisions. Wc havc 00 rcasOn to believc that our 
ability to decide issues in this case will be materially impaired by precluding 
cvidence of the latest rcvisions to a cost model. Thesc models, espedally 
national ones such as AT&T's, are likely to be rcvised constantly and 
(ontinually. The Commission cannot interrupt cxisting proceedings or begin 
(dIe proc('('(!ings anew each time a n\odd is changCtt" (Docket No. 96S-331T; 
Decision No. 97-298; Orda: GTt1l1tillg Rrqllt'S1 fj)T Rr~wJsMrTdIi01l Ol/Iltnim Order, 
1" PMI; Aud Dmyiug MoliolllO SlIl'plrmmt Direct TestimollY, adopted March 19, 
1997, p.5.) 
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changes in inputs and assumptions, and (4) which model's inputs and assumptions 

were easier to verify. (Mimeo. at 115.) 

For a variety of reasons, we <:onduded thilt the CPM satisfied these tests better 

than Hatfield. First, the CPM could model costs on either a Census Block Group (CnG) 

or wire center basis, whereas the Hatfield Model could estimate <:osts only for nll1ch 

larger density zones. (~fimeo. at 116, 124.) Second, the CPM's grid cell design allowed 

customers to be placed within one-fourth of a mile, whereas Hatfield unrealisticaUy 

assumed that popUlation \vas uniformly distributed within CBGs, and that distribution 

plant alone covered the interiors of the CBGs. (Id. at 111,116-117, 124.) Third, the CPM 

was found to be more open to changes in inputs and assumptions. which were based 

upon Pacific's actual data. HatHeld, by contrast, had many inputs that could not be 

changed, it reflected assumptions taken from other states, and it relied 01\ conversations 

with unnamed experts to (>Stablish ('ertain critical ('osts. (Id. at 119-20, 12i·24.) 

In. t<>day's decision, we arc not comparing Version 2.2.2 of Hatfield against the 

CPM» or any other model, but against Pacific's actual (ost studies. Nonetheless, we 

believe that the four tests pOsed in 0.96-10-066 continue to be reasonable, and that We 

should not lISC Version 2.2.2 unless We can conclude that (1) AT&T and MCI have ('ured 

the Hatfield deficiencies identified in D.96-1O-066, and (2) the results produccd by the 

corrccted version of Hatfield arc superior to Pacific's own cost studies. 

Ouc review of Version 2.2.2 discloses that while AT&T and MCI have had some 

success iJ\ curing the defccts identified in 0.96-10-066. enough defects remain so that it 

would be inappropriate to substitute Version 2.2.2 [or Pacific's own cost studi('s in 

determining the (orward·)ooking costs of Pacific's system. 

Our review discloses that there ace defects both in the slmclurc of Version 2.2.2 

and in the IlIplIl assumptions that AT&T and Mel used to produce the outputs they 

submilted on January 13. The structucal defects _. which cannot be easily ('orrected --

~ Indeed, as explained in Section VI., the w,,>, in which the FCC has defined the loop requires 
Pacific to usc a &lmpJe of its actual loop lengths rather than the CPM to estinlate loop costs. 
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include (1) how Version 2.2.2 estimates loop costs in low-density (i.e., rural) areas, (2) 

the failure of Version 2.2.2 to usc network design assumptions that are consistent with 

its transmission pardmeters, (3) Version 2.2.2'5 reliance upon New Hanlpshire data to 

determine switch maintenance expense for California, (4) the lack of enough user

settable inputs in Version 2.2.2 to model depreciation properly, and (5) Version 2.2.2'$ 

unreasonable assun'ptions about how outside pJa]\tl such as telephone poles, will be 

shared with other utilities. The major errOneous input assuinption - which can be 

('orrected - was the investment per line that AT&T and MCI assumed to develop their 

estimate of switching investment costs. \Ve consider each of these problems below. 

C. Hatfie-Id 2.2.2 DOes Not Fairly Model LOOp Costs In Low·oensJty Areas 

As prior decisions in this docket have noted, loop costs comprise an important 

fraction of the total costs of a local exchange rtch'ltork. Not surprisingly, therefore, the 
) 

parties h,we devoted a substantial amount of attention to whcther Version 2.2.2 

realistically models loop costs. Pacific's March 18 comments attack Version 2.2.2'5 

treahl\ent of loop costs in low-density areas, arguing that Hatfield results in overlong 

loop lengths in rural areas, and thus in an overstatement of loop costs there. AT&T and 

MCI defend Version 2.2.2's n\odeting of loop costs. 

1. Pacific's Position 

like the early version of Hatfield considered in D.96-IO-066, Version 2.2.2 

relics llpon CBGs to model loop costs in different geographic areas, and it assumes that 

homes are uniformly distributed within a eBG. 

P.lcific's opening comments strongly attack the plaUSibility of this assumption. 

One eHect of the assumption is explained in an "engineering e\'aluation" of Hatfield 

2.2.2 that was prcsented to the FCC in that agency's 0\\'1\ univNsal service proceeding. 

TIle evaluation is attached as Appendix C-3 to the March 17, 1997 declar.ltion of Pacific 

witness James Schaff.)' The engineering evaluation states: 

,. Mr. Schaff's experience with loop engineering is described at pages 59-60 of 0.96-08-021. 
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"(Version 2.2.2) assumes a square eBG with a uniform distribution of 
households. The model attetnpts to lessen the impact of this 
unrealistic assumption by placing a Serving Area Interface (SAl) 
farther into the CBG than is customar}', a distance equal to one quarter 
the length of one side of the CBG. Howe\'cr, this is equally unrealistic: 
the designed distribution cable lengths remain extremely long because 
the model assumes that each enG contains only onc SAl. In reality, 
design engineers may place many SAls or cross-toruuxts within large 
CBGs to reduce the high cost of distribution facilities. [Version 2.2.2) 
does not accommodate this problem .• /' (App. C-3 to 3/17 Schall 
Declaration, p. 18.).· 

Mr. Scha(f also argues that the distribution cabling assumed in Version 2.2.2 

(which he refers to as HM2) is not sufficient to serve a low-density CBG if, as the model 

assumes, the population is evenly distributed within that CBG: 

"The totallenglh of distribution cable placed by {Version 2.2.2) is 
insufficient to reach all subscribers. Thc HM2 assun\es a square 
distribution area in its calculations, and serves it with a number of 
cables that arc 5/8ths of the length of the side of the square. lJM2 uses 
two distribution cables (or rural exchanges whose density is Jess than 5 
(households per squate mile). In the model cakulations, this results in 
a vNy large area being served by 2 cables that only go 5/81hs of a side. 
II is not possible (or 2 cables that arc 5/8ths of a side 10 reach all 
households, assuming, as the I-1M2 docs, that households arc evenly 
dispersed within the CBG." (3/17 Schaff Declaration, par.l. 22, 
pp. 9-10.)~ 

2. AT& TIs and Mel's Position 

AT&T and Mel defend the reasonableness of their assumptions concerning 

low-density CBGs, and asscrt that Mr. Schaff has misrepresented Version 2.2.2 in this 

regard: 

"The documentation (or Version 2 explicitly states that the Model 
assumes customers are clustered together, particularly in the lowest 

J.! The author of the cnginccring cvaluation quoted in the text, Dr. Robert Austin, nlakes the 
same point in his paper at page 29. Moreover, at pages 3-1 of its April 15 reply tomnicnts, 
TURN also notes that Version 2.2.2 appears to O\'Cfstate loop costs in rUfdl arCdS. 
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density areas, reducing the amount of distribution cable that would 
otherwise be needed to serve all customers. This assumption of 
'clustering' in less densely populated areas is intuitively plausible ... " 
(AT&T /MCI4/15 Reply Comments, p. 9.) 

3. DIscussIon 

Based on our own feview of Version 2.2.2, we agree with Pacific that the 

model's assun\ptions about low-density areas arc not realistic .. and lead to greatly 

overstated loop costs. \Ve estimate the effcct of this overstatement at $150 to $170 

n\iIIion per year. 

The problem lies in the two-step process by which Version 2.2.2 computes 

cable im·esln\ents. The first step occurs in the "data moduleu
, which takes household 

counls from Census Bureau data and then computes the (ffiler and distribution cable 

fengths nccessar)' to sen'e each CBG. The data module assumes that population is 

('venly distributed throughout the CGO. 

The second step oCcurs in Version 2.2.2's "loop nlodulej" which estimates the 

cable investment necessary for eath CBG based on the fceder and distribution lengths 

calculated in the data module. The loop module assumes that all distribution cables 

serving a CBG are of equal length (to feflect the assumption of uniform distribution 

around the SAl), but that the 11111111'cr of cables varies by density range (to account for 

clustering). 

The net effect of this computational method is that Version 2.2.2 assumes 

fewer but longer cables in less dense areas to account for clustering. Even though the 

number of cables is (ewer, they must be ~.drt·lIIdy long to account (or the data module's 

assumption of uniform. distribution. Under Version 2.~.2, the aVNage pcr-unit loop cost 

(or the lowest density zone is llearlyeiglJl times the per-unit loop cost (or the lowest 

density zone reported by Pacific, a plainly unrealistic outcome. 

D. Hatfield 2.2.2's N~twork Design Assumptions Are Not Conslst~nt With Its 
Transmission Parameters 

Another issue related to Version 2.2.2'5 treatment of low-density CBCs is 

whether it has re.1listically tre."lted distribution plant beyond 18,000 (ect. In his 
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l\farch 18 declaration, Mr. Schaff notes that distribution distances exceeding 18,000 feet 

arc common in Version 2.2.2, and he continues: 

liThe 11M2 designs a network to change from copper to fiber ... beginning 
at 9000 feel of feeder lellgth,[lJ] ignoring the length of distribution copper. 
This results in distribution lengths exceeding transmission quality 
parameters required for service. The neh\'ork designed by HM2 will only 
talk [i.e., work] out to 18,000 feet on the distribuliOil side of a Digital loop 
Carrier. Beyond that, the network won't work, without additional 
provisioning. For example, coarser gauge copper cables, load coils, 
extended range plug-ins, and gain devices would be required beyond 
18,000 fcet, depending on the distance of the Cllstolller (rom the remote 
terminal. Mr. Riolo [the Hatfield engineer) and I substantially agreed on 
this." (3/17 SchaU declaration, p. 2, para. 6.) 

The shortcomings identified by Mr. Schaff (which AT&T and Mel do not address 

ill their reply comments) are similar to flaws We pointed out in the BCM, a predecessor 

of Hatfield. In D.96-10-066, we noted the following shortcoming of the HCM: 

"In rural areas whereCBGs can be quite large, the BCM assumes that 
copper distribution plant can serve the entire interior. It is unclear 
whether the BCM allows lor sufficient electronics in the distribution plant 
to ensure that these households could actually recei\'e telephone service 
from the network as modelled." (Mimeo. at 117.) 

E. Version 2.2.2 Understah~s Switch Maintenance Expense 

1. Positions of the Parties 

In addition to claiming that AT&T and Mel have assumed llIuc'llislically-low 

switch itwestment per line (an issue we discuss below), Pacific argues that Version 2.2.2 

also understates switch IIItlilltClltlltU expenses, TIle reason (or this problem, Pacific 

asserts, is that Version 2.2,2 uses aiM/or based on switch investment to (,<1Iculate 

maintenance expense, and the factor is based on New Hampshire rather than Califomia 

data. In his March 18 dedar.ltion, Mr. Scholl attacks the \'alidil)' of this factor; 

1) This assumption is inconsistent with the requirements of 0.96-08-021. In that decision, we 
diredet.l P.lcific to revise Us TSLRIC cost studies to assume that the "cross-over" point from 
copper to fiber OCCUTret.1 at 12,000 feet. (MimeD. at 61.) 
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"Using the New Ilampshire (actor nationwide is wrong. The Hatfield 
Model acknowledges that switching in\'eslment varies by switch size 
... , with the largest investmen.t per line occurring (or swit(hes with the 
smaller line size. Since New Harnpshire is characterized by small 
to\'o'ns with small switches, the Hatfield 1\1O<1el would identify these 
switches as having higher switching investments per line than would 
be the case (or states like California, with most lines in large switches in 
metropolitan areas. The New Hampshire (actor is low not because 
maintenance expense is low, but because switch investment is high. By 
deriving the switch maintenance (actor (roin New Hampshire's high 
switch unit investment, the Hatfield Model creates a factor only (or 
'small town' stateS like Ne\'J Haillpshire. This (actor is dearly much too 
low lor California, with its dties and lower switch unit iJ\vestmt'nt.;' 
(3/18 Scholl Declaration, p. 3, para. 9.)lf 

AT&T and Mel argue in their April 15 reply comnlt'nts that the problem of . '. 
using "small state" data to derive a switch m<1!intenanCe factor for California has been 

greatly exaggerated by Pacific. They argue that expense factors (which can be cOinputed 

on a per-line basis or as a percentage of investment) are used throughout the local 

exchange industry, and that ilwhere there was a Concel'n about a I?arlicular ratio and 

better data Were available in the public dOJ1'lain, the Hatfield Model developers retied 

on those data to estimate fon\tard looking expenses.'1 (AT&T /MCI Reply Comnlcnts, 

p. 20.) They specifically defend their usc of New Hampshire data/hoting that since 

there is evidence the use of small switches may actually tend to itlat'('~ switch expense, 

their use of New Hampshire data for the switch maintenance factor. may actually 

benefit Pacific. (Id. at 21.) 

2. DIscuss/on 
., 

\Ve agree with Pacific that the use of New Hampshire data to estimate switch 

maintenance expense for California is unreasonable. \Vhether or not New Hampshire's 

usc of smatter switches would tend to increase switch maintenance expense (an issue on 

~ GlEe makes a similar but broader criticism of Version 2.2.2 on pages 35-36 01 its opening 
comments, a$$Clting that I'Hatfieid designs a telephone system that could never be built and a 
cost structure that will never exist." 
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which Mr. SchoB probably has the better of the argument), we think that a maintenance 

factor derived from investment - which is almost certain to be less precise than a 

maintenance estimate based on actual experience - should be based upon data for a 

state with demographic imd topographic characteristics reasonably comparable to 

California's. New Hampshire's clearly are not. 

F. Version 2.2.2 Does Not Model Depreciation In A Manner Consistent Wlth 
0.96·08·021 

In 0.96-08-02:1, we approved the use of so-called IIDuquesne" ass~t Jives for 

Pacific and GTEC. (Mimeo. at 49-52, 72-75.) \Ve deemed these asset lives, which ate 

shorter than those we had previously approved, to be appropriate because they "look(] 

forward to an environment in which there is local exchange competition," rather than 

"the previous paradigm of the regulated monopoly environnlent/' (Id. at 52.) The 

effect of adopting these shorter asset lives15 was to allow more rapid depredation of 

plant affected by competition and technological obsolescence. 

t. Positions of th~ Parties 

Pacific argues in its opening comments that the asset livcs used in Version 

2.2.2 arc not consistel\t with those adopted in 0.96-08-02:1. In his declaration, 

Dr. Francis Murphy notes that Version 2.2.2 assumes a single, 20-year life (or both 

copper and fiber feeder, whereas 0.96-08-02:1 dearly approved a 20-year life (or fiber 

and a 14·year life for copper. (3/18 Murphy Declaration, pp. 15-16.) Dr. Murphy also 

contends that Version 2.2.2 docs not identify the following types of plant by USDA 

account and lISC the depreciation rates adopted for these accounts in 0.96-08-02:1: 

fr,Ulsport facilities, oper.ltor systems, public telephones, and general support. (fd. at 

16.) 

AT&T and l-.ICI respond that while Version 2.2.2'5 defaull va1ues for 

depreciation arc not those adopfed in 0.96-08-021, they used the asset Ii\'es approved in 

)S The accounts ,,((('<loo by the change arc shown in the table on page 74 of D.96·08-021. 
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D.96-08-021 in developing the Hatfield outputs they submitted on January 13. They 

argue that the ease with which the}' were able to var}' the assumed asset lives is one of 

the strongest arguments for adopting Version 2.2.2: 

"(Ilts large number of user-sellable inputs makes it simple for an 
analyst to compute new cost results using whatever assumptions are 
deemed most appropriate {or a llarticular jurisdiction.1I (AT&TJ~fCI 
Reply Comments at 29.) 

2. Discussion 
Our own review of the input and output files'that Were submitted for Version 

2.2.2 discloses that Pacific's crilicisn\shave merit. AT&T and MCI used a single, 20-year 

life for both fiber and copper feeder, whereas 0.96-08-021 dearly adopted a 20-year life 

for fiber and a 14-year life for copper. 

Unfortunately, fixing Version 2.2.2'5 results to reflect the asset livcs approved 

in D.96-08-021 is not simply a n\alter of ch.mging the inputs. Contrary to the assertion 

of AT&T and MCI, Version 2.2.2'5 depreciation module does not have enough user

scttable inputs to allow separate asset livcs to be specified [or ~opper artd liber. 

The usc of a 20-year assetlile (or both fiber and (Opper is a significant errOl; it 

undersliltes Pacific's depreciation by about $100 million artnually.~ 

Pacific is also (orrect that Version 2.2.2 does not use propN depredation 

schedules (or Operator Systems, Public Telephones and General Support. Once again, 

the problem appears to be that Version 2.2.2 docs not have enough lIser-sellable inputs 

to handle these depredation categories by USOA account. 

G. Hatfield 2.2.~'$ Treatment Of How Outside Plant Is Shared Is Not Reasonable 

One of the more expensh'c items in the provisioning of loops is the cost of 

"outside plant," such as telephone potes and trenching. Outside plant costs can be 

3e Wc ackno\\'l~igc 'hat the problem might havc b('('n addressed b)' using a blended 
depredation schoou}c 'hat rcOC\:tcd proper proporliOl\s of c()p~r and fiber fceder. Howc\,('f, it 
"ppcars th.'\t AT&T and Mel made no attempt to do this, and in any e\'('nt~ it would not solve 
the problem of inadequate user-inputs. 
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reduced, however, if they are shared with other firms that use outside plant, such as 

cable companies and electric utilities. Version 2.2.2 of Hatfield seeks to minimize 

outside plant costs by assuming that the hypothetical carrier it n\odcls will share two

third's of all structure, in every density zone, 100% of the time. 

1. P()sltlons of the PartIes 

Pacific and GTEe both attack Version 2.2.2's assumption about the sharing of 

"outside plant" as unreasonable. In his declaration, Mr. Schaff states: 

"HM2's sharing assumptions are dearly unrealistic. One reason is that 
100% of the time a1l of these companies wiII Jlot be present on a pole. 
For instance, CATV is not cOmmon in rural areas and thus does not use 
poles in those areas .•. \Vhere they are on the pole, CATV companies 
do not share an equal an\ount of the pole cost with power companies 
and IlECs. Instead, they tease space at low, politically-determined 
prkes ... It is also unreasonable to assume that 100% o( the lintel a 
standard 35 (oot pole will have three utilities attached ..• Depending 
on the number of attachments of each utHit}t, there is not enough space 
on the pole 100% of the time. For example, when power companies 
have transformers, primary power, and sC(ondary po\\'er attachments, 
there is not rOOn\ for a third utility.1I (3/17 SchaU Declaration at pp. 
8-9, para. 20.) 

In their repI}' comments, AT&T and MCI offer only a gener~ltized de(en~ of 

Version 2.2.2'5 assumptions about outside plant sharing: 

"[Pacific and GTEe) oUer no documentary evidence to rebut the high 
frequency with which telephone and ele<:tric utilit}' plant uses the same 
poles, or the proposition that, in a (on\'ard-looking environment, cable 
operators and other telC(ommunications prOViders will likely bear a 
greater share of cost responsibility (or poles than they do today. 
Similarly, they (ail to rebut the presumption that telephone companies 
typically share trenches for buried or underground facilities with other 
utilities •.• Thus, the l\lodel's assumption that telephone utilities 
should bear only 33% of the (ost of shared structure is eminently 
re.lsonable." (AT&T IMCI RepI}' Comments, p. 11.) 

2. DIscussion 

Our own review of Version 2.2.2 demonstrates that Pacific's (riticisms have 

merit. 111e assumption of AT&T and Mel that poles will be shared equally with two 
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other utilities, 100% of the time, is both contrary to experience and at \'ariance with the 

plant sharing factors approved in 0.96-08-021.v If we were to accept thi~ assumption 

(which is reflected in many of Version 2.2.2'5 algorithms), Pacific's statewide average 

loop cost would be reduced by about $3.50 per month, which equates to a rcduclion in 

annual costs of more than $700 million. 

\Ve do not think it \ .... ould be appropriate to accept an assun1plion with such a 

drastic irnpact merely because of assertions by AT&T and MCI that their outside plant

sharing assumptions arc "reasonable" in a (onvatd·looking environment. \Ve will 

therefore adhere to the plant-sharing factors adopted in 0.96-08-021. 

H. AT&T and Mel Did Not Assume Reasonable Investment Per·Lln~ When They 
Specified Their Input Assumptions FOr VersJon2.2.2 

Up to now, the shortcomings in Version 2.2.2 we have addressed ha\fe all been 

structur<tl problems with the model. As noted in Section III.B., however, there was One 

input used by AT&T and lo.fCI to generate the outputs submittM on January 13 that was 

hotly contested by Pacific and GTEC: viz., the investment per-line that theyassumed.3a 

As we shall see, the debate as to what amount of investment per line should be 

assun\ed is really a debate aboul what amount of total switching im'estment should be 

assumed for a ('arrier like Pacific. For reasons discussed below, the parties have 

engaged in this debate not only with respect to the input assumptions that AT&T and 

MCI used to generate their January 13 Hatfield outputs, but also with resped to how 

Pacific modeled switching investment using the SCIS mode), an issue we discuss 

separately. 

v In the TSLRlC studies adopted in D.96-08-021, 11adfic C\ssume<t that "aerii\l" pJant (i.e., poles) 
arc shared 50% of the time. It assumed that so-called "buried" and "underground" plant were 
not shaR'<i at all. 

3t Our own examination 01 Version 2.2.2 indicates that if one substitutes the investn\ent-~r-linc 
that Pacific assumed (or its own switch modeling, Version 2.2.2 will yield switch investment 
costs nearly Identical to Pacific's. 
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1. The LEes' Position 

Pacific and GTEC argue that the input assumptions AT&T and Mel used (or 

investment per line (from which Hatfield Version 2.2.2 calculates total switching 

investment) are unrealistic (or two complementary reasons. First, the lECs contend 

that with respect to switch prices being offered today, AT&T and Mel have tailed to 

take account of the fact that different discounts apply depending on whether the switch 

is considered "new" or is intended to serve "growth" lines. Second, and morc broadly, 

Pacific contends that the per-line inputs AT&T and Mel havc uscd ignore the "life 

cycle" applicable to switch prices, which a long-run incremental COst study must 

capture. 

One aspect of the LECs' position with respect to the switch prices offered 

today is summarized in the critique of Version 2.2.2 submitted by Drs. Timothy Tardiff 

and Gregory Duncan of National Economic R<.'SCarch Associates. In their critique, 

which is jointly sponsored by Pacific and GIEC,]9 Drs. Tardiff and DUl\('an state: 

"[T}he Hatfield t..fodel igl\ores the fact that IlECs buy additional lines 
fot installed switches as well as new lines for new switches. The 
additional lines for instaHed switches adually cost morc, as the 
McGraw-Hili switch cost study uscd by the Hatfield Model describes 

"The local switching component of the Hatfield Model ilIuslr.ltes the 
fallacy of its scorched view of cost studies. In order for the approach to 
produce realistk costs ... a new entr.mt would have to serve customers 
with initial lines only and also have the volumes to command the 
discounts that existing IlECs apparently command. The fact that IlECs 
expand their switches as demand grows and the existence o( a lucrative 
aftermarket [for additional lines] for this expansion demonstrate that the 
'instant lEes' posited by the HatCield t-.fodel arc inconsistent with 
reality." (Tardiff & Duncan, Ecollomlc £tlnluntioll 0/ tI,e lltltj;dd 
l.'ode1, Versioll2.2, Re1t'tlsC 2, March 17,1997, pp. 41-42.) 

]9111e Tardiff-Duncan paper is attached (\s Appendix A to the March 18,1997 opening 
comments of both Pacific (\nd GlEe. 
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«l Mr. $tholl describes the five stages of the life~ycle for switch technology as follows: 

Stage A- The switch te<:hnology is brand new and the price is high, bc<'ause initial 
\'endors can charge a premium for its advanced cap"bilities. 

Stage B- Prices decre",se as more vendors enter the nlarkct, but the switch price still 
reflects a prcmiun\ due to the new technology's advanced features. 

Stage c- The ne\ .. • switch technology bcc()n\es standard, with vendors offering 
significant price discounts to replace a large number of older switches. lIowe"er, these 
discounts apply only to switch replac('m~nts, and not to future growth addilions. 

Stage D- As older switches arc replaced, the switch replacement ~ontraclS expire, and 
switch prices rise to (enEXt the decreased level of purchclscs needed to meet growth 
demand. 

Stage E- A new switching technology appears, and the pike of switches embodying the 
old technology ris.e as \'endors exit the market for the old t('(hnology. (3/18 Scholl 
Declaration, pp. 5-6.) 
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2. Position 01 AT& Tand Mel 

The rebuttal to the. c:omplementary arguments put forth by Messrs. Tardiff, 

Duncan and Scholl appears in the April 141 1997 declaration of Catherine Petzingel, an 

AT&T analyst who is an expert in the SCIS model. In addition to criticizing Mr. Scholl 

lor not offering any empirical support lor his five-stage life cydel Ms. Petzinger asserts: 

"Mr. SchoWs oversimplified story omits nlany highlytelevant 
attributes of the ma~ket (or local switches" such as the accelerating pace 
of tedmical innovation (as can be seen by the shorter depreciation lives) 
and the impact o( increasing conlp~lition. The end result will be that .. 
future pllrchases.of replacement switches wi]) be substantial, assuming 
depredation lives of approximately 10 years, and this will conlinue to 
give large LEes tremendousvo)ume purchasing power. In addition, 
the large number of expected switch replacements will continue to 
pressure the switching equipment vendors to negotiate highly 
competitive switching prices, whkh is presumably one reason why (the 
McGraw-Hill Northern Business Information study) is predicting that 
overall switch prices \vill continue to decline over the foreseeable 
futute." (4/14 Pelzinger IA~taratiori, para. 282.) 

3. DiscussIon 

\Ve agree with Pacific ~nd GTEe that, when one takes actual experience into 

account, AT&T and ~tCI have 1\0\ made reasonable assumptions about investn\ent per 

line, which is what Version 2.2.2 uses to compute switching investment (and 

maintenance) costs. 

First, Otlr own review of the outputs shows that AT&T and MCI assumed that 

the n'lost generous discount \\;ould apply to all switch purchases. As Mr. Scholl and 

Drs. Tardiff and Duncan state, this appears contrary to actual experience. Based on our 

own review of Pacific's switching contracts, the LEe witnesses arc correct that the 

deepest discount applies only to switches that arc considered IInew", and docs not 

apply to "growth" lines for existing switches. 

The rcbulta) to Mr. Schon oltered by Ms. Petlinger is based on speculation 

about the future .. and is at odds with the Northern Business Information (NBI) study on 
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which she purports to rely.'l Drs. Tardiff and Duncan quote the following passage [rom 

the 1994 NBI study to supp~rt their point about the range of discounts: 

"The add·on market provides significant reVenue potential for switch 
suppliers, particularly as the margins ()If new switches remain below 
the margins for the add-on market. A digital1ine shipped and in place 
wiIJ generate hundreds of dollars in add-on and hardware revenue 
during the life of the switch. Suppliers can a(ford to lose a few dollars 
on the initial (new) line sale in exchange for the increased revenue in 
the after-market, where prices are Jess likely to be set by competitive 
bidding." (1994 NBf Study, p. 71, quoted ill Tardiff &. Duncan, pp. 41-
42.) 

Based on the realities of the switch market, \\'e see no reason to depart from 

the conclusion we reached on the life-cycle issue in 0.96-10-066. In that case, we 

accepted Pacific's Hfe-cydeapptoach to switching costs, observil'lg that lithe prices for 

new switches are not discounted significantly unttt the new technology becomes 

standard, and a large number of older tedu,ology switches are replaced.1I (Mimeo. at 

146-47.) Accordingly, we agree with Pacific that the Hatfield inputs must be modified 

to feffect a proper life cyde approach. 

I. The Infirmities Of Hatfield 2;:?2 Require That UNE Costs Be Set Using PacifIc's 
TELRle Studies, After Appropriate Adjustments Are Made 

Por all of the reasons set forth above, we conclude that Version 2.2.2 of the 

Hatfield l\1odel should not be used to estirnate the forward-looking costs of Pacific's 

system. Version 2.2.2 continues to suffer from many of the S,lme infirmities that we 

identified in D.96-10-066, and it has other problems that limit its ability to model costing 

issues we decided in 0.96-08-021 and are not reconsidering here, such as the 

appropriate depredation rates and cost of cclpital. 

However, we also note that Version 2.2.2 has now been superseded by newer 

versions of Hatfield, namely Versions 3.0, 3.1 and 4.0. In his June 18, 1997 Ruling 

n Northern Dusincss Information, US C€lIlml Offltt Eqll;pmml AfarAd-1995, McGraw-Hili. 
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concerning GTEC's wOlkpJan for submitting new cost studies, the <1ssigned ALJ 

determined that those new cost studies should be evaluated against the version of 

Hatfield that AT&T and Mel designated. They have designated Version ".0, which was 

submitted on September 15, 1997. We expect to undertake an evaluation of Version 4.0 

comparable in detail to Ollr exanlination herein of Version 2.2.2, and we hope that the 

stntctural and input problems identUied above will be remedied in the new version.a 

As a result of the shortcomings in Version 2.2.2, We will usc the TELRIC studies 

submitted by Pacific on January 13, 1997 (and subsequently amended on February 7) as 

the basis for determining the costs on which Pacific's UNE prices will be set. In their 

opening and reply comments, the parties ha\'e devoted tnaoy hundreds of pages to 

criliquing Pacific's studies. It is to these criticisms that we llOW turn. 

IV. HAS PACIFIC CORRECTLY CALCULATED ITS SWITCHING INVESTMENT 
UNDER THE relRle METHODOLOGY? 

As was the case with the TSLRIC studies We considered in D.96-08-021, the 

parties have oUered so many detailed criticisms 01 Pacific's TELRIC studies that it 

would not be possible to consider each of them and still produce a decision of 

nlanageabte length within a rc.\sonable period of time.u Therclore, as in D.96-08-0~1, 

C In light of the decision by AT&T and MCI to submit Vcrsion 4.00f Hatfield for comp.Hison 
against GTEC's September 1997 cost studi('S - and the exteosi\'e disco\,cIY that has occurred 
rcgcHding this new \'ersion· it is difficult to take seriously the claim by AT&T and MCI that the 
ALl's DO accords "discriminator}' treatment" to Version 2.2.2 relative to Pacific's cost studics. 
(1/16/98 AT&T·MCI Joint Opening Comments, p. 26.) As noted in sections lII,n. and III.G.2. of 
this d('Cision, most of the flaws that h.1\'e le'HI us to rcj('Ct Version 2.2.2 are structuc.,) - ie., 
dl'C'ply rooted in the model's algOJithms - and thus are not easily cured. In contrast, the 
adjustments that we arc on.iering Pacific to make to its TElRIC studies will be due 15 days aft('r 
the c!fcdlve date of this decision and C,lll be handled through an advice leUer process. 

U To those who criticize this approach, we repeat what we said about the cost study pr()(('ss in 
D.97-03-021, our recent order regart.iing P.,cific·s application to increase ISDN rates: 

"TIle record in this prOC'CCding and the comments ••. on the ALI's proposed 
dC<'ision confirm our view that thc dcvelopment of product costs is a highly 
subjective one. Although we may develop logica) and intuilivdy sound costing 
principles, we c.mnot sp('Cify c\'cry clcnl('nl of a cost study without engaging in 

Foolllole (OIlIiIlUt'd ()1l11exl I"lgi 
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we ha\'e decided to discuss those issues with the most significant impact on the overall 

vaJidity of the studies, because the resolution of those issues is likely to have the most 

substantial effect on the UNE prices that we will soon be setting for Pacific. 

From the parties' comnlents, it is evident that the issue \\'ith the largest single 

dollar impact is the treatment of switching costs. As explained below, AT&T and MCI 

argue that several of Pacific's switch investment modeling assumptions (including the 

"life cycle" argument disclissed in Section III.H) have the eUeet of overstating Pacific's 

switch costs by about $BOO million. While Pacific concedes that it made some errors in 

calculating switching costs, it estimates that these errors ate much less. 

A. Background ConcernIng Use of the sels Model 

There arc two reasons why the parties have devoted so much mote attention to 

the treatment of switching costs in PacifiC-Is TELRIC studies than they did to how 

switching Was handled in Pacific's TSLRlC studies. First, the FCC's definition of the 

switching UNE is broader than the definition of switching that governed our 1996 

hearings. and indudes funclionalities that were covered b}' other BNFs during the 1996 

hearings." Second, and of greater importance, the parties had acceSs this ),ear to SCIS, 

the basic model used throughout the tetcconlmunic.ltions industry to estimate 

switching investment costs. 

The SCIS 1\'lodel was not available to the parties in 1996 because the assigned 

ALJs had concluded in their November 16, 1995 Ruling that unfettered access to the 

SCIS model would contravene the terms of sever.,l rcc decisions. As the ALJs noted, 

the rcc had concluded that the switch vendor prke information needed to run SCIS 

a process of regulatory detail that is out of proportion. Even if we were able 10 
ct."mb through every line item in a cost study and reach an informed judgment 
on each. as the parties seem to propose, the result would not justify the effort 
btX'ause the cost study would not precisely track future cos IS." (Mimeo. at 21.) 

U For example, the FCC's definition of switching includes vertical features such as call waiting 
and call1orwarding. 
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was so competiti\'('ly-sensHh'e that only the FCC st<lff and an independent "auditor" 

should have access to it. Rat~er than letting other parlies critique the SCIS Mode), the 

FCC directed its staff and the auditor to conduct their own independent verification of 

the model. Parties who signe(r nondlsdosure agreements were entitled to receive 

modified SCIS software} but the displays produced by 'this software were heavily

redacted, with no switch prkes, switch components or processing times shown. 

(November 16, 1995 ALJs' Ruling, ntimeo. at 5·6.) 

The November 16, 1995 ALJs' Ruling leit no doubt that this Commission would 

honor the restrictions placed on SCIS access by the FCC. After noting that meinbers of 

the California Telecomn'lunicatlons Coalition were requesting only that Pacific and 

GTEC perlorin SCIS runs wtih alternative assumptions, the Ruling concluded: 

"Thus, it appears that the Coalition's members arc not trying to use this 
procccdingas an end-run around the (FCC) order discussed in the text. 
We would not tolerate such an end-run, and have an\ple ~u'hority ..• to 
prevent one.1I {(d. at 6, n. 5; citations omitted.) 

During late 1996 f\nd early 1991, access to the SCIS model was sought during the· 

disco\'ery process in scveral states where arbitmtions were being conducted pursuant to 

§ 252 of TA 96. A few state public scrvke cOn\missions ruled that access to SCIS should 

be granted on terms considerably more lenient tha.n those imposed by the rcc. These 

state commission rulings caused both the LECs and the switch vendors to reevaluate 

the terms on which they would be willing to make unredacted versions ofSCIS 

available. The result of this reevaluation process was an agreement for the protection of 

third-party confidential (te., switch vendor) information. When this agreement \\'as 

presented in eMly 1997 to the assigned Al}, he dircctcd Pacific to make complete 

vcrsions of the SCIS mode) (fuHy populated with input data) available to AT&T and 

MCI.45 

t..' February 24, 1997 AlJ Ruling, mlmeo. at 6-7. As noted in Section lA., the (orm of third-party 
nondisclosure agreement Clppro\'cd by the ALJ is attached to the February 24,1997 Ruling as 
Ap~ndixA. 
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A. The Parties' Contentions ConcernIng Paclflc's Alleged Overstatement Of 
Switching Costs 

In their March 18, 1997 Opcning Comments, AT&T and Mel claim that the 

acccss they have bren granted. to the sels model has "ushered in a revolution that 

undermines the very (oundation of Pacific's ancien rcgim~/" bC(ausc "the detailed, 

complex (and heretofore unexamined) Bcllcore switching investment model on which 

Pacific has relied actually turns out to be less representative of the way in which PaciCic 

actually incurs costs (or switches than the simple, straightConvard, public Hatfield 

Model." (AT&T/MCI 3/18 Opening Comments, pp. 2-3.) 

To support these claims, AT&T and Mel rely principally upon the declaration of 

Ms. Petzinger. Her explanation of how SCIS calculates switching investment makes 

dear that it is similar to Hatfield's switching module, and that the net prices assumed 

for switches are critical: 

liThe SCIS model contains vendor 'list' prices and requires the user to 
cnter a discount to customizelhe switching investments to reflect the 
actual prices paid by the local telephone company ... The discount 
factors used Cor ~ach switch type arc of central importance in the 
evaluation of any SCIS study because these discounts have a linear 
relationship to SCIS outputs; i.e'l selS wiJI genereUe twice the investments 
for e<l.ch clen\ent when a user enters a zero input discount compared to a 
study with a user input of lifty percent. Therefore, if the discount factors 
used as SCIS inputs are not carefully developed so that they closely 
replicate the actual price in Pacific's contracts, the results produced by 
SCIS will misstate Pacific's swltchh\g in\'('stnlents." (3/17/97 Petzinger 
[A'Claratiofll PM.l. 16.) 

Ms. Petzinger concludes that the discounts (lssumed by Pacific do not replicate 

the actual prices it c.m expect to pay (or switches. As stated in the Hatfield critique of 

Drs. Tardiff and DunccU\ quoted in Section III.I II Pacific's switching contracts provide 

for different discounts depending on whether the switch being purchased is to replace 

an existing switch or to serve additional IIgrowth lines" on an already-installed switch. 

Ms. Petzinger argues that Pacific has unreasonably assumed that most of its switch 

purchases will be to SCIve growth lines: 
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"The actual number of new switches and growth lines is the basis on 
which Pacific and its vendors reached agrcen1entol\ both the new and 
growlh line prices reflected in the contracts. Pacific's calClIlations, using 
the embedded base of Jines, would imply that (about 60%] of all 
purchased lines would be pri<:ed at the higher, growth prke. In actuality, 
Pacific's documentation estimates that, oVer the life of its current 
contracts, [about 90%) of the lines will be purchased at the lower, new 
switch pricel The discount percentage input should reflect the mix of new 
switch and growth lines that Pacific actually plans and has con\n\iUcd to 
purchase." (Id. Para. 19.) 

In addition to attacking PacHic's assumptions about the percentage of growth 

lines, Ms. Petzinger argues that Pacific has assumed an unteaso}'lable s\vitch mix. She 

notes that Pacifies SCIS runs assumed tlie use of nlediun\ and latge switches, whereas 

Pacific's actual system hi\S a large l\Umber of small switches. Since small switch(>s have 

fixed "getting started" costs similar to large switches, tllciruse increases the total prke 

per lir'le, ~H\d requites a higher discount to achieve Pacific's targeted average price per 

line. In shorl, Ms. Petzinger contends, by assuri,ing only rilt'dium-to-large switches, 

Pacific underestitnatcd the average discount it can expect to receive. (ld. at 10.) 

B. Pacific's Position 

In his April 15 reply declaration, Mr. Scholl defends Pacific's sels modeling '''lith 

a restatement of the life cycle approach to switching costs described in Section III.H: 

"The costs it\ a long run analysiS must address the costs expected (or all 
switches purchased over the life-cycle of the technology, not just those to 
be purchased in the lowest-priced period of the )ife-cycle. SOme switches, 
which will be purchased early in a new switch techl\o!ogy life C)'de, prior 
to switch vendors offering their deep discounts for replacement switches, 
willl\ccessarily be purchased with smnUer discounts thal\ either the 
replacement switch discount or the growth line discount prl~nt during 
the later period of lhe switch technology li(e cycle. B}t using the late 
period growth line discout'lt for the price for these early period switches 
(Le ... those dc'Scribed by Ms. Petzit\ger as 'embedded'), Pacific [actually1 
,wderslalcd its forward looking switching costs; precisely the opposite of 
the 'gross overstatement' claimed by 1\.15. Petzinger. (4/15 Scholl 
Declaration, pp. 37 .. 38.) 
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Although Mr. Scholl is critical of Ms. Petzinger's arguments concerning switch 

discounts, he concedes that there is merit in some of her other criticisms of Pacific's 

SCIS runs. He acknowledges, (or example, that Pacific incorrectly included switch 

processing investments in its determination of set-up investments. The result of this, 

along with Uother errors", resu1ts in overstatemerit of "average end office setup costs" 

of about 5%. «(d. at 35.) He also acknowledges that some of the other technical 

corrections set forth in Attachment B to Ms. Petzingcr's declaration are correct, but he 

asserts that the results o( these changes ate rnodest. (ld. at 12-13.) 

C. Discussion 

Based on the record before us (including the extensive discussion of switching 

investment set forth in the comments on the DD), we do not believe that AT&T and 

Mel have demonstrated that Pacific's SCIS runs significantly overstate its switching 

investment costs. As stated in Section 1I1.H. above, we agree with Mr. SchoU that the 

switch discounts assumed in SCIS, Hatfield or any other model should rellect the prices 

that Pacific can actually expect to pay over the entire life-cycle of digital switching 

technology. The modeling reflected in Pacific's January 13, 1997 TELRIC studies

while not without errOrs that n\ust be corrected" - comes much closer to meeting this 

objective than the approach advocated by AT&T and MCI. 

M At p .. tges 12·13 and 35 of his April 15, 1997 repl)' declaration, Mr. Scholl conceded that $ewr.ll 
of the SCIS modeling eHors pointed out by Ms. Pclzingcr in her March l7, 1997 dC<'laration 
were (orr('(t, but he did not quantify them. In its January 26,1998 comments on the DD, Pacific 
states that unless instructed oth('nvjsc, it "intends to coned all of the CHOrs it acknowloogcd in 
its OfX'lling and Reply Comments on the THlRIC studies." 

With r('sped to the switch modeling errors acknowle,dgcd by Mr. Scholl, as weB as those 
acknowledged by Brian Ddidow at pages 2·4 of his April 15,1997 dC<'laration on behalf of 
Pacific, the ('ofr(xtions should be made in the G.O. 96·A ad\'ice letter that we arc requiring 
Pacific to file after the elfc.:tlw date o( this d('(ision. In that ad\'ke lelfer, Pacific should 
qu<'nlify each of the modeling errors sct forth in Attachment B to Ms. Pellinger's March 17 
declaration that Pacific acknowledgcs should be made. The ad\'icc letter should also corrc.:t aU 
other enors Pacific has acknowledgoo with respect to its TELfUC sludies. 
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After Pacific submitted its TELRIC studies, the parties had an opportunity to 

engage in extensive discovery concerning the new cost studies. One aspect of that 

discovery was a (our~day deposition devoted exdusi\'cly to how Pacific conductcd its 

SCIS modeling. Although many issues were explored during this deposition (the entire 

transcript of which was lodged along with the AT&T/Mel opening comments', our 

own review of the transcript indicatcs that Pacific made only one SCIS modcling error 

in addition to those that Mr. Scholl acknowledged in his April 15 reply declaration.1! 

11 On March 18, 1997; AT&T and Mel filed motions along with their opening comments S('eking 
to haVe the entire transcripts of the SCIS and other depositions included in the record, and to 
file the exhibits to the SCIS depositions under sea1. These motions are un.opposed by Pacific. 

Although the depositions provide useful context, we are unwilling to include them in the 
record in their entirely. Under Rule 69(a) of out Rules 01 Practice and Pnxedurc, the AL} has 
discretion to admit only those portions that contain "relevant and material nlatter". The pages 
that we consider rdevant and Dlaterial from the $CIS deposition, as well as the "panel" 
deposition of Mr. SchoH and Mr. Pearsons that took placc (ronl February 19 to rebruary 21, 
1997, are cited in Appendix B to this decision. We will adntitthese pages (rom the depositions 
into the record, as \vell as Exhibits 4,5, 7, 10, and 12 to the SCIS deposition. These exhibits, 
which contain highly sensitive and ptoprictar}' information about switching costs, shaH be filed 
under seal. 

U At the SCIS deposition, Pacific's witn<'SS acknowledged that while Pacific had taken a "rolling 
avccClgc" 01 the switch priccs specified (or 1993-97 in its contract with Northern Telecom (which 
manufactures the D~IS switch), its avcrage lor the 5-ES$ swirch (which is manufactured by 
Lucent Tcehno)ogies) only covered the 1993-96 period. Further, the wilness acknowl('(lged that 
Pacific's modeling failed to account for the fact that the Lucent contract provided (or a d('('per 
discount on add-on Jines during the period 1997·2002 if Pacific purchil.sed certain numbers of 
new switches in the 1993-97 pt:riod, as it did. We calculate the combined cI(cet of these 
n',odeJing errors at $30 nlmion. (SCIS deposition, Februtny 14, 1997, Tr. 467-469.) 

In its January 16, 1998 comments on the DD, PacifiC asserts that we have erred in this 
c.llcu1alion. 1'.\Cine agrccs that while we used the corred II add-on" prke (or lines purchased in 
1993 and later, it is incOrred to use this price (or lines pun:hased prior to 1993, lxx-ausc this add· 
on price was unavailable prior to the signing of the luC'('nt contract. (1/16/98 Pacific 
Comments, pp. 2-4.) For the yeMs prior to 1993, Pacific urges us to lise "a surrogate equal to 
the lucent contract add·on line price for the first year of the contract (1993)." (Id. at 2.) 

We dedine to make this adjustment, b«ause the 1993 add-on price is not set forth in the 
tuct'nt (Ontr.1Ct. Thus, it is not patl of the record berore us. 
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\Vhile we will order Pacific to corred all of these errors in its C.O. 96-A filing. further 

adjustments to Pacific's computation of switching im'estment are not justified. 

AT&T and MCI have devoted nearly 11 pages of their January 16, 1998 opening 

comments on the DD to a det<'iiled attack 'regarding the DO's conclusions on switching 

investment, which were the same as those set fOrth above. BeCause the criticism of 

AT&T and Mel is so extensive, we consider it necessary to discuss these contentions

and Pacific's rebuttal- in detail. 

Hrst, AT&T and MCI sh'enuously argue that in considering Pacifk's treatment of 

switching investment, it was in'proper for the OD to consult the 1990-1999 average 

investment per line shown in the 1995 NBI study." AT&T andMCI argue that "by 

relying on this extra-nxord evidence, the [~O) coinmits legal error. The Comill.ission 

must render its decision based on the evidence in the record. It may not look to, or rely 

upon, any extra-record materials." (1/16/96 AT&T·MCI Comrnents, p. 13, n. 21.) 

This argulil.ent is not only without merit, but reflects a serious misunderstanding 

of the administratlve process. First, the costing phase of this proceeding has been 

treated as a rulen\aking, and it is well-settled that in a rulemaking, an expert agency 

may rely upon relevant new documentation that it collects during the con'ment period. 

(Rybadlek v. U.S. E.P.A., 904 F.2d 1276,1286 (9!hCir. 1990), citing BA$F lVyalldolte Corp. v. 

Cos fir, 598 F.2d 637,644-45 (I" Cir. 1979).)~ $c(ond, white a complcte copy of thc 1995 

~ In fact, the avcrage investment per-line that we arc approvjng herein is somewhat higher than 
the <wer<lge shown in the 1995 NBI study for what the RBOCs as a group arc expected 10 pay 
during the 1990-1999 period. However, given the large number of variab](>S involved in a 
modeling exercise as cou'lplex as calculating switching investn\ent - including differences in 
labor rates, traffic density, deployment timing and building costs _. such dif(eren('('s are to be 
expected, and they certainly cannot be considered as invalidating the results of Pacific's studies. 

5l' Even in the context of adjudication, an agency may take of(jdal notice of materials that 
5umn\arize industry trends, such as the NDI study, because "fads that concern scientific truths, 
sociological data, alld industry· witte I'TIlCIiCt's •.• arc not peculiarly within the b\owledgC' of the 
parties and arc not of the t)'PC that generally would be aided by viewing the dcn\eanor of 
witnesses, by cross-cxaminalion, and other aspeds of ad\'ersarial development .•• " (Broz l'. 
Sclm't?ikir,677 F.2d 1351, 1358 (1111> Cir. 1982), emphasis supplied; II Davis &. Pierce, 
Admiuislmliv(' Law Trtllllse, 3d. Ed. § 10.6, pp. 151-165.) 
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N8f study was not included with any party's commeJlfs, at least two of the AT&T 1 MCI 

witnesses -- Catherine Petzinger and Robert Merccr _ ... cited it in their declarations.51 

\Vhen their own witnesses put the NBf study at issue, AT&T and MCI ate hardly in a 

position to object if the Commission chooses to consult it, especially (or the industry

wide data that was cited in the DD. 

Turning to the substance ofAT&T-MCI's comments/the issue (or which they 

most heavily criticize the DD is its approval of Pacific's assumptions abollt the rcJath'e 

percentages of Ilnew" or "rcplatcment"Jines vctsus"gr<>.wthll or "add-on" Jines.· As 

noted abo"ieJ much deeper discounts arc given (or "ne\v" lines than (or "grcmrth" lines. 

AT&T and MCI contend that the proper mix is to assume 90% new and 10010 growth 

lines, while Patifie argues that the proper nlix is 40010 new and 60% growth.· 

Jl Su 4/14/97 Reply DeciMation 01 Catherine Pctzinger, paras. 280, 282; 4/14/97 Reply 
Declaration of Rohert Mer~r, p. 20, pata. 14'7. 
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By means of a hypothetical example set forth in the footnote below,~ AT&T and 

MCI argue that Pacific's ratio of new-to-growth lines is unrealistic, and assumes rates of 

growth that will not be realized in the real world: 

UGh'en the contract definitions of the applicability of the replacement and 
growth line prices, it -is easy to sec that Pacific would have to purchase an 
incredibly large number of lines in the later years of a switch's economic 
life to achieVe an approximately 60% weighting of the growth line prke. 
In fact, it ,"ould requiJe appioximiltely a 20% per yeat line growth, 
compounded annually, to achieve a 60% weighting of growth lines if the. 
initial switch purchase were sized exadly tOfficet initial demand (with no 
growth spare) and. Pacific nlade annual purchases under its switching 
contracts that ,vere exactly sufficiNlt to meet annual line growth." 
(1/16/98 AT&T/MCIJointOpening Comments, p. 9.) 

Such an assumption i$ unrealistic, AT&T and Mel continue, because lithe 

weighting of growth line p~k~s on which Pacifk and the [00] rely is simply not 

5l GRO\VfHNEEDED TO ACHIEVE 60% WEIGHTING 

Annual 
Growth Line~ Bought at lines Bought at Total Lines 

Year R"te "New" Prke "Growth" ('rke at End of Year 

0 10,000 10,000 

1 20% 2.000 12,000 

2 20010 2,400 14,400 

3 20% 2,880 17,280 

.. 200/0 3,456 20,736 

5 ~O% 4,147 24.883 

6 20"10 4,977 29,860 

7 20% 5,972 35,832 

8 200/0 7,166 42,998 

9 20% 8,600 51,598 

10 200/0 10,320 61,917 

24,883 37,034 

Growth Lines as % of Total 60% 
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achievable within the adopted ten-year depreciation life [set forth on page 74 of 

D.96-08-021) under any plausible gro\\,th conditions." (Id. at 11.) 

Pacific's response is that the unrealistic thing here is the hypothetical example 

offered by AT&T and Mel. \Vith regard to the table set forth in footnote 52, Pacific 

argues: 

"In essence, [AT&T and Mel) propose a 'tum-back-the-dock' approach 
which aSSUn1es that it is 1993, that the switch vendor contractshave just 
become effective, and that there are millions of old analog E..'>S lines that 
will be replaced with digital switches. By tutning back the dock and only 
analyzing a period of tinle when the vendor contracts apply, (AT&T and 
Mel) talculate that 90% of the lines pJated ate prid!d as new or 
replacement lines subjed to thesleepest discounts. AT&t /MCI offer nO 
justification why 1993 is the appropriate starting point for their analysis." 
(1/26/98 Pacific Reply Comments, p. 4; (ootnotes omitted.) 

In facti Pacific continues, 1993 is clearly the wrollg year for the beginnintfof a 

proper 1i(e-cycle analysis, because the" replacement of analog with digital switches 

began in the earl}'~to-mid 198Os. Further, Pacific argues, AT&T and l\'tCI's "analysis 

aSSumes a large placement of lines in the first year and nornlal growth in subsequent 

years. that is not reasonable. Large placements of lines replacing obsolete [analog) 

technology OCCllr over the life of the five year contract" not all in the first year ... II (Id. 

at5.) 

Pacific also takes issue with the contention that its assumed r.llio of new~versus~ 

growth lines is inconsistent with the to-year asset life applicable to digital switches. 

Pacific states: 

"(T]he ten )'ears used in [AT&T/Mel's) table is not consistent with a ten 
year depreciation life. A ten year depreciation life mcans the aver.lge age 
of all irwestment is ten yellCs. The average age (or all lines in the anal}'sis 
is much less than ten years. Also, the analysis confuses the factors that 
drive a ten year depredation Ii(e. The depredation life will reflect many 
intermediate rcplacernents of component parts of the switch that occur 
throughout the period from when the switch is first installed to its final 
replacement. Quite simply, the analysis nccds to be extended (or many 
more years. For example, digital 5wih:h line placements have occurred 
since the early 19SOs{,) and there is no sign of a repJacement switch 
te<hnology occurring .1nylime in the next 5 to to ye.Hs ... Thus, the 
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analysis in (AT&T /MCI's] table needs to examine a period of about 
twenty-five years (i.e., 1980 to 2oo5J, not just 10 years." (Id. at 4-5j 
footnote omitted.) 

After carefully consider.ing the parties' comments on the DO, we continue to 

think that Pacific has the hetter of the argument. Pacific is corred that the AT&T IMel 

table implicitly assumes a start date such that virtually all switches will be replaced at 

the deepest discount, whereas a proper life-cycle analysis should cover an extended 

period of time. \Ve also agree with Pacific that AT& T /~{Cl's analysis is inconsistent 

with how depreciation rutes work in the real world. A digital switch is not, as AT&T 

and MCI suggest, a piece of hardware that is (ully depredated within 10 years; it is a 

combination of hardware and software (including many upgrades) that demands 

continued investment over a period o( at teast 15 yeats. If we were to adopt 

AT&T/Mel's position, we would be holding, in eflect, that a significant component of 

SWitching costs do not exist in a forward-looking environment. The coronary of this 

vicw is that Pacific should have 10 bear the enlire cost o( capacity added to serve 

customer growth, including growth attributable to UNE purchases by ClCs. Such a 

result would be manifestly unfair. 

V. HAS PACIFIC APPROPRIATELY REASSIGNED SHARED AND COMMON 
COSTS IN ITS NEW COST STUDIES TO CONFORM WITH TELRIC 

PRINCIPLES? 

As stated in the Dccen\ber 18, 1996 ALJ Ruling, one of the principal d.fferences 

between the TSLRIC and TElRIC costing methodologies is that the latter should result 

in a smaller "pot" of unassigned shared and common costs. This follows from two 

aspects of the TElRlC methodology: (1) it requires that"shared (amili' and "shared 

common" costs be assigned as much as possible to the UNEs that are the "cost objects" 

of a TElRIC study, and (2) it requires that costs associated with the provision of retail 

service be excluded from the price of a UNE. (December 18 AL) Ruling, p. 8.) The 

December 18 Ruling directed Pacific to file TELRIC studies partly in the hope that a 

reduction in the size of the shared and common cost "pot" would make the pI:icing 

hearings for UNEs less contentious. (Id. at 10.) 
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The total of unassigned shared and common costs in the TELRfC studies that 

Pacific subn ... iUed on January 13, 1997 is approximately $1.2 billion, considerably less 

than the $2.2 billion in such costs that were reported in the TSLRIC studies adjudicated 

in D.96-08-021. Approximately $500 million of the reduction is attributable to the 

assignment of shared family expenses ditcclly to UNEs; the other $500 million is 

attributable to the removal of $500 ntillion in shared family expenses classified as retail. 

Despite the substantial reduction in shared and common costs refleded in the 

January 13 cost studies, several parties have argued that Pacific's i'billion dollar bucket" 

is still too high, and that it is inconsistent with TELRIC principles. 

In their March 18 opening con\JYlents, for exan\pte, AT&T and Mel argue that the 

amount of shared and common costs that Pacific carulot logkally assign to UNEs docs 

not exceed $600 million. AT&T IMel's criticisms of Pacific's treatment of shared and 

common costs faU into three main categories. First, they contend that a substantial 

portion of the $1.2 billion in shMed and common costs that Pacific has reported are, in 

fact, volume~sensitive, and should therefore be assigned to specific network clements. 

Second, they argue (along with other parties) that Pacific has assigned an exccssi\'e 

amount of shared and common costs to the switching call set-up function and the 

entrance facilities network function. Third, they contend that a large amollnt of the costs 

identified by Pacific as shared and common are, in (act, related to the proVision of retail 

service, and so must be excluded under TElRIC principles. 

\Ve consider these arguments in the discussion below. \Ve conclude that the first 

two criticisms Me largely without merit, but agree that PacifiC should exclude about $68 

million in retail costs from the "shared common" c"tegory. \Ve will atso require Pacific 

to provide further justification-~through the sanle advice letter process used following 

D.96-08-021-~for its treatn\ent of about $100 million in shared and common expenses. 
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A. Has Pacific Treated As Shared and Common. Costs That Are, In Fact, Volume
Sensitive, Anti Thus Properly Assignable TO Individual Network elements? 

1. Position 01 AT&T and Mel 

In their March 18 Opening Comments, At&T and MCI attack the level of 

common costs that Pacific has reported as inconsistent with TELRIC (and general 

economic) principles. True common costs, they assert, must renMin fixed wilhout 

regard to the firm's output. Howeverj they continuej the nearly $ 1 billion in common 

costs Pacific has reported ate clearly related to the firm's size, aild thus should be 

considered volume-sensiti\·e. AT&t and Mel ~oncludc that under both the Consensus 

Costing Principles (CCPs) adopted in D.95-12-016 and the FCC's explanation of 

TELRIC, volume-sensitive expenS(>s are supposed to be capable of assignment to 

individual network elements. 

AT&T and MCI rdy on h'o'o evidentiary prongs [or their argument that Pacific 

has not assigned enough shared and common costs to individual network elements. 

The first is a discussion set forth at pages 12·~2 of the March 18 dedaration of Drs. lee 

Selwyn and Scott Lundquist. It describes various categories of shared and common 

costs that Drs. Selwyn and Lundquist contend can be assigned to UNEs on the basis of 

"headcount loadings", i.e., the number of employC('S within the company affected by 

the expense category. The categories include medical service expenses, general security 

expenses and legal expenses. Drs. Selwyn and Lundquist contend that the total amount 

of shared and cornmon costs that can be assigned in this way is $218 million. 

The second e\·jdentiary prong is a series of regression analyses set forth in the 

March 18 dedar .. ,tion of Drs. Patricia Kravtin and Sonia Jorge. The import of these 

highly technical analyses is summarized by Drs. Selwyn and Lundquist as follows: 

"The econometric analyses of overhead expenses that arc presented in 
the Kravlin/Jorge dcdar,ltion demonstrate that ILEC 'common 
overhead' cost levels vary directly alld propofliol1alt'ly with output and 
firm size ... [TJhe regressions tested (or a relationship betwccn various 
lypes of 'overhead' costs, including the specific accounts lor which 
Pacific claims significant levels of (onul\on costs, and two measures of 
firm size and output, namely, operating revenues and direct expenses. 
In all cases, the regression models produced very strong statistical 
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correlations between overhead costs and each of thc measures of output 
or firm sizc ... In addition, the constant terms (intercept) for the 
regression models, which indicates the level of truly fixed overhead 
costs (i.e., those that would remain as the firm's output level or size 
approached zero), demonstrates that ILEes incur very little or no fixed 
overhead costs ... These results confirm and strengthen the strong 
statistical correlations beh .... ~n overhead costs and output that (we) had 
previously prcscnted in this proc~ding .. ." (3/18 Selwyn-Lundquist 
Declaration, para. 27.) 

2. Pacific's Posit/on 

In his April 15 dedaratiOll, Pacific wihwss Bruce Egan contends that the 

AT&T IMCI \vitnesses havc wrongly equated volllwe-s£lls;thlt costs with Vrlriable costs, 

and thal Pacific's treatment of common costs is corred under the CCPs adopted in 

0.95-12-016: 

"The popular lesson in basic economic textbooks is that 'in the long run 
all costs arc variable', including (oJ'nmon costs. I too accept this 
standard C(onomic doctrine because in the long run a firn\ is allowccl to 
exit the market entirely. However, this docs not mean that all costs ate 
l'Oillme Sfllsilh't? in the long run. Indeed, a very simple exanlple pro\'es 
this point: an annual license (cc (0 operate a business, including al1 of 
the costs of obtaining it, is never volume scnsitive, but it will no longer 
exist if the firm exits the market. Thus(.) such costs olay be variable in 
the long run (if the firm decides to exit the market), but they arc not 
volume scnsitive. This is the reason why leCr) No. 1 avoids the term 
'variable' and instead holds that '(I}ong run implies a period of time 
long enough that all costs arc al'OMaMr.' (Emphasis added)." (4/15 
Eg<ln Declaration, p. 2.) 

Mr. Egan also disputes the sl<ltistical validity of the regression analyses 

presented by Drs. Kravtin and Jorge. He argues that these analyses prove too much: 

"In variolls rC(ent regulatory proceedings, the CPUC has seen many 
regression models utilizing different variables, e.1Ch with relatively high 
measures of correlation (e.g., rcvenues, access lines, total operating 
expenses) ... Invariably, the models show a high correlation betwccn 
overhead costs and whatever explanatory variable is used •.. If the 
CPUC accepted all these dif(erent models, then Pacific's overhead costs 
(otlld be 'explained' many limes over, and the total ovcrhead costs 
would be alloc.lted many times over as well. For cxample, suppose 
there arc 10 regreSsion equations, each with a separate explanatory 
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.. 
variable, and that each of the 10 regrcssionequations suggest that 80% 
of common costs should be aUocated. In such a case, the regressions 
would suggest that a total of 800% .•• of comrllOI\ costs should 'be 
allocated. Obviously; this is illogical. The solution to. this logical 
dilemma is not to choose between competing regressions, but rather to 
recognize that none of the various regresSiOl\ models suppOrt 
attribution of costs to specifiC services or rtehvork elements." (Jd. at II.) 

Mr. SchoU attacks the use of regression analyses for a different reason. He 

points out that this Commission rejected them as the basis (or developing an "overhead 

loading {actorll in 0.96-08-021: 

"(\VJe litigated the usefulness of regression analyses with respect to 
assigl\ing common costs in the TSUUC l'roceeding. lbey don't 
establish the 'cost-cait'sation' required by the CCPs to attribute costs to 
specific services or elen\ents .,. the regreSsions ate a little mote 
extensive this time but the basic analysis is still unpersuasive .•. The 
cost causation test iil (ecr No. Sand the definition of "(ol\\moncost") 
defines whether or not a cost is 'common', The cOJi.lmoncosts in 
Pacific's TSLIUC and TELRlC analyses arc determined by this test 
through detailed analysi~ of the activities which cause the costs.1I (4/15 
Scholl Declaration, pp. lO·l1.) 

3. Discuss/tin 

In this rather esoteric debate about costing principles and how they should be 

applied in a real·,I.'OrJd cost studYt we believe that Pacific dearly has the better of the 

debate. As Messrs. Egan and Scholl point out, AT&T and MCI appear to be confusing 

lvlIi1I1C-SfIlSith't costs--which can be assigned to particular eJe.n\ents-·with mriable costs, 

which cannot necessarily be attributed in the same way. MoreovCT, Messrs. SchoU and 

Egan are corred that this Commission hl\S previously rejected the usc of regression 

analyses to develop 1m "(,werhead loading {actor" for assigning common costs. 

Before dealing with these issucs, however, a few observations must be n,ade 

about the expense ategories that Drs. SetW}'fl and Lundquist contend can be assigned 

on the basis of headcounl loadings. \Ve considered a virtually identical argurllent made 

in the COlllments of the California Teleconlnnmkations Coalition (Coalition) on the 

July 2, 1996 Proposed Decision (PD) that, with some modifications, was issued as 

D.96-08-021. Although we ordered Pacific in that decision to justify its treatment of 
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approximately $145 million of "shared family" costs, none of the function codes subject 

to that requirement were inCluded within the expense categories cited by Drs. Selwyn 

and Lundquist at pages 12-22 of their March 18 declaration. (Mimeo. at 20; Conclusion 

of law 4; Appendix A, p. 1.) In short, D.96-08-021 implicitly found that Pacific's 

treatment of these expense categories was reasonable, and Pacific has a valid point 

when it argues that Drs. Sclwyn and Lundquist are merely trying to reargue an issue 

they have previously lost. 

More significanlly, however, we beUevc that Mr. Egan is correct when he 

argues that the costs AT&T and MCI want to assign on the basis of headcount loadings 

cannot be considered volume-sensitive merely because they vary with the size of the 

firm: 

"In this CelSC, AT&T and MCI arc attempting to take regulatory 
advantage of the fact that when any firm's output goes to zero (i.e .• it 
has no subscribers), that firm will have little, if any, long ntn economic 
costs. Stated another way, if any firm's output were to double in the 
future, then it would likely have substantiall}; morc common costs. 
This simple observation notwithstandin~ unless and until it [can) be 
conclusively demonstrated that common costs arc in fact volume 
scnsilive, as opposed to size sensitive, then it is not legitimate [in a long 
run incremental cost shldy) to attribute common costs to volumes of 
particular services." (4/15 Egan Declaration, pp. 2-3.) 

Mr. S<:holl has presented another good reason why AT&T and MClts position 

mllst be rejected: namely, it is inconsistent with important understandings reached 

during the 1995 workshops that led to the Consensus Costing Principles: 

"(The AT&T /MCI position) disregards the agreen\ents reached in the 
cost workshops which led to the (CCPs). One such agreement was that, 
one determines the TSLRIC of a service by assurning the service is 
eliminated in its entirely with an other things remaining the same, 
including the size of the firm. In other words, the sc"le and scope of the 
firn\ are assumed to remain unchanged. This agreement was one of the 
underlying factors behind (CCPs) 2,3,4, 5 and 6." (4/15 S<:holl 
Declaration, p. 9.) 

Mr. Scholl is correct that this Commission has pre\'iously rejected the use of 

regu"Ssion analyses to develop a factor for assigning common costs. D.96-08-021 states: 
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"[\Vle rejcct the suggestion that we should use these regression 
analyses to re-asslgn to specific services, costs that Pacific has treated as 
'shared' or 'common'. First, our own review of the Coalition's 
regression an~lysis indicates that one-third of the LECs it sampled 
reporl signific.mt shared and common (osts, just like Pacific. Because 
the Coalition's argument ignores at least a third of its own study'S data 
points, the study does not support a wholesale recategorization of 
shared and con\mon costs. . . . 

"More fundamentally, the use of a regression analysis to fe-assign costs 
would be completely inconsistent with the 'bottoms up' TSLRI~ 
approach we adopted in 0.95-12-016. In out view, the [CCPs) we 
approved in that decision dearly disfavor the use of factors ... The use 
of a regression analysis to justify the ie-assignment of costs via factors 
would be the epitome of a 'tops down' approach •.. [and] would 
represent a return to the fully distributed cost methodology we rejected 
in 0.94-09-065." (Mimeo. at 22.) 

Although Drs_ Selwyn, Lundquist, Kravlin, and Jorge attempt to make a 

stronger C.1SC for the lise of their new regreSsion analyses than was made in July 1996, 

they have not addressed our fundamental reservations about using factors to assign 

costs, nor have they satisfactorily explained how such an approach can be made 

consistent with the principle of cost causation. \Ve therefore see no reason to depart 

from the conclusion We reached on this question in 0.96-08-021. 

\Vc recognize that our conclusion will be seen by mat\}' as inconsistent with 

the FCC's approach in the First Report and Order. In its description of the TELRIC 

methodology .. the FCC stated that shared and common costs should be assigned to 

individual network elements lito the greatest extent possible." (First Report and Order .. 

para. 682.) \Ve acknowledge that it is possible to read the FCC's languagc as not 

inconsistent with the use of o\'erhead loading factors to "assign" shared and common 

costs. 

However, there are two observations to be made on this question. First, as 

noted abovc in Section II, we ha\'c rcserved the right to depart from a "strict 

constructionist" view of TELRIC when .. as in this casel we consider such a departure 

justified. Second, to the extent that the First Report and Order can be read as endorsing 
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the usc of an "O\'erhead loading factor" to assign shared and common costs, wc think

(or the reasons stated in 0.96-08-021 and by Messrs. Egan and Scholl - that such an 

approach is fundamentally inconsistent with the principles of cost causation that should 

govern a long-run incremental cost study. 

In thei~ January 16, 1998 opening comments on the DOl many parties have 

criticized the discussion of shared and commOn costs set forth abovc. (Su AT&T-~{CI 

Comments at 22-23, Cox Comments at 7-10, TURN Comments at 3-5.) \Vith two 

exceptions, we conclude that the points made in these (Omn1ents are without merit, and 

represent reargument of positions that, in some ('ases, the parties have been asserting 

since PacifiC submitted its TSLRIC studies in 1996. 

However, we agree with the FBC that Pacific should be required to submit an 

exhibit that shows which UNEs and services fall under which of the 20 cost families 

identiiied by Pacific in its January 13, 1997 TELRIC studies. (FBC COnlnlents at IS.) \Ve 

will require this exhibit to be included wHh Pacific's advice letter filing under G.O. 96-

A. Second, at TURN's suggestion, we have modi(ied the eRO to make more dear how 

we calculated the $68 million downward adjustment referred to in Section V.C. of this 

decision. 

B. Has Pacific AssIgned An U""~asonably Large Fraction Of "Shared Family" 
Costs to the Call Set-Up Funotfon? 

As noted a.bove, Padfic's January 13 cost studies reflect the reassignment of 

approximately $500 million of "shared (amily" costs approved in 0.96-08-021 directly to 

unbundled network clements, as required by TELRIC principles. Of this $500 million, 

Pacific determined that a.pproximately $110 million should bc assigned to switching 

clements, such as C<lll sct-up, usagc, line ports, trunk ports and vertical features. 

Approximately thrce-quarter's of the reassigned $110 million represents Right To 

Usc (RTU) fces, I.c., license fees Ihat Pacific pays for the usc of switching software. 
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Pacific assigned all of these RTU fees to the call sct-up (unction.S) As explained below, 

AT&T and l\,·fcr contend that this is unreasonable, and that all of these RTU expenses 

should be assigned to line ports. 

1. Positions of the Parties 

AT&T/Mel witness Terry Murray argues that Pacific's approach is 

unreasonable, based upon her review of Pacific's switching contract with Lucent 

Technologies. Ms. Murray states: 
. 

"Uilder Pacific's current contracts for digital switches, Pacific incurs 
expensed RTU fees ·on a per-line basis, not a per-message or per
processor basis ... My review of the (Lucent Technologies1 contract 
appears to confirm that this payment covers [several years) of 
'expensed' RTU fees .... Therefore, the (TELRICI principle of identifying 
costs with clements on the basis of cost causation dictatesthat Pacific 
should have added any expensed RTU fees beyond those already 
refleded in itsSCIS investment output to the line port segmel'lt of the 
unbundled switching element, for \ .... hich Pacific calculates costs on a 
per-line basis, rather than the call setup segment of the usage element, 
(or which Pacific calcuJates costs on a per-message or per-call attempt 
basis.1I (3/18 Murray De·darationl pp. 13-14.) 

Dr. Tardi(f defends Pacific's assignment of RTU expenses. He points out that 

the purpose of switching software is to provide calling services, so lithe cost driver is 

calling." Under the ecps, Dr. Tardiff argues, this means that costs associated with 

ca1ling should be assigned to Ci.l1ling rather than to lines, and that purchasers of 

unbundled switched usage rathet than unbundled ports should pay the charges. He 

also suggests that Ms. Murray's position is based on the vagaries of the Lucent contract 

rather than on the actual processes of RIU cost incurrence. (4/15 Tardiff Dcclarationl 

p.18.) 

SJ Switched calls (as distinguished (rom dirC'CHrunkcd cal1s) arc comprised o( two sub
clements. The first is c.,11 sd-upi which is the (unction nE.'CCssary to initiate a switched call. The 
s('(ond sub-element is usagel which is the per-minute cost associated with maintaining a 
switched ('aU. Usage is aJso referred to as "holding time". 
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2. Discussion 

We believe that both sides have taken extren\e positions, and that assigning 

software RTU expenses exclusively 10 usage or to line POlts would be inconsistent wUh 

the rec's definition of focal switching, a dcCinition that Pacific was directed to follow in 

preparing its TELRIC cost studIes. (December 18 AL, Ruling at 12-13.) 

In paragraph 413 of the First Report and Order, the FeC rejected an argument 

that vertkat features should be excluded fronl the definition of local switching. The 

FCC reasoned that "vertical switching features, such as caU waiting, are provided 

through operation of hardware and software comprising the Ifacility' that is the switch, 

and thus are '{ealures' al1d 'functions' of the switch." (En\phasis added.) 

\Vhen local switching is defined in this waYI it suggests that software expenses 

should be assigned to all of the features and functions that are available through the 

switch~ rather than exclusively to usage or to line ports~ bc('au5C the software supports 

all of the switch's (eaturcs, not merely the capability of line cards. 

Ms. r..·lur'ray's suggesti()n that RTU expenses should be assigned solely to line 

ports WQuld be analogous to assigning all the C?sts of a personal computer's operating 

system to a single application, rather than to all the applications that rely on the 

operating system. That would illogical, because the costs of an operating system are 

incurred to provide 0111 of the PC's applications, not just one or two. 

Dr. Tardiff's position is also extreme. His argument that RTU expenS('s should 

be assigned solely to the call set-up {unction ignores the fact that the capability to 

provide features and switching, including holding timc, depends on software (or which 

RTU fees must be paid. 

In accordance with our conclusion, we will dired Pacific to reassign switch 

RTU and reJated expenses to all of the functions and fcatures of the switch, including 

the call sct-up function, holding timc, ports and features, as well as to the tandem 
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switching sub-e1ements.~ The reassignment should be made on the basis of the 

aggregate level of capital costs per clement, and companY-\'o'ide volumes should be 

used rather than product volumes. The exact methodology to be used (or the 

reassignment is set forth in the CRD. The reassignment should be made in an advice 

letter submitted pursuant to General Order (G.O.) 96-AJ which will be due 15 days fcom 

the effective date of this order. 

c. Has PaCific 'mproperly hlclud&d Costs Related to Retail Service In The 'total 
Of Common Costs It Has Reported In Its TELRle Studies? 

As noted above, AT&T and MCI contend that Pacific has failed to removeSOn\e 

retail costs (rom the total "pot" olunassigned common costs it has reported. This is 

inconsistent \,,'ith TELRIC principles, which requite the renloval of retail costs from the 

prkes of UNEs because retail costs /lare not attributable to the production of network 

clements that are offered te) infetconne<ting carriers," (First Report and Order, para. 

691, qllo/t"'d i" December 18, 1996 ALJ Ruling at 12.) 

1. P()sitlons ()f the Parties 

Drs. Selwyn and Lundquist take the position that over $200 million of retail

related costs should be removed (roril Pacific's estimate of "variable overhead 

expenses". (3/18 Sclwyn-Lundquist Declaration, p. 9.) They derive this total by 

mulliplying the amount of overhead expellSt's claimed by Pacific for each of seven 

USOA accounts by a percentage that they claim is retail-related. 

s.. In addition to ordering Pacific to reassign RIU fees to all the fealures and functionalitics of 
the swirch, we will require Pacific to justify in the uJXoming pricing he.uings why it believes a1l 
"spare" fiber capacity costs should, under TELRlC, be assigned to enhance facilities_ In their 
opening comments on the DD, the FOC point out that while "entrance fadlities arc the only 
UNE which have been defined by the FCC that utilize fiber rings, ••• Pacific uses the rings to 
provide numerous retail OS-I and OS-3 dedicated sen·ices[.1 as well as other switched loop 
services." 0/16/98 FBC Comments, p. 9.) Our reexamination of Pacific's TElRlC studies 
convinces us 'hat there is merit to the FBC position. Under CCP No.5, the recovery of common 
costs is treatoo CIS a pricing issue. Accordingly, we will consider in the u~onting 
supplementary pricing hCClrings how Pacific's spare capacily costs (or fiber should be 
rffo\'crcd. 
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In its reply comments, Pacific acknowledges that while TELRIC requires the 

removal of retail expenses from "shared family" costs, it would be conceptually 

improper to attempt to removc retail expenses from the total of "shared common" costs. 

Mr. Scholl states: 

"By definition, there can be no retail-only costs in the 'shared common' 
category. Costs atc assigned to shared common olily if they arc shared 
by all services, indistinguishably, including both wholesale and retail. 
The identification and quantification of shared common costs was, 
again, fully litigated in the TSLRIC studies and need not be reopened 
here." (4/15 Scholl Declaration, pp. 6-7.) 

2. Discussion 

On this issue, we think that AT&T and Mel have the better of the argun\ent. 

Our own examination of the expenSes that Pacific has designated as "shared common" 

indicates that sonte o( these costs cannot tntl}' be considered u(ommon/' because they 

have a dear retail component that, under the TELRIC methodology, may not be 

included in the determination of wholesale UNE costs. 

Even though \\'e have concluded that Pacific's total of "shared (OmOlOn" costs 

must be adjusted downwards, this does not mean that we accept the analysis offered by 

Drs. Selwyn and Lundquist. On the contrary, we think that the $200f- million reduction 

in common costs they arc advocating is excessive.55 The reduction advocated by Drs. 

Sclwyn and Lundquist assumes that in a forward-looking environmentJ Pacific will be 

able to avoid substantial amounts of overhead (such as general, administmtive and 

exc<:utive expenses) rdated to its retail oper.-,Uons. There is as yet no empiric.ll 

evidence to support such an assumption. Instead of accepting the reductions proposed 

55 In re.1ching this conclusionJ we are not prc-judging any of the issues that have ro:ently ~n 
heard in the resale phase of this docket. The purpose of the resale hearings (which took plate 
bctw('('n No\'embi'r 12 and IA.~('mber 9, 1997) is to dctcrnune the appropriate disCount (or 
discounts) that purchasers of resale service will reo::iYe based on the "tops down" formula 
spcdfic-d in § 252(d){3) of TA 96. In this phasc, on the other hand, our task is to determine the 
relail poltion of common costs that are likely to be incurred by ('.,cine in a forward·looking 
cnvironmmt. 
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by Drs. Selwyn and Lundquist .. we think -- based on the analysis set forth in the CRD -

that it is more reasonable to exclude approximately $68 million of Pacific's reporled 

common costs as retail-related. The principal items that we arc directing bc exduded 

arc expenses associated with retail sales and marketing activity, retail cllstomer service 

actiVity, and an\ounts for general adn,inistrativc expense that arc derived by averaging 

the number of wholesalc loops sold against thc total number of ac('(>ss lines. 

o. Paclfio Must Provtde AdditiOnal Justification For Its Tr~atment Of 
Programmtng And Information Ma"ag~n\ent Expenses 

Aftcr a care(ul review of its cost studies, we have decided that Padfk's treatmcnt 

of Programming and Information Management expenses (PIM) requires additional 

support. Additional support is required becausc, whilc Pacific has, in most instances, 

assigned a significant portion of PIM expenses directly to services and elements, it has 

not assigned thc entire expense category. As a result, in excess 0($100 million il\ PIM 

expenses continue to be categorized as shared con\mon expenses. 

It is not evident from reviewing Pacific's aSSignment process why all PIM 

expenses have not been assignedJ in vicw of the fact that Pacific has been able to track 

most PIM expenses directly to proj~ts. Pacific will thereforc be directed to submit a 

detailed analysis of those PIM expenses it has been ablc to assign, as well as a det.,Ued 

explanation for why it believes thc balanc:e of I>IM expcnses cannot be directly assigned. 

Pacific will be directed to submit this analysis under thc G.O. 964 A advice lctter process 

described dsc\, .. herc in this decision, and it will be subject to protest. 

VI. AAE PACIFIC'S LOOP LENGTH ESTIMATES REASONABLE FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF DETERMINING LOOP COSTS UNDER TElAle? 

One of the largest bones of contention in the comments on Pacific's January 13 

cost studies concerns the n\ethodology Pacific used to develop loop costs. 

Bccause the FCC's definition of thc loop as a UNE does not differentiate between 

# loops that serve business customers and those that serve rcsidential customers, Pacific 

was required to develop "gencric" loop costs. The only way this could be done was by 

taking a weighted average of Pacific's total population of loop lengths, which is the 
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most imporl<lIlt determinant (driver) of loop costs. Pacific developed its loop length 

sample from data contained in its Loop Facilities Assignment Center Systems (LFACS) 

data basco For each of the six "revenue zones" that Pacific reported (and for the 

statewide average loop length"it computed), Pacific began with the service-spedfic 

average loop lengths shown in its TSLRIC studies for each of six basic services.56 Pacific 

then used the LFACS data to ",'eight these service-spedfic loop lengthcstimates for 

each of the revenUe zoncs and for the statewide average. 

As indicated below, the parties differ sharply over whether Pacific's lFACS

derived loop lengths arc valid. 

A. Description of Pacific's LFACS Data Base 

In order to understand the parties' criticisms of Pacific's loop study, it is useful to 

have a basic understanding of just what data is contained in the LFACS data base, and 

how it was used. 

Pacific's January 13 loop' study is based on approximately 3 nlillion access lines, 

encompassing 600 ,,'ite (cnters, taken from LFACS. These 3 riliJlion Jines (om prise 

Ilearly 20% of Pacific's total access lines. 

At the time Pacific developed its loop sample, LFACS did not include all acc('Ss 

lines. The reason for this is that while the dat., base listed all cables, it did not include 

"cable makeups" (i.e., data on distribution and feeder from which loop lengths can be 

determined) unless one of the pairs in the cable h\duded a designed circuit. This means 

that loops (or private lines and special acc('ss service tend to predominate in LI~ACS, 

along with very long switched service loops.51 

56 As noted in Dr. Cornell's MMch 18 dedaration (at p"gcs 11·12), the six services that were 
weighted to develop avCf agc loop length (or c.,eh zone WCfe Icsiden~, business, Centrex, 
Private Branch Exchange (PBX), coin and customer-owned pay telephone (COPT) access. 

51 A<X'ording to deposition testimony elicited On the cost studies, Pacific has r('(('ntly begun to 
enter data on cable makeup for al1 cables into LFACS, whether they contain a designed circuit 
or not. P.1cific is also trying to enter cable makeup data on older cables without circuits, but 
that task had not been completed by the time the sample at issue here was takcn. (3/18 Cornell 
1A"'Claration, p. 21, paras. 61-63.) 
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8. Positions of AT&T. MCI and the Facllitlas-Based Cornmenters 

The parties have attacked Pacific's LFACS loop study from opposite 

perspectives. AT&T and Mel argue that the LFACS sample is biased in favor of longer 

loops, while the FBC suggest that the sample is biased in (avor of shorter loops. 

In their March 25,1997 supplementary comments/' AT&T and Mel argue that 

there are (our reasons why Pacinc's loop study is biased and cannot be relied upon. 

First, the workpapers that support the statistical validity of Pacific's study are missing, 

and the statistician who prepared them is apparently no longer employed by Pacific. 

TIlliS, AT&T and MCI Argue, it is not possible to verify whether Pacific's sample is 

statistically significant and reliable. (March 25 Comments, pp. 5-7.) 

Second, as noted above, AT&T and Mel contend that Pacifie's sample is biased 

in favor of longer loops. This bias allegedly results (rom three factors: (a) the 

predominance o( private lines, special access lines and very long residential loops in 

LFACS, (b) Pacific's decision to exclude "zero length" loops$9 (rom the sample, and (c) 

the use o( UnifOrn\ Service Order Codes that had the eUcct of excluding 80% of PBX 

loops, which teltd to be very short. (Id. at 8.) 

Third, AT&T and Mel Argue that Pacific purposefully excluded several 

important wire centers (rom its loop sample. Although Pacific has justified the 

exclusion on the ground that the excluded ccnters produced aberrant data, the now

departed statistician had dedded l according to AT&T/MCI, that inclusion of thcse wire 

centers was neceSs.1ry for a statistically-v.llid sample. (ld. at 6-7.) 

5.1 Because- of Pacific's difficuhiC's in responding to discovC'IY rtX)uC'sts about its loop studi('S, 
AT&T and MCI were pC'rmiltC'd. to subn\it a round of supplemC'ntary comments on thC'S(' 
studies and on Pacific's gcographk-dC'averaging proposal on March 25,1997, one week afler 
the due date for opening commC'nls. Pacific responded to both the March 18 opening 
comments and the March 25 supplC'nlentary comments in its April 15 reply comments. 

Sf "Zero length loops" are loops that an tEC or CLC providC's from a switching machine that is 
located on the custonlcr's premises, such as an office complex or a univc£sity campus. 
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Finally, AT&T and MCI argue that Pacific's own experts have conceded during: 

depositions that the LFACs data base is unreliable. (ld. at 8-10.) 

In contr.lst to AT&T and MCI, the FBC suggest that the errors in Pacific's loop 

sampling techniques actually fllake it likely that Pacific's studies rmderslale the 

statewide-average length (a lid cost) of loops. \Vhile noting that one cannot tell (or stlre 

because of the missing workpapers and other factors, the FBC argue that it is counter

intuitive that Pacific's loops costs would actually be lower under TELRIC than TSLRIC, 

because TELRIC requires the assigiln\el\t of shared costs directly to UNEs. (3/18 FBC 

Opening Comments, p.15.) . 

The FBC also argue that one should not include the cost of zero-length loops in 

determining average loop costs, because network configuration factors make it highly 

unlikely that CLCs will ptirchase any zcto-length loops (rom Pacific. (4/15 FBC Reply 

CoIllmen.ts, pp. 9-10.) 

C. Pacific's Position 

In his AprH 15 reply dedardtion, Richard Scholl rejects the AT&T /MCI argument 

that LFACS is biased in (avor of longer loops. If there is a bias, he argues, it is actually 

toward shorter loops, because the. private line and spedal access lines that predominate 

in LFACS (because they have designed circuits) tend to be shorter on average thall 

loops (or other services. (4/15 Scholl Declaration~ p. 48.) 

Second, Mr. Scholl disputes AT&T and MCI's claim that zero-length loops 

should be included in the loop study. He asserts that such loops are really inside \\'iring 

or intr<lbuilding network cable, and as such are owned by someone other than Pacific, 

such as a highrise building owner or an airbase. To include such zero-length loops in 

the denominator by which Pacific's total loop il\\'estment is divided would, according 

to J....fr. Sch01l, result in a serious understatement of loop costs. (Id. at 27-28.) 

Third,ol\ the question of whether key wire centers were excluded from the 

sample, Mr. Scholl agrees that (our wire centers should be included that were 

"unintentionally left out." However, his March 18 declar.ltion suggests that including 
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them will have a tft' minimis downward ef(ect on average loop costs. (3/18 Scholl 

Declaration, p. 8-9, paras. 25~26.) 

Finally, Mr. Scholl argues that the LFACS data base is reliable (or determining 

loop lengths. However, he acknowledges that while LFACS' usefulness for 

determining the cost of bliSilifS5 loops was apparent early in the cost study process, it 

was not until LFACS was used to help validate the CPM in 1995 and 1996 that its utility 

for determining Tt'sidl'llfialloop costs becan\e apparent. 

Mr. Schon states that it'was evident in 199-1 that lor business loops, LFACS 

would yield reliable loop length data by Sfn1ict, as TSLRIC requited: 

"In 1994 Pacific gathered LFACs data (or its OANAD loop stud),. From 
that data, a PacifiC Bellstatistidan .•. drew a randon'l sample 0(45 wire 
centers for a statistical analysis he was performing. In the pto<(>ss of his 
analysis, he identified the percentage of loops lor each service which had 
cable make-up information. The percentage of business service loops 
found with cable make-tip data ranged from 76% to 99%, while only 21% 
of residence service loops had cablen'lake up data. Pacinc used that result 
to determine that there was a su(fidently high percentage of business 
loops with data to suggest that the LFACS data could be used to estimate 
service-specific loop lengths (or business services, but not for residential 
services.1I (Id. at 65-66.) .. 

It was work on the CPM in 1995-96 that caused Mr. SchoU and his colleagues to 

change their minds and conclude that LPACS data could also be used to estimate 

residential loop lengths. \Vhife validating the CPM, Pacific analysts compared the CPM 

averilge residential distribution cable length with the results of two different r.mdom 

samples of residential loops, which had been taken at other times (or different purposes. 

111e average residential distribution c.,ble length produced by the CPM w.,s midway 

between the aver.'ge values taken from these two other samples. PacifiC then 

determined that the LFACS data produced average distribution cable lengths virtually 

identical to those from the CPM. Based on this, Mr. Scholl and his co)leagues concluded 

that the residential distribution cable length data missing from LFACS was random, so 

that the LFACS data was reliable (or residential loops, as well. (Id. at 67.) 
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D. Discussion 

Although \\'e share the commenting parlks' disappointment that Pacific is 

unable to produce the 1994 workpapers on the statistical validity of the LFACS sample, 

our own comparison of Pacific's January 13 loop study with the loop cost results 

produced by other models leads us to conclude that Pacific' study is sufficiently 

reliable. 

As a general check on Pacific's TELRIC study, we compared the loop lengths it 

produced with the TSLRIC ones approved in 0.96-08-021. From the comptete universe 

of all loops represented in the TELRIC study, we calculated a statewide average loop 

length of approxinlately 11.600 (eet. The statewide average loop length shown in the 

TSLRIC studies is very dose, approximately 11.650 (eel. Both of these averd.ges arc 

slightly shorter (and hence less costly) than the statewide average loop length produced 

by Version 2.2.2 of Hatfield, which is 11,889 feet. 

Further, as Mr. &holl argucs in his April 15 dedaration, the average loop length 

by wire (euler that Pacific has reported is quite dose to the average length by wire uutu 

produced by Hatfield 2.2.2, especially if one excludes the low-density CBCs for which 

Version 2.2.2's modeling is dearly insufficient. \Ve agree with the following summary 

by Mr. Scholl of how Pacific's TELRIC loop study compares with the Hatfield outputs: 

"When comparing (Hatfield 2.2.2's) average loop lengths by wire (enter to 
Pacific's aver"ge loop lengthsi I dmw two conclusions: 

"(1) For the rural wire centersi [Hatfield's] average loop lengths are 
wildly inaccurate. lhey arc tens of thousands of feet longer than 
Pacific's actual loop lengths ... Hatfield's loop lengths cannot be 
substituted (or ours without seriously overstating loop costs. 

"(2) For the suburban and urban are<'ts, the aver.'ge loop lengths for 
[Hatfield) and (or Pacific are comp<uable. For some wire centers, the 
[llatfield) average loop lengths are longer than Pacific's; and for 
many wire (enters, I'ilcific's and [Hatfield's] a\'('Cd.ge loop lengths arc 
very dose to the s<'tme. Since Jltitfield's loop lengths corroborate 
ours for suburban and urban areas, there is no need (or adjustment of 
our loop lengths." (Id. at 61.) 
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Because the comparison with the TSLRIC loop study and the Hatfield outputs 

shows that Pacific's TElRIC loop lengths arc reasonable, we ha\'e concluded that it is 

appropriate to disregard any theoretical problenls associated with Pacific's techniques 

for sampling the LFACS data base. \Vhile colorable arguments can be made that the 

LFACS data is biased (though the parlies disagree in which direction), the "clustering" 

of statewide average loops lengths described above convinces us that Pacific's TELRIC 

study can be used to set statewide average loop costs. 

However, before using Pacific's study, we will order that Pacific include in the 

loop data that it samples, four wire centers that Pacific conceded in its comments Were 

Uunintentionally le(t out." (3/18 ScholllA."Claration, p. 9, para. 26.)"" One of these wire 

(enters is 15ANCA02 in downtown Los Angelcs, whkh has OVer 100,000 access lines. 

Unfortunately, it will not be possible to use LSANCA02 data directly, as 

Mr. Scholl has proposed. The reason for this is that, as AT&T and Mel have shown .. 

loop lengths from LSANCA02 arc badly underrepresented in LFACS.u FOf example, 

60 In the DO, Pacific was also required to add zero-length loops back into its loop sample. (DD, 
pp.63-64.) In their January 16, 1998 comn\ents on the DD, both Pacifk and the FBC have 
strenuously obje<ted to this requirement. (Pacific Comments at 7-9; FBC Comments at 7-8.) 
Both argue that zero-length loops aren't local loops at all, but in fact are either intrabuiJding 
cable network (INC) or inside wiring. Pacific's (omments point out that INC \Vas 
"deregulated" by this Commission in 0.92-01-023 (43 CPUC2d 115), and inside wiring was 
"deregulated" by the FCC in its $c('ond Report and Order in CC IAxket No. 79-105. Thus, 
Pacific argues, "under the law, these facilities do not appeM on our books, and we don't earn 
on them. Under the law, we can't 'unbundle' them and seU them to CLCs.ti (I'.lcilic Comments 
at 7-S.) 

Pacific's analysis is corn.xt, and we ha\'e therefore decided that it would be inappropriate to 
require the inclusion of zero-length loops in Pacilic's loop sample . 

• 1 In her April 15 feply declaration, lAma flughes of AT &'f slales: 

"The LFACS data for this wire center appears to be aberrant fOf two reasons. 
The first re.\son is that this very large wire center serving well o\'er lOO,()(X) lines 
has the smallest number of loops with length data in LFACS. The second 
problem is that the loops that do have length data in lFACS ate unexpectedly 
and implaUSibly long given the density of aC('ess lines per square mile in this 

FooI"ole ((Jlllillll('d ollllt'xll'l1ge 
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cvcn though this wire centet has 17,500 PBX Jines, only 26 of its PBX trunks are 

included in LFACS. 

The thinness of data from LSANCA02 makes it necessary to use a proxy. We will 

therefore order Pacific to'substitute avccage loop length data by service (ronl wire 

center SNFCCAOl, a large San FranciS(o wire ~entec comparable to LSANCA02. Like 

irs Los Angeles COlmterpart, the loops lengths in SNFCCAOI are quite short.u 

VII. HAS PACIFIC CALCULATED THE PRODUOT MANAGEMENT EXPENSES FOR 
UNBUNDLED NETWORK ELEMENTS IN A REASONABLE MANNER? 

Another issue related to Paci(ic's TELRIC studies is whether it has calculated 

"product managcn'ent expenses" (or unbundled network elements correctly. Product 

management expenses are non-volume sensitive expenses n~essary to manage and 

support wholesale product offerings such as unbundled loops. The cost studies 

submitted by PacifiC on January 13 included produtt management expenses, but they 

wire center." (4/15 Hughes dcdaratiohl p. 4, para. 4 t and Attachment B 
thereto.) 

62 The substitution of this San Francisto data for the Los AngC'les data should be made ill the 
G.O. 96-A advice leHer In which Pacific will re-estimate its statewide average loop lengths. In 
the ad\'ice letter, Pacilic shaH use the average loop lengths (or PBX and C('ntrex in SNFCCAOI 
as proxies lor the average loops lengths now proposed by Pacific for LSANCA02. 

In their Januar)' 16, 1998 opening tomments on the DD, the FBC suggest that it would be 
improper to usc SNFCCAOI as a proxy f(n LSANCA02J htX'ause it is undear whether the usc of 
this proxy will make the sample "more 'atcurate"', and because there is suppo~ily no "r('Cord 
evidence" justifying this substitution. (FOC Comments at 5-6.) 

These criticisms are without merit. D.1ta contctning the San Francisco wire center was set 
forth in the same place as the data tonccrning the los Angeles wire ccnter, viz., page 1 of 
Attachment B to the April 14, 1997 reply deciMation of Ms. flughes. Based on our expertise in 
td('(on\munkalions, it is reasonable (or us as a Commission to conclude that the loop length 
characteristics between major metropolitan areas·· sw:h as downto\vn San Fr.lnciS<."o and 
downtown Los Angeles· would share many of the same charaderistics1 including shorter loops 
lengths and higher concentrations of business Jines. Thus, our use Of this proxy is reasonable, 
and the FBC's argument i\mounts to little more than a claim that in this case, the ~rftXt should 
be preferred to the good. 
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were substantially modified in the corrections Pacific submitted on I]ebruary 7, 1997 

(pursuant to an ALJ ruling at the January 28, 1997 PIIC). 

As the discussion below indicates, the principal issues with respect to product 

management expenses arc whether Pacific has used appropriate proxies (or estimating 

them, and whether it has divided the total amount of product management expenses it 

calculates through these proxies by the appropriate number of units for each wholesale 

product. 

A. The Positron 61 AT&T and Mel 

In their March 18 opening comments, AT&T and MCI have vigorously attacked 

Pacific's calculation 01 product management expenses. In the case of unbundled loops, 

one of the most important UNEs, AT&T and MCI argue that product management 

expenses ate overstated by 700%. 

The principal criticism of AT&T and MCI is that Pacific has not spread its 

estimate of product management expenses oVer an appropriate number of units. 

AT&T's and r-.tCl's opening comments assert: 

"(pacific] argues that bC('au5C only wholesale costs are to be used, then 
only wholesale volumes (volumes sold to other [CLCs) and not Pacific's 
retail operation) should be used to determine per unit costs ... This 
position flies in the (ace of the FCC's [First l~eport and Order} and 

_ (OmOlOn sense. \Vhile Pacific may incur some limited product 
management costs in providing UNEs to competitors, it also incurs such 
costs internally to provide the UNE component of retail service to end 
users. Consequently, product management costs should be spread across 
total scr"ke volumes 10 avoid discrimination impacts ... This 
misapplic<llion of the TELRIC method produces the lion's share of 
P.lcifjc's inflation of non-volume sensitive costs." (3/18 Comments, 
p.35.) 

AT&T and MCI also dispute Pacific's use of its own retail products as proxies for 

estimating UNE product management expenses. Dr. COnlell contends that by using as 

proxies the product management expenses reported in its TSLRIC studies, Pacific has 

violated the assumption that product management expenses arc non-volume scnsith;e, 

and has also overstated the amount of product management expenses that UNEs are 

likely to give rise to. (3/18 Corne)) Declaration, pp. 6~7.) Dr. Cornell urges that the per-
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unit product management expenses (or Pacific's own retail products should serve as a 

ceiling on what it can claim as product management expenses fot UNEs: 

liThe most Pacific should be allowed to dain\ as a proxy for the product 
management costs lor (UNEs) is the perunit cost that applies to its retail 
services. To the extent that the amount claimed for two similar retail 
services differ, moreover, the Imvec estimate should be used, as product 
management involves some tetaillunctions as weJl as wholesale 
functions. Pacific is much more likcl)' to work harder to 'manage' those 
products it wants to sell than those (i.e., UNEs] it would just as soon not 
have to offer." (ld. at pp. 7·8, para. 19.) 

B. Paclfi6'$ PosiU6n 

In his April 15 reply declaration, Mr. SChoU disputes both prongs of the 

AT&T/MCI attack. First, he stronglydisagrces that product management expenses for 

UNEs should bespread acrOSS total service volull\es, because Pacific does not use UNF..s 

in providing retail serVices to its customers. NoUng that "Pacific has incurred no 

produdmanagement expenses for unbundled elements in the years when it only 

provided bundled services," Mr. Scholl argues that product n\anagement expenses for 

UNEs are unique, b('('allsc "the product management expensc [Pacific] will be incurring 

(or unbundled e1en\ents is causcd ollly becausc of the unbundled elements provided to 

wholesale cllstomers." (4/15 SchoU Dt.~larati()J\, p. 21.) 

However, Mr. Scholl defends Pacific's use of product management expenses (or 

(ertain retail services as a proxy (or esthllating the product management expenses of 

UNEs. lIe argues that this is the least arbHr.uy approach: 

"The m\!fIlg~ l't'Nmil cost of product management expense of some service 
is simply not relevant for determining the product management expense 
of another service (e.g., an unbundled clement). TIle level of product 
management expenses are largely determined by the complexity of the 
prod:uct, and the frequency and complexity of developing enhanCemel\ts 
to the product, not h}' the volumes of the product which are provided. 
Product management costs iue thus, by definition, volume insensitive. 
The best way to approximate the product management expense of a new 
product is not to apply the per-unit avemge cost of some existing product. 
Rather, the b(>.it way is to identify an existing product with a similar level 
of (omplexity and expected deVelopment activities to the new product, 
and use the total product management expense of the identified exisling 
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product as a surrogate (or the product management expense of the new 
product." (Id. at 22_) 

c. Discussion 

On this issue, we have concluded that AT&T and Mel have the better of the 

arguml'nt. \Vhile Pacific is certainly entitled to reCover the reasonably-incurred product 

management expenses for UNEs, our review of its methodology (or estin\ating these 

expenses persuades us that Pacific's approach does not take adequate account of 

economics of scale. 

The point is well illustrated by considering hO\\' Pacific estimated product 

management expenses for unbundled loops. The proxy that Pacific chose for these 

expenses is 1MB (basic business) service. Pacific arrived at its estimatc by dividing the 

total product managenlCIl.t expenses for 1MB service shown in its TSLRIC studies by the 

currently-projected demand (or unbundled loops. However, PacifiC's subn\ission 

indi(\ltes that the den\and (or 1MB service is more than three times the currently

projected demand (or unbundled loops." 

Moreover, in choosing 1MB as the proxy, Pacific (ailed to explain why it did not 

usc two similar loop-related business services that both have significantly lower 

denland estinMtes and correspondingly lower product management expenses. These 

two other services arc PBX servl(e and Centrex service. 

It\ the case of unbundled loops, we think the cor((~ct approach (or developing a 

proxy for product management expenses is to take the slim of product management 

expenses (or the similar business services that require loops (i.e., 1MB, PBX and Centrex 

service), and then dlVidc this total by the sum of the demand (or cach of these services. 

In this way, Pacific will have a proxy based upon \'ery similar services, but one that also 

takes due account of the economies of scale inherent in its wholesale offerings. This 

l) The current estimate of demand for unbundled loops has to be taken with a tablespoon of 
salt. As AT&T .lnd Mel state at page 37 of their March 18 comments, "permanent prices for 
UNEs and an ordering and prOVisioning system that can handle large scale orders (i.e., final 
OSS) will ha\'c to be in place before there is a real basis for predicting the likely usc of (UNEs)." 
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approach will also climina te the difficulties created by using the current, highly 

subjectl\'e estimates of demand for unbundled loops. 

For unbundled loops, the adjustment described above will reduce product 

management expenses by approximately $0.45 per loop, or $2.7 million dollars per year 

if one assumes that the demand (or unbundled loops is about 5(}(),000 loops per year. 

Pacific should also undertake a similar exercise (or recalculating the product 

managenlent expenses for the other UNEs it will be required to offer pursuant to 47 

c.P.R. § 51.319. The costs Pacific should usc in estimating product managen\ent 

expenses (or each UNE are set forth in the Pacific eRD. 

VIlI. MISCELLANEOUS ADJUSTMENTS TO PACIFIC'S TELRIC STUDIES ARE 
NECESSARY -FOR CENTRAL OFFICE CROSS·CONNECTIONS. TWO·AND 

FOUR-WIRE LOOPS. WHITE PAGES DIRECtORY LISTINGS AND 05-1 
ENTRANCE FACILITIES 

In this section, we deal with adjustments to Padfic#s TELRIC studies that We 

have concluded are necessary hut which do not fit neatly within any of the previous 

categories we have discussed. The adjustments concern Pacifies cost studies (or cross

connects, two-wire and four-wire unbundled loops, white pages dirC(tory listings and 

DS-l entrance facilities. 

A. Are The Costs That Paclflo Has Reported For Central Office Cross-Connects 
Excessive? 

Central oUice "cross connectsU ate lIsed to cross connect the central office 

equipment of inCltlllhenllocal exchange carriers (lLECs) such as Pacific with the 

collocated switches (and/or interoffice facilities) of CLCs. Central oUice cross conneds 

arc sometimes referred to as "jumper cables". In their comments, the FBC argue that 

Pacific's central office cross connects arc needlessly "gold plated", while Pacific defends 

its design dedsions. 

1. Position of the Facilities-Based Commenters 

In their March 18 opening con\ments, the PBC argue that while most ILECs 

around the naHon design their (entr.,l office cross-connects as simple jumper cables, 

Pacific has unnecessarily included "jack panets" and signal regeneration equipment in 
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its cross-connects. This is unnecessary, the FBe contend; because CLCs are already 

likely to have the trouble· isolating capabilities that jack panels provide, and lJc(ause 

signal regeneration equipment is only rarely necessary. 

\Vith respect tojack panels, the FBCs state: 

"[Placific1s design includes a separate jack panel for each type of croSs 
connection. The jack panels are ostensibly to be used to isolate trouble 
conditions on either Pacific's or the eLC's side of a collocation cage.(MJ 
Ho\vever, the CLCs' coHocated multiplexing equipment and the 
equipment used to terminate Pacific's unbundled link elements at ready 
possess the eleCtronic capability to isolate and locate trouble locations. 
Adding a ('ostly, separate jack panel in order to further isolate troubles 
in the simple jlinlpcr cables is an optional design consideration which 
should be jointly determined by the two (a"niers, not designed into the 
generic unbundled element.'}' (3/18 FBC Comments}' p. 22; footnote 
omitted.} 

\Vith respect to signal regeneration eqitipment, the FBC argue that it should 

not be included in the cross connect UNE ~ause it is likely to be needed only a small 

Iraction of the time: 

"Regeneration equipment is only required when the length of a span 
exceeds a relatively long distance. Cross cOlUlections within a single 
Pacific wire center would rarely exceed that distance. Indeed, Pacific 
forecasts that regeneration equipment would be used in only a little 
n\ore than 10 percent of all cross cOlUlections. Therefore, Pacific should 
have specified a separate design for this condition, not a single design 
applicable to all cross conne<tions." (Id. at 23; footnotes omitled.) 

I<inally, the liBe suggest that Pacific has included these (unctions within its 

cross connects to keep down the price floors for its links. since the Jinks CLCs will build 

as their presence increases in the local exchange market arc likely to include some of the 

H A collocation cage is a physically separate and secure facility \"'ithin the premiSt's of an LEC 
('cnlral office where Ir.msmissiOn facilitics owned and maintained by the etC arc terminated. 
for a further discussion of legal issues raised by various forms of collocation, S~ Bell Allalltic t'. 
fCC, 24 F.3d 14U (D.C. Cir. 1991). 
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same digital cross connection and distribution (came technologies that PaciCic has 

included in its unbllndred cross connects. (ld. at 23-24.) 

2. Paclllc's Posit/on 

Pacific dcCends its design assumptions (or central oUice cross connects on the 

basis of the fCC's definitions of these unbundled elements. For exampJt', in his April ]5 

declaration, Mr. Scholl argues that Expanded Inter~onneCtion Service Cross Conmxts, 

or EISCCs, are considerably mOre complex than simple jumper cables: 

"The EISCC unbundled elcmt'ots arc-entirely diffet~nt from [jumper 
cables]. They ate used to provide a ~otmcction between a main 
dislribittion franle (in the case of the yoke grade ElSCC) or a digital 
cross connect system (in the case of a 0$-0, 05-1 Or DS-3[iSJ EISCC) and 
a competitor's collocation cage. At the very least, as in the case of a 
voke grade ElSCC, it is a pair of wic(>s in a cable terminating at one end 
on a main distribution frame (l\lDF), and at the other On a jack panel 
I~ated near the collocation cage. It includes the MOF terminations as 
well as the jack panel terminations(,) as well as the pair conmxting 
them. In the case of the 05-0 and OS-1 ElSCCs, the termination on the 
digital (('oss connect system (OCS) is included as part of the ElSCC." 
(4/15 Scholl Dedaration, p. 84.) 

\Vilh respect to signal regeneration equipment, Mr. Scholl argues that bC<'au5C 

it wiII be needed in some instances, the rcc's description of the TELRIC methodology 

requires Pacific to include it in the cross conned UNE. «(d. at 85.) 

3. DiscussIon 

In this ease, we conclude that the I~BC have the better of the argument. \VUh 

regtud to jack panels, we agree that CI.Cs will be in a credible position to determine the 

capahility of their own c:oHocated equipment. TIlliS, if they conclude that their own 

equipment has the capability to rcpJiCt1te the functions of a jack pal\cl, they should I\ot 

be required to h\CUf the cost of Pacific's providing one. Accordingly, \ ... ·e will require 

l3 A DS-O line is a single digital \'oice-grade circuit that operates at 64 kilobits JX'r S('('ond. A OS-
1 line aHows tr.lnsmission of data at 1.5-1-1 megabits per second and is equiva1ent to 24 voice 
channels. A DS-3line has 28 times the capMity 01 a OS·tHne" oc 672. voke channels. 
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Pacific in the upcoming pricing hearings to identify the proposed price of jack P" :'els 

separately from the proposed price of cross connects. The costs adopted herein hr the 

EISCC (on which these priCing proposals will be based) are set forth in the CRD. 

\Ve also agree with the FBC that the cost of signal regeneration equipment should not 

automatically be included in croSS connects. Pacific's January 13, 1997 cost studies 

demonstr.'lte that Signal regeneration equipment is needed only when ctoss connects are 

unusually long. and that this .happens only about 10% of the time. Accordingly, Pacific 

will be required to state in its supplementary pricing testimony the proposed plice of 

signal regeneration equipmcilt as distinct from EISCCs that indude sl1thequipment.66 

66 In their opening and reply ~omments on the DD, the FBC have argued that Pacific should also 
be required to show the costs of a Digital Cross Connect System (DAX) separately frolll the 
costs 01 the EISCC. The FBC argue: 

"For the s.1me reasons as the[DDJ would require PacifiC to break out the cost of j;:ck 
panels and signal regeneration equipment, the Comnussion should also modify the 
(DO] to require Pacific to St'parately state the cost of (DAX) systems that Pacific 
admitted it had included in 'he cost of EISCCs. The (DAX) systems primarily offer 
a multiplexing function that may also reside in the separate equipment used in the 
elC's collocation ('age." (1/16/98 FBC Conmlents, p. 12.) 

The FOC contend that Pacific should be reqUired to provide in an ad\'ice letter "the 
engineering block diagrams used for costing purposes wil', the DAX and witl,oul the DAX/' and 
that the DAX equipment aSSUn\M in the EISCC studies should be "identified by manufacturer, 
model number and pri<x>." (1/26/98 FBC Comments, p. 4.) 

Although we are sympathetic to the argument that ClCs should not have to pUfch,sc 
eqUipment or functions that they can provide for themselves, we d~1ine to require PacifiC to 
make the showing rcqu('stoo by the FBC. TIle block diagrams and equipment information 
sought by the FBC is dearly cost information that should have ~n obtained by then\ during 
the discover)' that took place on Pacific's TELRIC studies. In view of all the other i~sues that 
must be decided, it would not be efficient for us to elicit the requested cost information through 
'he advice lett('r pr()('('ss, and then litigate in .he upcoming pricing hearings "'heUu I, in fact, it 
is feasible to unbundle the VAX functions from the EISCC. 

The u1timate issue raised by .he FOC is what procedures this Commission should put in place 
to consider unbundling r~u('sts for network eleOlents beyond those specified in 47 c.P.R. 
§ 51.319. In 100m tlfililit~ &\.ml I'. FCC, the Eighth Circuit invalidated the regulation in the First 
Report and Order (47 C.F.R. § 51.317) that crNted a pr('sumplion that any eknlen' which it is 
technically feasible to unbundle must be unbundled. (120 F.3d at 810.) The rcc'~ presumption 

Foottlote COJllillllt'd Oil Ilexl,'r.lge 
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B. Art! Pacific's Estimates of Operating Expense For Us Statewide-Average Two· 

Wire Loop Cost ReasOnable? 

1. Positions of the Parties 

In her l\farch 18 opening declaration, Dr. Cornell attacks not only the validity 

of Pacific's loop sample, but also the reasonableness of its estimate of operating 

expenses for loops (which consist mainly of maintenante). After noting that Pacific 

took a .... 'eighted average of the operating expenses for each of its end-user services to 

arrive at the average operating expense for unbundled loops, Dr. Comel~ argues that in 

light of Pacific's deposition testimony, this approach is unreasonable. Dr. Cornell 

asserts that Pacific should assume the per-loop average operating expense that is 

associated with CLCs: 

"In (his deposition testimony), Mr. Scholl clainled that the volume
sensitive operating expenses of Pacific vary by services, with those 
services having a greater number of Hnes per customer exhibiting l(mter 
per line operating costs .•. In other words, on a per-customer basis, the 
volume-sensitive operating costs exhibit ~onomies of scale. 

"Unbundled loops are a wholesale, not a retaiJ(,) oUering. Purchasers 
of unbundled loops, therefore, will most likely have characteristics 
much more like the largest volume retail users of loops, rather than like 
a weightcdaveragc of aU retail users of loops, including residential 
users. In light of this, Pacific should havc used the service with the 
lowest experienced volume-sensitive operating costs as the basis (or its 
proxy (or the volume-sensitive oper.lUng costs for unbundled loops." 
(3/18 Cornell Dedaration, pp. 13-14, par,ls. 38-39.) 

was, the Eighth Circuit noted, inconsistent \"'ilh the standards for unbundling set forth in 
§ 251 (d)(2) of TA 96. (Id.) Under the Eighth Circuit's decision, this Con'mission drarty has 
authority to decline to order the unbundling of the DAX from the ElSCC at this lime. 

We also have authority, however, to order additional unbundling within the local exchange 
network upon an appropriate showing. We arc currently considering how to dc\'e}op a process 
for handling future unbundling requests in an orderly manner. While the existing record 
conceming the DAX and the ElSCC is insufficient to justify the unbundling sought by the I;OC/ 
the FBC "·,,iIl have the option of invoking Ih('$(' new procedures in Ihe event ))acific declin('s 10 
address their unbundling concerns. 
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Dr. Cornell slales that calculating operating expense in the manner she 

proposes will reduce the statewide average cost of an unbundled loop by about $1.25 

per month. (Id. at 14, para. 40.) 

In his reply declaration, Mr. Scholl argues that the weighted average approach 

to calculating loop operating expense is correct, and that Dr. Cornell's positioj\ is 

inconsistent with TELRIC pdndples: 

liThe variation of loop filaintenance costs by number of lines per 
customer is a function of the number of lines pa etld IlSer ctlSfOmeTj not 
per eLc. Dr. Cornell has presented no information which indicates 
that the number of lines per CLC end user customer will differ (tom 
Pacific's. Regardless, Dr. Cornell's proposal would violate the FCC's 
requirement that in determining the TELRIC of an clement, the 
increment that forms the basis for a TELRIC study shall be the entire 
quantity of the network clement provided." (4/15 Scholl Declaration, 
p. 46; emphasis supplied.) 

2. DiscussIon 

On this issue, it is dear that Pacific has the better of the argument. To base 

a\terage loop operating expense on PBX loops, as Dr. Cornell in effect proposes, would 

prevent Pacific (rom recovering a substantial portion of the maintenance (\nd other 

operating expenses it will incur in selling unbundled loops. Using PBX operating 

expenses as a proxy would be inappropriate because it would ignore sllch cost

causative relationships as the location of the PBX processing equipment, the density of 

the lines served, and the propensity of fesidcntial customers to incur higher average 

maintenance expenses and make more trouble repair c.,lls than PBX customers." The 

" Ignoring thrse cost-caus.,li\'e relationships would be inconsistent with Consensus Costing 
Principle No.2, which states, among other things, that "within the tdC'Communicalions 
industry, the principle of cost causation is best \'icw~l from the standpOint of prOViding a 
service ~ind what costs are necessary to offer that service. All costs caused by a decision to offer 
a service should be indudoo in a TSLRIC study of that service." (D.9S·12-{)16, ApI" C, p. 2.) 
Ignoring cost-causative relationships would also be inconsistent with paragraph 691 of the 
rcc's First Report and Order. 
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weighted-average approach that Pacific has used, on the other hand~ ensures the 

recovery of all reasonable operating expenses associated with unbundled )oops.6.! 

C. Are Adjustments Necessary to Pacific's Studies for 4·Wire loops? 

Several parties, including the FBC and Cox, have attacked the validity of the 

assumptions in Pacific's cost study (or 4-wire loops. Although -I-wire loops have 

traditionally been used only where voice s('fvice was provided over very long loops, 

they are expected to be n\uch mote important in the future. This is because, with the 

in'pl'oved performance made possible by compression technologies, they could provide 

competitive subslltutes (or Integrated SCrvices Digital Network (ISDN) links and other 

(orms of Internet access technology. 

1. Positions of the Commenting Parties 

The bask theme in all of the cOn\ments is that Pacific's reported costs for 4-

wire loops are unreasonably high in relatiol\ to its costs for 2-wire loops, and also to the 

costs of ISDN links, which provide some of the same ~apabilities as 4~wirc loops. 

Cox, (or example, points out that Pacific's reported cost for the IIwire" porlion 

of 4-wire loop service in one of Pacific's revenue zones is nearly $25 per month, nlore 

than three times the reported cost for the wire porlion of i-wire loop service, and more 

than double the reported wire cost (or an ISDN line, which Cox asserts is considerably 

1>8 Although wc arc sustaining Pacific's position on the loop operating expense issue, some 
corredions to the studies are needed. 

Most of these corre<:lions arc set forth at pages 8-9 of Mr. SchoU's March 18, 1997 opening 
dedaration. We will dire<l Pacific to make all of these corrections exccpt (or those rdating to 
the sCK'alloo loop Zone 1 corrections (or lSANCA02, a large los Angeles wire center. The 
approach Pacific should use with respect to lSANCA02 is set forth in 5c<tion VI.O. above. 

\Ve also agree with ORA's argument at page 9 of its March 18 opening comments that Pacific 
should be required todcmonstratc that all loop-rcJatoo repair expel\S('S on which it is rdying in 
compuling its weigh too average have in fact been reduced by 14%, as required by 0.96-03-021. 
(Mimeo. at 65-66.) The affected function codes are set forth on pagc 7 of the Pacific eRD 
adopted itl. that decision. 
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more sophisticated." (3/18 Cox Comments, pp. 38-40.) \Vhen one adds the cost of line 

cards (Le., electronics needed to provide the service), the disparity is even greater. 

The FBC also attack Pacific's 4-wire loop study, noting that the statewide

aver.lge cost Pacific reports is 4.85 limes the statewide average for a 2-wire loops, even 

though "historically the rate and ~ost relationship (or these types of special access lines 

has been fixed at 1.6.11 (3/18 FBC Comments, p. 25.) The FBe alSo suggest that since 

Pacific's 4-wite loop study includes both a separate line card and additional electronics 

for the fiber, there must be some duplication of costs involved: 

"Pacifie's cost development used a type of line card for 4-wire circuits 
that provides the (unctionality electronically, much like current 
modems in home computers provide in\proved quality and throughput 
without upgrading access lines (or ordinary telephone service. In 
addition to this line card cost, however, Pacific's cost analysts also 
doubled the outside plant (acilities; ostensibly to reflect the '4-wiI'e' 
character. ,. The two cost adjustme-nts arc redundant and duplicative. 
The F8Cs recommend that the Commission order Pacific t6 ,;erify the 
need for the line card. In addition, the cost associated with the , 
doubling of the outside plant fadlities should be removed (rom the cost 
of 4-wire Iinks.1I (Id. at 26; footnotcs omitted.)?Q 

it Cox summarizes the differences between a 4-wirc line and 20n ISDN link as foHows: 

"(T)he four-wire voice circuit provides a separate voke path in each direction 
and is capable of prOViding voice servicc or \'oi~-band data services, perhaps up 
to 28.8 kBps. The ISDN card, howe"er, prOVides two voice channels, Or a voice 
Ch,HUlel and a data channel, Or two data channels each capable of 56/64 kBps or 
a combined r.lte of 128 kBps plus a 16 kBps data channell.) (Or a total of 144 
kBps. With ISDN YOll can still (r.lnsmit and rcceh'e digital d,Ha, Or imagery such 
i\S graphics and (acsln\i1e at the same time you are engaged in conversalion. It is 
a much more sophisticatoo and advanced service than is (our-wire voice 
service." (3/18 Cox Comments, p. 39.) 

;1Q Dr. Cornell makes a similar point in her March 18 dedaration on behalf of AT&T and Mel. 
She argues that there is likely doubre-counling lxx'ausc Pacific shows two 2-wirc plug-ins and 
twice as much fiber (or a 4-wirc as (or a 2-wire loop. (3/18 Cornell ()c(laration, pp. 28-29, 
paras. 86-87.) 
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2. Pacific's Position 

In his April 15 reply declaration, Mr. Scholl argues that the cost comparisons 

made by Cox and the FBC arc simplistic. \Vith respect to the "historic" 1.6 ratio cited by 

the FBC, Mr. Scholl argues that it applied only when both $eiViccs were provided Over 

copper pairs, and not--as will be the case in a fonvard·looking network-~when service 

will be provided ovet a combinatkm of fiber and copper. As 16 the additional 

electronics required Cor fiber, Mr. Scholl asserts that such electronics are very expensive: 

/lIn the (orward-looking network which is the basis OC Pacific's TELRIC 
study, strokes which requite (our wire loops will be provided on two 
copper pairs only when the feeder is less than 12 Kit. long. Fiber-optic 
systems with appropriate p)ug~in units.wiU be used Cor the feeder when 
is 10nget thdn 12 Kit. Padfic'sidentllicatiort of the TELRIC Cor 4-wire 
links is that the element will be two copper pairs (or feeder lengths tip 
to 12 Kft., and fiber~optic systems tot fceder lengths beyond 12 Kit. AU 
distribution plant used will be two copper pairs. Fot the fiber-optic 
system plug-in units required for the 4~wjte link, Pacific lIsed the plug
in units for DS~O service} which is the "lost basic serviCe requiring 4~ 
\vire links. Plug-in units (or DS-() scrvite ate Significantly more 
cxpensive thart that usccl for a basic POTS link." (4/15 Scholl 
DedaraHon, p. 86.) 

3. D!scuss/(m 

In the draft decision It'tailcd on Dcccr'r\ber 23, 1997, the ALl required Pacific to 

provide (urther justification (or the 4-wire loop costs it had reported. 1he DO noted 

that while Pacific daimoo that additional electronics were necessary to offer 4-wire 

service on a fiber-copper system, it had not addressed FBC's argument that there was 

no need to h.we both the electronics and the addilionalline card that Pacific apparently 

had assumed. The OD also pointed out that the prices (or 4-wire loops adopted in other 

states seemed to support the position of FBC and Cox that Pacific's reported costs were 

excessive.71 The OD stated that until Pacific provided further justification, "we will 

11 The DD noted that (or the New York Telephone Company (NYNEX), the monthly pri~ of a 2-
wire loop was $12.49, white the monthly charge (or a <I-wire loop was $27.67. The DD pOintoo 
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disallow the cost of the station facility interf,lce connection. Pacific will also be directed 

to remove the double fiber costs (rom its estimate of 4-wite loop costS.1I (DO, p. 76-77.) 

In its opening comments on the DD, Pacific proposes to meet the DO's 

concerns by stating separately the costs of 4-wire loops provided on copper versus 

those provided on fiber. After noting that 4-wire loops do 1Iot require line cards, Pacific 

explains: 

"(n a copper feeder environment, this 4-wire (unctionality is 
accomplished by having separate fceder pairs lor each path; that is, two 
c()pper pairs. In a fiber fceder environment, the separatiol\ ()f sending 
and receiving paths is provided in the Ughtspan system by using a 
different eledronic plug-in unit at the centra) office end and at the 
remote terminal than is used for POTS [Plain Old Telephone) service. 
This plug-in unit is mOre than twke as expensive as a POTS sen'ice 
plug-in unit. In addition, this plug-in unit occupies twice the space in 
the Lightspan, consumingtwice the 'fiber capacity'. 

t t t 

"Since the costs to provide a 4-wirc link over fiber feeder facilities is so 
much more than pr()viding the Service ()ver copper facilities, Pacific 
believes that the costs (and ultimately, rates) should be stated 
separately. This would be consistent with the (00'5] treatment of jack 
panels, croSS connects, and signal regeneration equipment." (1/16/98 
Pacific Comments, pp. 13·14.) 

Although this new unbundling proposal is opposed by the FBC,n it and the 

rest of Pacific's explanation move toward meeting some of the concerns expressed in 

the DD. However, Pacific will be required to furnish more justification for the costs of 

its interface connections and plug-in de\'kes (such as capacity assumptions), and - as 

the DD required - to remOve double-counted fiber costs. Finally, Pacific's propos.lt will 

be acceptable only if it establishes costs (or Cour-wire 5witdlCd loops, as opposed to four-

out that these NYNEX prkes were much closer 10 the historic price relationship between 2-wire 
and -I-wire loops than the nearly 5·to-l cost difference reported by Pacific. 

n 1/26/98 FOe Reply Comments, pp. 12-13. 
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wire loops that terminate on a DAX. We will reserve judgment on Pacific's proposal 

until after Pacific furnishes ,the necessary additional support for its four-wire proposal, 

which should be done in the G.O. 96-A advice lettcr that Pacific will be submitling 

pursuant to this decision. 

D. Are Adjustments Necessary to PacIfic's StudJ(!s FOr White Pagcs Directory 
listings? 

The parties have raisc~ two issues with respect to Pacific's TELRIC study for 

directory listings in white pages. 111e first is a matter on which all partie.s agrre: Pacific 

simply {ailed to divide th~' annual total of non-volume sensitive costs by 12, so as to 

derive a monthly total. Pacific agrees this correction is ne<essary,1J and we will 

therefore direct that the correction be made in Pacific's G.O. 96-A advice lettcr filing. 

The sc<:ond issue is whether Pacific's whitc pages directory listing costs include 

retail (:osts that, under the TELRlC methodo1ogy, must be excluded. the I-BC argue 

that Pacific has improperly includl"d about $4 million of such costs: 

liThe [roughly $4 million) in non vollulle senSitivc fixed costs shown by 
PacifiC arc drawn (rom Function Codl"s 2510 through 2518. (~'1ost) of these 
costs arc associated with Pacific's preparation of its Ctlstoml"C 'guide 
pages' in the dirc<:lory. CLCs must ptl"pare their 0\\'1\ guide pages{;J 
Pacifk has made no offer to have its staff perion'n this fundion (or CLCs. 
Therefor<'1 these non volume sl"nsitivc costs arc inappropriat~ly attributed 
to ClC listings. [The remaining costs are] associated with volume related 
scn'ice order procl"ssing (or Pacific/s Hstings. Again, CLCs will process 
their own orders (or such Iisling(sl. and thus should not bear an}' of thesc 
costS.1I (3/18 FBC Comments, pp. 26-27; footnote omitted,)'· 

I\lthough Pacific's ApritlS, 1997 reply comments did not defend the inclusion of 

thl"sc costs, Pacific makes a strong argument in its opening comments on the DO that 

n 3/18 SchoJiIA"laraUon, p. 8, par.\. 24. 

,. Dr. Cornell makes the same point with respect to special directory listings at pages 31·32 of 
her March 18 dedaralion. 
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about 75% of the clIstomer guide costs arc properly included in a TELRIC study.IS After 

noling lhat the customer gllide contains lIusc(ul public service information" about such 

things as emergenc), crisis hotJines and survival infornlalion, and that some CLCs have 

asked that this be licensed to them, Pacific states: 

"CLCs whose company-specific pages are included in the Customer Guide 
directly benefit from being part of the Customer Guide, as do their 
customers who receive the directories. If CLCs published their own 
directories, they would need to compile the information themselves. Since 
CLCs are receiving this benefit, the costs for producing it should be 
inclUded in the TELRIC.II (1/16/98 Pacific Comments, p. 11.) .. 

\Ve agree that CLCs benefit ftom the inclusion of this information in the 

Customer Guide, and that theSe costs (which total about $3 million) are properly 

allowable. 

E. Are Adjustments Necessary to the Fill Fact6r That Paciflc Has Assumed For 
05-1 Entrance Facilities? 

Cox argues that the COn\mission should adjust several of the /Ifill factors" that 

Pacific has used to estimate non-volume sensitive costs for spare capacity.'" The essence 

of Cox's argument is that the methodology Patific currently employs to estimate fill 

factors aHows Pacific to recover a substantial level of stranded investment. (3/18 Cox 

Opening Comments, pp. 36-37.) As one of sever.,. allegedly dramatic examples, Cox 

points to the proposed (ill factor for enlrance facilities. Por D5-1 circuits, Pacific is 

proposing it fill factor 28%. Cox argues that a fill factor of approximately 90% would be 

appropriate, because the OS-I entrance facility is composed of fiber, and fiber has a 

capacity of 100%. 

7S Pacific ooncedes that about one quart"'f of 'he information in the Customer Guide is "spedlic 
to Pacific Ben products and customer service," and so should not be inc1udc·d in the TELRIC 
study. 

'" FilJ factors, which afe also called uliJization levels, are explained at pages 23-24 of 
0.96-08-021. 
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In his reply declaration, Mr. Scholl argues that Pacific's fill f.,cIOrs arc consiste)\t 

with the I~irst Report and Order, which requires only that "reasonably a~curate fill 

factors" be used. Thus, he disputes Cox's conclusion that Pacific's TELRIC studies arc 

designed to recover stranded investment. (4/15 SchoU Declaration, p. 90.) 

Although we do not agree with Cox's overall position, and believe many of its 

arguments concerning "stranded investment" ate duplicative of those 1l1ade (and 

rejected by us) in connection with Pacific's TSLRIC studies, we do agree that Pacific's 

fill (actor (or D5-1 entrance faciHties appears quite low in relationship to the total 

capacity, 100%, that is available on fiber-based DS-l circuits. 

Accordingly, we will order Pacific to use the same method of ca1culating the fill 

factor for Os-I entrance facilities that we directed Pacific to use for copper fceder in 

0.9&-08-021. In that decision, we directed Pacific to use a fill factor for copper feeder of 

76%, which was the midpoint between Pacinc's reporled fill-ai-installation and its fiU

at-relief. (Mimeo. at 31-32.) 

In their January 16, 1998 opening comments on the ALJ's draft dedsion, AT&T, 

MCI, and the FBC all argue that the DD's treatment of entrance facilities is inconsistent, 

because it does not require that this same (ill (actor adjuslDlC'nt be made for D5-3 

circuits. The FBC argue: 

"[The DO's] logic and the fill (actor adjustment applioo to D5-1 entrance 
facilities applies with equal force to D5-3 entrance facilities. Pacific's spare 
capacity cost calculations in the underlying TSLRIC study arc based upon 
a weighted average of both OS-I and 0S-3utilization of fiber rings. 
Therefore, Pacific should be required to apply the same fill factor 
adjustment to OS-3 TSLRIC costs in order to derive comparable TELRIC 
values." (1/16/98 FBC CommC'nts, p. 10; footnote omitted.) 

Pacific, on the other hand, critidzes the DO's decision to increase the fill (aclor 

applicable to DS-l facilities. Pacific contends that although its 28% fill (actor ma}' 

appear low, it is in fact realistic. This is so, Pacific asserts, becausc the "sizable 

moduJarity'J of electronics requirements (or DS-l facilities, coupled with the low cost of 

higher speed electronics upgrades (e.g.; to DS-3tines), make it very difficult for Paciric 

to manage its fiber im'entory, and necessarily results in a low utilization rate. 
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\Ve conclude that AT&T, MCI, and the FBC have the better of the argument, and 

that Pacific should be directed to apply the same fill factor for 0$-3 facilities that we 

have ordered for OS-I facilities. One of the teasons fot OUr conclusion is that Pacific has 

effectively admitted in its "reply comments that its OS-I facilities ate under-utilized. 

Pacific's reply comments state: 

"(8]c<'ause of the relative cost di((erences (between DS-I and 05-3 
circuits), most customers requiring more than ~8 OS-I channels \ ... iIl 
purchase 05-3 circuits instead, and provide their own OS-I to 0$-3 
multiplexing. Given this expectation, the expected average number of 
OS-1 circuits at a Fiber-Optic Terminal equipped to provide OS-I circuits 
is less than 24." (1/26/98 Reply Comments, p. 12.) 

In the example given by Pacific, more than.50 DS-I channels will be undef

utilized when customers opt to purchase D5-3 circuits. It is unreasonable (or Pacific's 

entrance facility cost studies to assun\e such large percentages of spare capacity if the 

solution is simply (or customers to buy OS-3 citcuits. 

The adjustment in fiJI factor that we are ordering (or OS-I and 0S-3 will reduce 

Pacific's estimate of spare capacity costs associated with entrance facilities by 

approximately $38.4 milJion. 

IX. SHOULD PACIFICfS PRICES FOR UNBUNDLED NETWORK ELEMENTS BE 
GEOGRAPHICALLY·OEAVERAGED. AND IF SO. WHICH IF ANY OF tHE 

COMPETING GEOGRAPHIC-DEAVERAGING PROPOSALS SHOULD BE USED? 

The final Issue we deal with in this decision is whether the prices that we will set 

lor the UNEs to be sold by Pacifk should be "geographically-deaveraged". 

A. Background 

Geographic deaveraging fs the term used to dcs([ibe a situation in which prices 

for telecommunications scr"kes (or elements) differ from geographic area to area 

depending upon the costs of serving the area at issue. \Vhlle some costs (such as 

switching) do not exhibit geographic differences, others - especially the cost of loops -

exhIbit wide differences depending on the region being served. 
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In the past, Pacific hasargucd that it should be allowed to set geogrclphically

deaver aged rather than state~wide prices, because othen\'isc CLCs with lower costs will 

be able to undercut it in geOgraphic areas that are less expensive 10 sel\'C, e\'en when 

Pacific is in {act the lowest-cost provider. CLCs who plan to build their own facilities 

have also stressed the importance of geographic deavcraging, and argue that unless thc 

Commission gets it right, inefficicnt pricing signals will be sent when facilities-based 

CLCs arc making their IIbuy ~r build" dC(isions. 

Although everyone rccognizcs the in\portan~e of the geographic deaver.1ging 

debatc, it is also universally acknowledged that it is a highly complex cx(>tdse. 

Con\plexity is inherent because incomplete geographic deaveraging (i.e., deaveraging 

less than all affected services and elen\ents) can result in distorted pricing signals that 

arc Worse than the situation brought about by charging state-wide average prices. 

It was because of this complexity that the assigned AtJ ·concluded in his 

Mar<:h 25,1996 ruling17 that proposals 'for geogtaphically-deaveraged prices should not 

be considered in the 1996 pricing hearings. After noting the assertion of the Coalition 

thai consideration of geographic deaveraging IIW6utd c((c<tlvelybe abandoning any 

hope" of setting network clen\ent prkes by January I, 1997, as (onten'lpJated by Public 

Utilities (PU) Code § 709.5, the assigned ALJ concluded: 

II\Ve agree with the Coalition that geographic deavcraging is too large an 
issue to consider in the up(oming hearings. Not only would it seem to 
r\?quire the kind of (extensive] eviden(e described by the Coalition, but if 
the Commission allowed geographic deaveraging for BNFs and serviccs, 
it would logically have to examine the issue for resale services as well." 
(March 25,1996 ALJ Ruling, minteo. at 13.) 

The question of geographic deavcr<lging arose again after issuance of the FCC's 

First Report and Order, in which the FCC reqUired states to devise gcographically-

71 Administrative LlW judge's Ruling Setting Forth the Scopc'of Issue'S To Be Dtx:idcd In 
Pricing. Tariffing and Unbundling Hearings (March 25, 1996 All Ruling). 
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ded\·er.1ged prices as part of the Urate structure" rules to bl! used in conjunction with the 

TELRIC methodology. (First Report and Order, paras. 764-65.) 

The rce's geographic deaveraging requirement was, like TELRIC, stayed by the 

issuance of the October 15, 1996 Stay Order in Iowa UIi1il;c$ Bd. v. FCC. Nonetheless, the 

December 18, 1996 ALJ Ruling decided that, to hedge against the possibility the FCC 

might prevail in the Eighth Circuit litigation, Pacific and GTEC should be required to 

submit costs that could be used to set gcographicaUy-dea\'eraged UNE prices. (Mimeo. 

at 26.) Because the two LEes appeared to favor different forms of geographic 

deaver aging/' they were each given latitude to submit thl.?ir own proposals, along with 

a statewide average cost (or each UNE. However, the December 18 ALI Ruling 

cautioned that these steps did not mean the Commission \,wuld necessaril)t adopt 

geographic deaveraging: 

"The (act that we arc permitting the LECs to choose what form of 
deaveraging to include in their cost studies should not be taken as ~n 
endorsement of any particular approach, or as all indication that the 
network element prkes to be adopted ..• will ne<'~ssarily be 
geographicaHy·deaveraged. After a detailed examination of (Pacific's) 
'reVenue zonc' approach, (or example, the Commission may well conclude 
that it will not work in practice/' (Id.) 

Pursuant to the dircdh'c in the December 18 AlJ Ruling, the TELRIC studies 

submitted by Pacific onlanuary 13, 1997 presented geographically-de<weraged costs for 

network dements based upon lhe "revenue zonc" approach, as weU asstatewide 

average costs. The comments subnlittcd by the parties have devoted substantial 

attention to these proposals, and it is now time to deci~e whether the revenue zone 

appro.lch is a suitable foundation for setting geographically·de.,ver.'ged UNE prices (or 

P.ldfic . 

.. As noted in the Dc<:cmbcr 18 Ruling, GTEC had in the past favored the FCC's "zone density" 
approach, while Pacific favored a new proposaJ it dcscribeJ as "re\'cnue zoncs". The 
mechanics of the revenue zone appro.lchcd are dcscrilK-d ;'ifm. 
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B. Description of Paclflo's Revelluo Zone Approach 10 Geographlo Deaveraglng 

Revcnue zones were first proposed by Pacific in the arbitrations conducted in the 

Fall of 1996 pursuant fo § 252(b) of TA 96. In its arbitr.tUon with AT&T, Pacific witness 

Nancy Lubamcfsky prcscnted the following summary of the revcnue zone approach, 

which is quoted by Dr. Cornell in her March 18 dedaration: 

"\Vire centers Were a~jgned to Zone 1 by identifying those wire centers 
which ranked highcst in business segment total biUed reVenues (TBR) and 
which also nlade up 10% of total retail business and residence TBR 
cumulatively. 

liThe remaining wire centers \"ete ranked in order from highest to lowest 
total TBR. \Vire centers were assigned to Zone 2 such that the cumulative 
TBR of Zoncs 1 and 2 combined made up approximately 33% of total THR 
(with a total of six zone:;, these first h..to zones repres~nt 33% of aIl10nes). 

"\Vire «'nters Were assigned to Zones 3 through 6 by having each make 
up roughly c-qual proportions of ren'aining total TBR (approximately 
16.5% each.) Zone 3 contained wire centers with the relath'ely higher TBR 
ranking. Zone 6 the lo\\'('r ranking. 

"FinaUy, a contiguity adjustment was made to ensure reasonable zone 
transitions between wire center boundaries. For example, if a single wire 
center was initially designated as Zone 3 and was surrounded by wire 
centers designated as Zone 2, the Zone 3 wire center was changed to 
Zone 2." (3/18 Cornell Declaration, p. 16, par.,. 46, quoting Testimony of 
Nancy Lttbamersky in A.96-OS-040.) 

C. Positions of the Commenting PartIes 

AT&T and MCI urge us to reject the revenue zone approach on the ground that it 

is not cost-based. In her March 18 declaration, Dr. Cornell argues: 

"The use of total billed revenues as the basis for dea\'eraging prices allows 
Pacific to average together relath-ely low and relatively high cost are.1S in 
order to mask the cost di((,!rences. The result is higher costs in the low 
cost areas than would be shown if geographic zones were based purely on 
cost characteristics. Given Ihat the costs are supposed to be the basis for 
prices (under TA96}, Pacific's approach is a means of lhniting entry into 
the lowcst cost exchanges by fordng higher pric('S in those areas than 
would olherwise OCcur." (3/18 Cornell DedarittiOll, Pl'. 16-17, para. 47.) 
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During the disco\'ery process, AT&T and Mel conducted a detailed examination 

of Pacific's data in an attempt to determine Pacific's loop costs by wire center, using 

both the zone average data and Pacific's statewide average. lhis examination was 

performed by AT&T witness Lana Hughes. The results of Ms. Hughes's analysis 

demonstrate, shedaims, that Dr. COrr'leU is COrrect, and that Pacific's reVenue zones do 

not bear a reasonable relationship to its costs. Ms. Hughes describes the results of her 

calculations as follows: 

"First, I sorted the data by cost of loop and graphed the results or-the 
calculations I performed. (l\'fy first graph) contrasts the results using the 
statewide average data with the zone data. As one can see, the zone
based results produce wire-center costs that are slightly below the 
statewide-average-based results at the low-cost end, and slightly above 
the statewide-average-based results at the high-cost end. In other words .. 
the more one movels) toward wire-center speCific inforrnation, the more 
st('Cply sloped the results become. In both cases, however, there is a clear 
trend, with some wire-centers having significantly lower cost per loop 
than others. 

"When I overlaid Paci(ic/s zones on the data I had calculated, some 
striking patterns developed. (My second graph) demonstrates that 
Pacific's proposed zones do not even come dose to reflecting any 
underlying variation in cost (using Pacific/s own cost data). lhe range of 
costs for wire-centers in ZOnes 2, 3, 4 and 50\'erlap. The range is slightly 
higher in zones 4 alld 5; howeverl the lowest-cost wire-centers in each 
zone have lower average loop costs than do the highest-cost wire-centers 
in the immediately preceding zone. Most dramatic of all is that Pacific has 
included all the zero-cost \"tire-centers in zone 6 together with the highest 
cost wire-centers in its service territory. Mr. &holl has admitted that 
some of these wire-centers do not have loops because they connect 
directly to bush\ess customers' faCilities; therefore, Pacific's inclusion of 
these 'zero-cost' wire-centers in zone 6 is entirely inappropriate. The 
result of Pacific's assignment of wire-centers to zones is to increase the 
average cost per loop for the lowest-cost zones above what a tntly cost
based zone would justify." (3/2SlIughes Dt.."'dar.ltion, pp. 4-5, paras. 
28·29.) 
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O. Pacific's Position 

\Vhile Pacific's Apri115 reply comments offer a vigorous dcfcnse of its loop 

sample (as dcscribed in Section VI.C. of this dccision), none of Pacific's witneSS('s offers 

a defense of the revenue zone approach, or attempts to discredit Ms. Hughes's analysis. 

E. Discussion 

\Ve agree with Dr. Cornell and Ms. Hughes that Pacific's revenue zone approach 

must be rejected. The undcrlying principle of the unbundling proVisions in TA 96--and 

the theoretical justification for geographic deaveraging --is th~t prices for UNEs should 

be based on the ILEC's costs. Ms. Hughcshas convincingly demonstratcd that Pacific's 

revenue zone proposal does not satisfy this test. 

The only othcr geographic deaveraging proposal in this record is the argulllent 

by At&T and MCI that we should use Version 2.2.2 of the Hatfield ~fodel to calculate 

geographically-deaveraged loop (Osts. In their Mauh 25 supplemental comments, 

At&T and MCI have presented an extensive declaration by Mr. Race Chen purporting 

to show why we should use Hat(it'ld for this purpose. However, for the reasons statcd 

above in Section UI.c., it is evidt?nt that Hatfield 2.2.2 is Itot suitable for this purpose. 

As we have seen, Hatfield 2.2.2 i>~oduccs unreasonably high loop costs lor rural areas, 

and the methodology it employs (or geographic dcavcraging would only tend to 

exacerbate the problems caused by the modcl's internal assumptions about rural areas. 

Since unbundled loops are the principal UNE showing cost diit'crcnces by geographic 

area, this shortcoming in Version 2.2.2 of Hatficld is fatal. 

Consistcllt with the discussion above, we will establish only statewide-avcrage 

prkes for Pacific's UNEs in the upcoming supplementary pricing hcarings. 

In their January 16, 1998 opening comments on the DD, AT&T, and Mel assert 

that it would be "legal errorn (or us not to adopt - at a minimum -- geographk"'lly 

d('avcragcd loop costs, bcc.Hlsc otherwise we would be "prejudg[ing) issucs the 

Commission has sct aside (or [the pricing) phase of this proceeding." (AT&T IMCI 

Opening Comments, p. 19.) This contention is without mcrit. As Pacific notes in its 

reply comn\cnts on the OD, our dccision to adopt only state-widc average prices for 
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UNEs at this time is "wcll within (the Commission's) discretion 10 decide the order in 

which it decides issues." (1/26/98 Pacific Comments, p. 13.) Morcover, our decision 

not to adopt gcographically-de3vcraged prices (or costs) at this time is consistent with 

the observatlons above that geographic deaveraging is complex, and can lead to markct 

distortions unless it is undertaken for all UNEs and retail services at the same time. 

(Id.) 

X. COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT DECISION 

As indicated above, the assigned ALl's draft decision was mailed 10 the parties 

on December 23, 1997, along with a Ruling (roO\ the Chief ALJ directing that opening 

comments be filed no latcr than January 71 1998. By ALJ Ruling dated Decembcr 29, 

1997, the due dale for opening COinments was extended to January 16, 1998, and the due 

date (or reply comments on the DD was extended to January 26, 1998. 

On January 16, 1998, opening comments on the DD Were subn\itted by Pacific, 

GrEC, Cox, TURN, and the FBC. Joint opening comments were submitted b}' AT&T 

and MC .. '" On January 26, 1998, reply cOmtl\ents on the DO Were filed by Pacific, 

GTEC1 and the FBe. AT&T and Mel fited joint reply comments. 

\Ve have carefully considered all of these comments, and changes in response to 

them have been made in Se<:tions IIU., IV.C., V.A.3., V.B.2., VI.D., VIII.A.3., VIII.C.3., 

VIII.D. and VIII.E. of this de<:ision, among other places. 

Findings of Fact 

1. On August 8, 1996, the FCC issued its First Report and Order in CC Docket No. 

96-98. 

1'1 Owing to bad weather and other problems, AT&T/Mel and Cox were unable to file their 
opening comments with the Commission's Docket O[{jce by the dose of business on January 
16, but All parties were sen'M by mail that day. The Cox and AT&T fMCI comments were filed 
with the Docket OUice on January 20, the next business day. Cox and AT&T IMel have both 
filed motions to accept the filing of their comments lah.'t and under the drcumstan~s, we will 
grant these motions. 
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2. In response to the First Report and Order and a statem.ent made in 0.96-08-021 

(mimeo. at 82), the assigned ALJ issued a Ruling on August 21, 1996 inviting the parties 

to comment en the eifect o(the FCC's First Report and Order on the unbundted 

network element phase of this·proceeding. 

3. In response to the August 21 ALJ Ruling, opening comments were filed on 

Septel'nber 6, 1996, and reply comm.ents on September 20,1996. 

4. On October 15, 1996, the United States Court of Appeals (or the Eighth Circuit 

issued an order that stayed, pending a final decision on the merits, the "pricing lUles" 

and the "pick and choose" wie set fOIth in the FCC's First Report and Order. (lOWI} 

tltiliJies Bd. v. F.C.C., 109 F.3d 418 (Sill Cir.), molioll fo vacate slay dt'IJied, 117 S.Ct. 429 

(1996).) 

5. On December 18, 1996, the assigned A LJ issued a Ruling concerning the impact 

o( the First Report and Order a~\d the Eighth Circuit's October 15 Stay Order on this 

proceeding. 

6. In response to the December 18 ALJ Ruling, Pacific subnlilted cost studies on 

January 13, 1997 lor aU of the UNEs prescribed in the First Report and Order except 

OSS. 

7. In response to the December 18 ALJ Ruling, AT&T and MCI submitted 

docl1mentatiOJ\ describing Version 2.2.2 o( the Hatfidd Modell along with outputs 

based on this version, on January 13, 1997. 

8. On January 28, 1997, a PHC was held concerning issues raiscd by the })cccmber 

18 ALJ Ruling, as well as the proposed procedural schedule set lorth therein. 

9. In response to an oral ruling at the January 28, 1997 PHC, Pacific submitted 

cert,'Iin corrections to its Januar}' 13 cost study submission on rebruary 7, 1997. 

to. On March 4, 1997, the assigned AlJ issued a Ruling resolving Issues raised at 

the January 28,1997 PHe. 

11. On March 18, 1997, opening comments on Pacific's January 13, 1997 cost study 

submission were filed by ORAl TURN, Cox and AT&T \Vireless. Joint opening 

comments on the Pacific submission were filed by AT&T and Mel, and by the FBC. 
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12. On March 18, 1997, Pacific and GTEe filed opening comments concerning 

Version 2.2.2 of the HatfieldModel and oUfputs based thereon. 

13. On 1\'larch 25, 1997,'AT&T and Mel filed supplementary opening comments 

concerning Pacific's cost studies (or loops and the grogr.\phic deaveraging proposal it 

submitted on January 13, 1997. 

14. On April 15, 1997, reply comments concerning Pacific's January 13, 1997 cost 

study submisSion Were filed \>y ORA, TURN, Cox, AT&T \Vireless, Pacific, and GTEe. 

Joint reply comments on Pacific's submission were filed by the FBC, and.by AT&T and 

Mel (whose comments also a~dressed Version 2.2.2 of the Hatfield Model). 

15. The costing of OSS is likely to have a large iOlpad on the level at which NRCs 

(or unbundled neh .... ork elenlents will be set. 

16. In conjunction with the Local Competition proceeding (R.9S-04-043/1.95-04-044), 

PHCs concerning ass issues \~ere held on March II, March 25, and May 13, 1997. 

17. In conjunction with the Local Coni.petition proceeding, workshops concerning 

ass issues wete held on March 14 and on April 2.9- May 2,1997. 

18. On August 22,1991, the.ALJs assigned to this docket and the Local Competition 

pro<eeding issued a Ruling establishing a separate ass/NRC/Changeover phase 01 

this proceeding. 

19. On July 18,1991, the Eighth Circuit issued its decision on the merits in lorm 

Utilities Bd. v. F.CC (120 F.3d 753 (8111 Cir. 1991». 

20. On October 14, 1991, the Eighth Circuit issued an Order granting in part 

petitions for rehearing of its decision on the merits in 10wr111/ilititS Bd. v. F.CC. This 

Order struck Part U(G)(l)(f) o( the July 18 opinion substituted a new part in its place. 

21. On January 26, 1998, the United States Supreme Court gr.mled petitions (or 

writs of cerHor.ui that had been filed by AT&T,l\lCI, and the United Stat~s, amollg 

others, seeking rc\,iew of the dedsion on the merits in 101m Ulilitirs Bd. v. F.CC.. 

22. The amount of shared family and common costs report~d by Pacific in the 

TSLRIC studies adjudicated in 0.96-08-021 was approximately $2 billion, whereas the 

amount of unassigned shared family and common costs reported in Pacific's January 13, 

1997 cost submission is approximately $1.2 billion. 
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23. The removal of retail costs from the shared family costs reported in Pacific's 

January 13, 1997 cost submission reduces the total of unassigned shared family costs by 

approximately $500 million. 

24. To the extent an LEC continues to sell services to its end-users, the LEC will be 

able to recover reasonable retail costs in the price of services sold to such end-users. 

,25. One of the objectives in unbundling local exchange networks is to eliminate 

cross-subsidies betwccn services. 

26. Owing to the large number of shared family cost categories applicable to the 

shared family costs reported by Pacific, the TSLRlC studies approved in 0.96-08-021 

have proven less helpful than originally contemplated for detecting cross-subsidization 

betwl.'Cn services. 

27. At the January 28,1997 PHC, counsel (or AT&T and Mel stated that their 

respective clients were pr<'pared to have Pacific's Jamlar}t 13, 1997 cost study 

submission weighed against Version 2.2.2 of the Hatfictd Model. 

28. The cost studit:'s submitted by GTEC on September 15, 1997 will be evaluated 

against VerSion 4.0 of the Hatfield Model. 

29. In 0.96-10-066, this Commission wcight:'d an earlier version of the Hatfield 

Model against Pacific's CPM. 

30. The assumptions about distribulion cable lengths for low-density CBGs in 

Version 2.2.2 of the Hatfield Model cause VNsion 2.2.2'5 average per-unit loop costs for 

low-density areas to be substal\fially o\'erstated in relation to Pacific's aClualloop 

lengths in such areas. 

31. The network modeled by Version 2.2.2 of Hatfield will not work fot distribution 

lengths beyond 18,000 feet without additional electronics, the costs of which arc not 

assumed in Version 2.2.2. 

32. Version 2.2.2 relies on New Hampshire dat., to de\'clop the factor that it llSes to 

estimate switch maintenance expense. 

33. Version 2.2.2 of Hatfield docs not have ('nough user-settable inputs to model all 

of the asset )i\'es adopted in 0.96-08-021. 
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31. By using a 20-year asset life for both copper and fiber feeder, despite the 

separate asset lives (or copper and fiber adopted in D.96-08-0211 Version 2.2.2 

understates Pacific's depredation by about $100 million annually. 

35. Version 2.2.2 of Hatfield assumes that two-thirds of all outside plant will be 

shared with other utilities 100% of the time in each density zone. 

36. The cifeet of accepting Version 2.2.2's assumptions about outside plant sharing 

'''''ould be to reduce Pacific's total loop costs by about $700 million. 

37. In specifying inputs (or Version 2.2.21 AT&T and Mel assumed l in spedfying 

investment per line, that the hypothetical carrier n\odeled by Version 2.2.~ would be 

able to purchase aU of its digital switches at the deepest discount available (rom switch 

manufacturers. 

38. The 1994 NBI survey of digital switch prices indicates that on a per-line basis, 

switch vendors charge more (or add-on lines than for new or replacement lines. 

39. The FCC's definition of the switching UNE is broader than the definition of 

switching that governed the 1996 pricing hearings in this docket. 

40. AT&T, MCI, and other parties were granted access to the SCIS model pursuant 

to the terms of an ALJ Ruling issued in this docket on February 241 1997. 

41. The discounls for switch purchases assumed in SCIS runs have a linear 

relationship to SCIS outputs. 

42. Pacinc acknowledges that it made signifkant errors in modeling switch 

investnlcnt via SCIS runs, and in determining switch vcndor prices. 

43. The 1995 NBI survey of digital switch prkcs indicates that the average price per 

switched line assumed by Pacific is somewhat above the average price per switched line 

that RBOCs will pay during the 1990·1999 time period. 

44. Of the $1 billion reduction in shared and common costs reportcd in Pacific's 

January 13 cost studies (as opposed to the TSLRIC studies approved ill 0.96-08-021), 

$500 million is attributable to the assignment of shared family expenses directly to 

UNEs, and $500 million is attributable to the removal of shared family expenses 

classified as retail. 
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45. The argument of AT&T and Mel, that $218 million of the shared and common 

costs reported by Pacific in its January 13 studies should be considered volume sensitive 

because such costs can be assigned to UNEs under a "headcount loadings" approach, is 

virtually identical to an argunlent rejected in 0.96-08-021. 

46. 0.96-08-021 rejected regression analyses as a valid basis for developing factors 

with \\·hich to assign common costs to network elements. 

47. Of the $500 million in shared family costs that Pacific assigned directly to UNEs 

in its January 13 cost studies, about $75 million represented software RTU fccs, all of 

which Pacific assigned to the call set-up (unction; i.e., to usage. 

48. In defining the switching UNE in the First RepOrt and Order, the FCC reasoned 

that vertic.,1 switching features arc provided through the combination of hardware and 

software that comprise the switch, and thus can be considered features and (unctions of 

the switch. 

49. There is nO empirical evidence to support the (\ssumption that in a forward

looking environment, an LEC such as Pacific will be able to avoid substantial amounts 

of overhead related to its retail operations. 

SO. It is not apparent (rom Pacific's January 13 (ost study submission why it was not 

able to assign substantially all PIM expenses directly to network elements and services. 

51. In order to deveJop the generic loop costs required by the TELR[C methodoJog)', 

Pacific had to rely upon a \\'eighted average of its total population of loop lengths, 

which is the most important determinant of loop costs. 

52. P .. lcific used a sample from its tFACS data base to develop the weighted 

average described in Finding of Fact (FOF) No. 51. 

53. At the time Pacific developed its sample, LFACS had "cable make-up" data onl}' 

for designed circuits, so loops for private lines and special access service tended to 

predominate, along with very long switched service loops. 

5-1. Zero-length loops arc loops that an LEe's customer provides. 

55. The statewide average loop length computed (rom the complete universe of 

loops represented in Pacific's January 13 (ost study is about 11,600 (cct l whereas the 
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statewide average loop length shown in Pacific's TSLRIC studies is about 11,650 feet, 

and in Version 2.2.2 of HatfieJd, 11,889 feet. 

56. loop lengths from l5ANCA02, a large Los Angeles wire center, arc significantly 

underrepresented in LFACS. . 

57. Product management expenses aie non-volume sensitive expenses incurred to 

manage and support UNE products such as unbundled loops. 

58. Facilities-based CLCs are likely to have in their oWn equipment, the trouble

isolating capabiHties that are prOVided by the jMkpanels Pacific has inCluded in its 

design for cross-connects. 

59. The signal regeneration equipment that Pacific has induded in its design for 

cross-connects is needed only when cross-connects are unusually long, which is about 

10% of the timc. 

60. Four-wire loops have traditionally been used on Pacific's systen\ only where 

voice service was pnwided over very long loops. 

61. Because of improved performance made poSSible by cOinptession technologies, 

four-wire loops are expected in the future to be a competitive substitute [or ISDN links 

and other forms of Internet access technology. 

62. The disparity that Pacific has reported in the (ost of four-wire loops versus the 

cost of two-wire loops is significantly larger than the cost disparity suggested by loop 

prices in other states, such as New York. 

63. The capacity of DS~l and n5-3 entrance facilities, which arc comprised oj fiber, 

is nearly 100%. 

64. Some (osts, such as those (or loops, exhibit wide differences depending on the 

geographic are.' being served. 

65. Geographic dea\'eraging refers to a situation in which the prices for 

telecommunications sClviccs or elements differ from geographic region to region, 

depending on the cost of serving the region in question. 

66. The six zones in Pacific's "revenue zone'/ proposal (or gMgraphic dea\'craging 

are based principally on the total billed rev('[\tlcs for business servic(>S in each 20ne, 

rather than on differences in the costs of serving the zones. 
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Conclusions of Law 

1. Because the parties need access to information that has been designated by 

Pacific as confidential and competitively-sensitive in order to assess sollle of the 

adjustments we are ordering to Pacific's cost studies, the precise details of the 

adjustments involving such infonnation should be set forth io a separate CRD for 

Pacific. This CRD will be available only to those parties who havc signed an 

appropriate nondisclosure agreement with Pacific, and to parties who file a motion 

under Commission Resolution ALJ-I64 and persuade the ALJ that notwHhstanding the 

absencc of such a nondisclosure agreement, the moving part}' should be granted access 

to the CRD On appropriate terms and conditions. 

2. Under the decision on the nwrits in lowr.1 Utilities Bd. v. F.C.C., setting UNB prices 

based on a long-run incremental cost methodology would not, 00 its (ace, constitute a 

"takingfl under the Fifth An\endmcnt to the United States Constitution. 

3. The TSLRIC methodology adopted in D.95-12-016, and the TELRIC 

methodology set forth in the First Report and Order, are both valid long-nm 

incremental cost methodologies. 

4. The decision on the n'terits in /owalllililies Bd. v. F.C.C. is consistent with the 

rulings On the "pricing rutes" and the "pick and choose" rule set forth in the Cktober 15 

Stay Order. 

5. Ualder the decision on the merits in Iowa Utilities Bd. 1'. f.CC., the FCC lacks 

statutory authority to compel the States to adopt the TELRIC methodology. 

6. U.lder the decision on the merits in 101m lltililits Bd. v. F.CC., this Commission is 

not obliged to, but has the discretion to, adopt the TELRIC methodology in whole or in 

part. 

7. The decision on the merits in IOl("r.llllililies Bel. v. F.C.C. upholds the authority of 

the FCC to prescribe the list of network clements to be unbundled that is set forth in 47 

c.P.R. § 51.319, including asS. 

8. The TELRIC t\\cth6dology is preferable to the TSLRIC methodology because 

under TEtRIC, the total amount o( unassigned shared and (OmOlOn costs is reduced. 
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9. The TELRIC methodology is prcfcl able to the TSLRIC methodology because 

under TELRIC, CLCs that purchase UNEs from incumbent local exchange carriers 

(fLECs) do not have to pay the flEC's cos~s associated with providing retail service, 

which represent a barrier to entry into the local exchange market. 

10. The TELRIC methodology is preferable to the TSLRIC m.ethodo]ogy because 

under TElRIC, it is easier to dete<:t cross· subsidization, owing to the reduced number of 

shared family cost categories brought ab.:>ut by making clements rather than services 

the "cost object". 

11. Pacific should be required to include, in its G.O. 96-A advice letter filing 

following the effective date of this dedsion, an exhibit that ShO\,~fS, separately for such 

UNE, which of the 20 shared cost families identified by Pacific include such UNE. 

1~. Until the completion of supplementary pricing hearings, it would not be 

appropriate to decide whether to adopt the rigid pricing rutes set (orth in paragraphs 

696 and 709 o( the First Report and Order. 

13. In the upcoming supplemental y pricing hearings, it is appropriate to hear 

evidence (subject to the usual powers and discretion of the AlJ to admit or deny 

evidence) on (1) the aggregate level of demand (or each UNE} (2) the demand elasticity 

for each UNE, and (3) whether the markup over the TELRlC costs adopted in this 

decision should be uniform (or aIlUNEs, or should vary (rom network element to 

network element. 

14. Version 2.2.2 of the Hatfield t..(odeJ is the version that should be considered in 

this phase of this proceeding. 

15. There are defects in both the struchu.,) logic of Version 2.2.2 of Hatfield, and in 

the assumplions that AT&T and Mel used to obtain the lIalfield outputs that they 

submitted on January 13,1997. 

16. The assumptions made in Version 2.2.2 of the Hatfield Model about distribution 

cable lengths, and other mallers nenied to develop loop costs for tow-density CBGs, arc 

unrealistic. 

17. The failure of Version 2.2.2 to assume sufficient electronics (or distribution 

lengths beyond 18,000 feet would tllakc the adoption of Version 2.2.2 imprudent. 
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18. The datil on which Hatfield Version 2.2.2 baS<'s its switch maintenance factor 

should be from a state with demographic and topographic characteristics similar to 

California's, which the Ne\v Ilampshire data uS<'d in Version 2.2.2 is not. 

19. Version 2.2.2's assumption that the costs of outside plant will be shared with 

two other carriers in all density ZOiles, 100% of the time, is unrealistic. 

20. It would be inappropriate to adopt Version 2.2.2 of the Hatfield Model for the 

purpose of estimating the (orward-looking costs of Pacific's systelll. 

21. The forward-looking costs of Pacific's systen\ should be estimated using the cost 

studies submitted by Paci£ic on January 13, 1997 (as subsequently corrected), subject to 

the adjustments ordered by this decision. 

22. The assumption that AT&T and MCI made in spccilying inputs (or Version 

2.2.2, that the hypothetical carrier modeled therein '· ... ould be able to purchase all of its 

digital switches at the deepest ,discount available (tom switch mallufaclurers during the 

life-cycle for such switches, is unrealistic. 

23. Pacific should be required to correct via an advice letter fHing all of the errors 

that it acknowledges were made in its SCIS mod('ling of switching invcstment and in 

the determination of switch vendor pric(\s. 

24. In making the corrections described in Conclusion of law (COL) 23, Pacine 

should be required to quantify each of the errors ~el (orth in Att.\chn\ent B to the March 

17, 1997 dedar.llion of Cath('rine Petzinger that Pacific concedes it made. 

25. Pacific should be reqUired to correct, via a G.O. 9frA advice letter filing, all of 

the other errors that Pacific has acknowledged in its TEI.RIC studies. 

26. The Commission may properly take official notice of the aver.1ge switch prices 

paid by ILECS shown h\ the 1995 NBI study. 

27. The AT&T·MCI assumption that Pacific shl)Uld be able to purchase 90% of its 

digital lines at the new or replacement price is predicated upon an unrealistic case in 

which all switch('s are replaced at the deepest discount available under Pacific's 

switching contracts. 

28. 11,e AT&T·MCI assumption that Pacific should be able to purchase 90% of its 

digital lines at the new or replacement price is predic,lted upon an unrealistic 
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assumption that digital switches arc mNe hardware that is fully depredated within 10 

years; in fact, for investment purposes, digital switches are combinations of hardware 

and software that demand continued in\'eslment over a period of at least 15 years. 

29. The e((eet of adopting the AT &T-MCI assurnplion that Pacific should be able to 

purchase 90% of its digHallirtes at the new or replacement price would be to require 

Pacific to bear nearly the entire expense of line capacity added to serVe customer 

growth, including growth attributable to UNE purchases by CLCs. 

30. It would be unfair to require Pacific alone to bear the burden of such additional 

investment (or growth in digitallincs. 

31. Subjed to the ~orrecti()ris set forth in COL 23 and 24, Pacific's assumption that 

40% of its digital lines will be purchased at the new or replacement price, and 60% at 

the growth or add-on price, is reasonable and should be approved. 

32. Subject to the corrections set forth in COL 23 and 24, the rest of Pacific's 

assumpHOlls about switch investment cxpellsc, as set forth in its SCIS modeling, are 

reasonable and should be appto\'ed. 

33. $218 million in shared and common costs reported by Pacific, which AT&T and 

Mel argue should be assigned to UNEs on the basis of headcourtt loadings, are not 

volume-sensitive merely becau5C they vary with the size of the firm. 

34. It would not be appropriate to depart from the conclusion in 0.96-08-021 that 

regression analyses should not be used to del'elop a headcount loading or other factor 

for the purpose of assigning shared or common costs. 

35. Pacific properly concluded that the $218 million in costs challenged by AT&T 

and Mel were non-volume sensitive, and should therefore be treated as shared or 

common costs. 

36. Pacific should be required to reassign switch RTU and related expenses to a1l of 

the functions and features of the switch, including the call set-up function, holding time, 

ports and (eatures and tandem switching sub-clements. 

37. In the upcon\ing supplefl\entary pricing hearings, Pacific should be required to 

show why all of the "SPclrC" fiber capacity costs should be assigned to entr"nce facilities. 
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38. It would be illogical to conclude that the retail component of common costs 

cannot be identified bC<'ause the costs arc common to both resale and \vholesale 

services, whereas retail costs that arc shared among a family of services can be 

identified. 

39. Pacific should be required to exclude as retail-related, $68 million of the 

common costs it reported in its January 13 cost studies. 

40. Pacific should be required to submit additional justification for its decision not 

to assign substantially all PIM expenses to network elen\ents and services. 

41. The clustering of statewide average loop lengths described in FOP 551\lakes it 

appropriate to use Pacific's January 13 loop study for the purpose of detenl\ining 

statewide average loop costs, whatever the theoretical problems associated with 

Pacific's sampling te<:hniques (or LFACS. 

42. Pacific should not be required to add zero length loops back into its study. 

43. Pacific should be required to include in its loop study three o( the four wire 

centers that Pacific con<:roes Were unintentionally lelt out. 

44. In adjusting LFACS, Pacifk should be required to use average loop Iel'gth data 

by service from SNFCCAOl, a large San Francisco wire centerl as a proxy tor data from 

LSANCA02. 

45. Pacific should compute product managen\ent expenses for unbundled loops, 

based on a weighted average of business, Centrex, and Private Branch Exchange 

expenses and demand volumes. The total monthly product management expense 

calculation is set (orth in the eRD. 

46. Pacific should be reqUired to adjust downward the product management 

expenses (or all other UNEs by 30.8%. The remaining product management expenses 

should be unititcd based on the demand surrogates supplied by Pacific. The details of 

these computations arc set forth in the CRD. 

47. The cost of jack panels should not be included in Pacific's UNE cross-conned 

unless the purchasing eLC wants that feature. 

48. The cost of signal regener.ltion equipment should not be included in Pacific's 

UNE cross-connect unless the pu(c:hasing CLC wants that feature. 
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49. In its supplementary pricing testimony, Pacific should state its proposed prices 

for jack pands and signal regeneration equipment separately from its proposed prices 

for UNE cross-connects. Such pricing prOpOsals should be based upon the costs set 

forth in the eRD. 

SO. The record is insufficient to determine at this tiOle whether it is {easible to 

unbundle the DAX from the-EISCC. 

51. Provided that Pacifiqlemonstrates that all of the TSLRIC loop-related repair 

expenses on which it is relying have been reduced by 14%, as required by the Pacific 

eRD adopted in D.96-08-021J-then Padfic'sweightoo-average approach {or con\puting 

unbundled loop operating expenses, as reflected in Pacific's January 13, 1997 cost 

studies, is appropriate. 

52. Pacific should bc-reqtlired to furnish, in the G.O. 96-A advice leiter it files after 

the e((eclive date of this decision, additional justification {or the costs it claims for 

interlace conned ions and plug-in devices in connection whh its 4·wire loop pricing 

proposa1. 

53. Before Pacific's proposal_ to prke 4·wiie copper loops separately from 4-wire 

fiber loops can be adopted, Pacific should be required to establish costs for 4-wire 

switched loops as opposed to 4-Wire loops that terminate on a DAX. 

54. Pacific should divid~ the total of non·volume sensitive Cosls shown in its white 

pages directory listing cost study by 12. 

55. Pacific should be requited to remove approximately $1 miJIion from its cost 

study (or white pages directory listings, as shown in the eRD attached to this decision. 

lIowever, Pacific may properly include in its study (he $3 million in Customer Guide 

costs that do not rctiltc exclusivcly to Pacific products and customer service. 

56. The (iJI (actor that Pacific should assume (or OS-I and DS-3 entrance facilities is 

62%. 

57. \Vith the corrections and adjustments ordered by this decision, the cost studies 

submitted by Pacific on January 13,1997 (as subsequently corrected), adequately 

compI}' with the TELRIC principles adopted herein, and can be used to set prices (or the 

unbundled network clements to be offered by Pacific. 
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58. Undcr the decision on the mrrils in low'll Utilities Bd. v. F.C.C., this Commission 

is not ohJiged to adopt gcographicat\y-dcaveraged prices (or UNEs. 

59. If the Commission were to permit geographic de3veraging of UNE prices, but 

aHowed it for less than aU affected elements or services, the resulting distortions in 

pricing signals could be worSe than the situation brought about by charging statewide

average prices for UNEs. 

60. Because it is not based on diffcrences in the costs of serving the zones, Pacific's 

"revenue zone" proposal for geographicaUy-deaveraging UNE prkes should be 

rejected. 

61. Because its intemallogic for geOgraphic deaveraging would exacerbate the 

tendency of Hatfield Version 2.2.2 to produce unreasonably high loop costs for rural 

areas, Version 2.2.2 docs not furnish a suitable basis for grographicall»:deaveraging 

UNEprices. 

62. The UNE prices to be set (or Padfkin the upcoming supplementary pricing 

hearings should be statewide-average prices. 

63. Pacific should be required to submit, as part of its GO 96-A advice letter filing 

(ollO\\ting this de<:ision, a summary of t he costs approved herein {or each UNE. 

INTERIM ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. \Vithin 15 days afler the effective date of this order, Pacilic Bell (racific) shall 

submit to the Commission's Telecommunications Division (TO) (or its <1pproval, and 

shaH serve upon all parties with whom Pacilic has entered into a nondisclosure 

agreement consistent with the terms of the November 16, 1995 Administr.\tive Law 

Judges' Ruling in this docket (Appropriate Nondisclosure Agreement), an advice letter 

consistent with the terms of GenNa} Order (G.O.) 96-A that contains the adjustments to 

Pacifie's Total Element Long Run Incremental Cost (TEl,RIC) studks required by 

Conclusions 01 Law (COL) 23, 24, 40, 44, 52 and 63 of this order and the related 

materials set forth in the Compliance Reference Document (CRD) applicable to Pacific. 

Upon request o{ the TD, Pacific shall produce workpapers that show how it has made 
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all of the requircd adjustments, and shall scn'c such workpapers upon all parties who 

ha\'c exC(uted an Appropriatc Nondisclosure Agreemcnt. This ad\'ke letter shall be 

subject to protest in accordance with G.O. 96-A. 

2. \Vilhin 15 days after the ef(ective date of this order, Pacific shall submit to the 

TD (or its approval, and shall serve upon an parties with whonl Pacific has entered into 

an Appropriate Nondisclosure Agreement" a compliance filing that sets forth all of the 

adjustments to Pacific's TELRIC studies required by this decision, as set forth above and 

in the Pacific CRD, except (or those adjustments described in Ordering Paragraph 

(OP) 1. lhe compliance filing required by this 'OP shaH not be subject to protest. Upon 

request of the TO, Pacific shall produce workpapers that show how it has made all of 

the adjustments required by this OP, and shall serve such workpapers upon all parties 

with whom it has entered into an Appropriate Nondisclosure Agrccment. 

3. The pages from the depositiol\ transcript concerning SCIS that are set forth on 

Appendix B to this decision are admitted in the record. Exhibits 4,5,7, 10 and 12 (rom 

the aforesaid SCIS deposition are also admitted into the record and shall be filed under 

seal. The pages (rom the transcript of the "panel" deposition of Richard Scholl and 

Scolt Pea rsons that arc set forth on Appendix B are admitted into the record. In all other 

respects, the March 18, 1997 (notions of AT&T Communications of California, Inc. 

(AT&T) and Mel Telecommunications Corporation (Mel) to (a) include deposition 

transcripts concerning Pacific's cost studies in the record, and (b) to file certain 

deposition transcripts under seal, are denied. 
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4. The January 20, 1998 motion of Cox California Telcom, Inc., and the joint motion 

of the same date by AT&T and MCI, to file one day late their respective opening 

comments on the December 23, 1997 draft decision in this docket, arc hereby granted. 

This order isdicctive today. 

Dated February 19, 1998, at San Francisco, California. 
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RICHARD A. BILAS 
President 

P. GREGORY CONLON 
JESSIE J. KNIGHT, JR. 
HENRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 

Conunissioners 



Adopted Modifications for Pacific Bell 

The following adjustment..;!calculations in this compliance reference document reflect Commission ordered changes. in Decision 98-02-106. 
Pacific shall incorporate the adjustment ... in their TELRIC studies and submit the updates. complete with a summary sheet of all TELRIC costs. via 
compliance filing within 15 days of the order. Each adjustment represents stand-alone changes to the cost studies. as. presented. Fin~ calculations 
will differ according to combined effect ... of changes a$ ordered. No other modifications. will be made to OANAD cost studies other than those 
required by conclusions of law of this order and the materials set forth in this compliance reference document 

The following modifications to Pacific BeWs OAJ.'IAD cost studies are ordered: 

Assignment of Shared Expenses To Switching Elements (Secti()n v. s.) 

P~lcific will reassign to all the switching UNE's. $75.1 million of RTU and administration expenses (S78.8 million shared family minus $3.7 
million "double-countecr switch usage dollars) from the call setup element. and shall spread the said amount over the total switching elements 
including pons. fco.ltures. EOS. and Tandem switching as described below. 

Element 

Trunk POrts 
Line Port~ 
Features 
End Office Switching 
Setup 
MOU's 
Tandem Switching 
Setup 
MOU's 

Wei~htin~ RTU 
(SS millions) 

l/Il/Il/I 
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.*. 

.111 ... 

.1/1", 

*** 
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Shared f Common Retail (Section V. C.) 

Pacific shall adjust the following shared I common expense accounts to exclude retail dollo.rs: 

(A) Total Amount (8) Retail (C} Retail· Portion (0) Wholesale 
Shared Common Adjustment Portion 

Account 6&10 - ..- -
(Marketing) 
Account 6620 - -
(Customer Service) 
Account 621.1-6540 -- ... r 

Maintenance 
Accounts 6113-6124" - .. -
(SuPPOrt Expenses) 
Account 671 O· - -. 
(ExeeutivelPtanning) 
Account 6720" - -
(Gen. & Admin) 
Secondary Invest -
Total 5982.'00,035 . $67,833,015. .. .'$9~6;~67:;020~ 

-The ret:lil ~justme:nt figure: wa"e:stimatc:d using forcca. .. te:d UNE EOY 1999 volumes from Pacific's TELRIC updates Fc:bl'\mry 7. 1997. 
:lnd Pacific's tOUr rc:t:lil volumes of 14.602.93~ :1Ccess lines. 
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Product-Management (Section VIT. ) 

Pacific is ordered to flow-through the following adjustment .. to- Product Management: 

UNRtTr"c'OLED ELEMEl\'T PYoduct Foreca~ted AV1: Unit C3rrierlS:lIles Sup. Annu:IIAvJ: Monthly AvJ:. 
Mgmtc&"1. .. D<mand Prod Mgmt Prod Ms:mt UnitNVS UnitNVS 

Link.,; ••• ..... ...... .. .... ...... Ilink 

Po~ 
...... ...... ...... .... ••• lport 

Fe3turtS ••• .. .... ...... ...... .... IrcMute 

DNCF ..... ...... ...... ...... ...... lONer 

Swit.:hin::: 'EOS .. 
$ctup ..... .... .... .. .. ..... Imcs~ge 

MOU .... ..... ...... .. .. ..... Iminute 

Switehinl:! Tand~ .. 
$ctup ..... ...... ....... .. ... .... Imess.1Sc 

MOU .... .... ••• ..... ••• IminulC 

EISCC 
VGIOSO ..... ...... ...... .... ••• /EISCC 

DSI/DS3 .... ••• .... ••• .... /EISCC 
> 
~ 

Dedicated Tran..,;port ~ 
/'!'l 

Voice Crade ..... .... NGChanncl Z 
DS! ••• IDS ! Channc 52 
DS3 ••• IDS 3Channc X 

Total .... ...... .. .... ...... ..... NG EqChar > 
Switched Tran..,;port 
Common .... ..... ••• ....... ...... IMOU 

Shared .... ..... .. .... ...... ...... !MOU 

Oi~ctory 3s,~i!oo"Once ...... ...... ..... ..... ...... Imes~ge 

~rator Services ...... .... .. .... ...... ...... ImeSs.1gc 

STPPort ..... .. .... ...... ...... ...... lport 

"End-oflice ::md ~ndcm::-witching produce management (PM) dollars :-halt be' spread-over setup and hold time~Forccastcd demand for minutes or usc wa. .. cstimated from 
P;II:itic's USollgc s:udy (PBONOt2016) at a rntioot"3.33 minutes to mcss:lgcs.1'hc weighted nmount~orPM doll::lrs assigned to'cnd"¢fficc setup & MOUand t:1ndem sctup& 
MOU were otimated from P .. dfic·s ]OIOuaty J 3. J <)97 TEI..RIC Switch Investment Study. Tab 0-3. 
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Extended Interconnection Service Cross Connection (EJSCC) (Section VIII. A.) 

P~cific Bell s~l further un-bundle the EISCC element and cost separately the cabling' (EISCC).JackPo.n.el and RepeaterlRegenerator. The 
calculation~ below will be performed and cmned forth into Pacific"s. compliance filing for EISCC element .... 

EISCC 
C'\pli..13J:Jl!.~ 

EISCC-VG 
ElSCC ••• 
lxk P:lnel "' ... 

ElSCC·DS-O ••• 
Erscc ..... 
Jack P:Lnel 

ETSCC- DS-I 
ETSCC ..... 
J:\ck P:md ••• 
Repc:LtC'T' ...... 

EISCC·DS-3 
EISCC ...... 
Jack Panel "' ... 
RCl'C':l!er ..... 

~in:: Exw:ns~ ~~m:. MontblyXol" Sens 
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"''''. 
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Repair Expenses (Section VIII. C.) 

E:lch of the following function codes. sho..Il be adjusted downward by 14% to reflect:l. reduction in 1995 unbundled loop repair expenses. ~id 
adjustment~ will be carried forth onto both the TET .... RIC for unbundled lOOps. 

1993 

RepairSS . S486M 

R041 
ROSl 
R054 
ROSS 
R056 
R057 
ROSS 
ROS9 
R061 
R064 
R065 
R066 
R067 
R068 

1995 

. S45SM 

R069 
R07I 
R073 
R20001 
R2S002 
R30001 
R400 
RSOOOl 
RS8001 
R58002 
R75201 
R7S9 
R75AOl 
R7S001 

Percent Change 

• 0.f\;;~ 

R78002· 
R79$ 
RS14 
R821 
R822 
RS23 
RBOOOI 
RBSCOl 
RBS002 
RCOO 
RCOl 
RDOO 
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Directorv IJistings (Section VIIT. D.) 

P:1cific Bell is ordered to m:1ke the following ch:mges to i t~ Directory Listing.~ costs: 1) ad j lIst downward it~ fixed non-volume sensi ti ve 
component by 25% (Pacific Bell product~ and services offerings) • and 2) annualize the non-volume sensitive fixed cost'i. The TELRIC for 
CLEC Listing should be: 

CLEC Listing 

CLEC Listing 

Monthly 
Volum~ Sensitiv~ 

Unit Cost 

Monthly 
Non-Volume Sensitive 

TELRIC 

Monthly 
Non-Volume> Sensitiv& 

Unit Costs 

Monthly 
Volume Scnsitiv~ 

TEt.RIC 

In-Service 
Volumes 

Monthly 
TELRIC 
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Entrance Facilities (Section VIII. F;.) 

P:lcific Bell shall employ :In expected ch:lnnel utiIi7..:ltion level of 62% for it.~ DS-l :lnd DS-3 fiber optic tennin:ll.s. :lncl resubmit it'\ ch3nges in 
it'\ compli.mce filings. The ch:lnges ordered herein will be carried forward through the estimation of the Entrance Facility"s. TELRIC. 

INSTALLED 
INVESTMENT 

OS1 REMOTE CIRCUIT EQUIPMENT: FRC 858C 
REMOTE FISER OPTIC TERM. 150 MSPS 
311MUX 

RT UNIT TOTAL 

OS1 CO CIRCUIT EQUIPMENT: FRC 357C 
CO FISER OPTIC TERM. 150 MSPS 
OC$IV 053 PORT (SERVES 26 OS1'$) 
OC$lV OS1 PORT (PER OS1) 

CC>UNITTOTAL 

INSTALLED 
INVESTMENT 

0$03 REMOTE CIRCUIT EQUIPMENT; FRC 858C 
REMOTE ASEA OPTIC TERM. 150 MSPS 

AT UNIT TOTAl. 

0$03 CO CIRCUIT eQUIPMENT: FAC 357C 
CO FISER OPTIC TERM. 150 MSPS 
3 OCS 0$-3 PORTS <1 Per 0$-3 ChAnnel) 

CO UNIT TOTAL 

INVWITH EXPECTED 
COPOWER@ 0S-1 CHANNEL 

'.'037 CAPACITY UTILIZATION 

.-

INVWITH- EXPECTED'· 
COPOWER@ . 0S-3- CHANNEL 

1.1037 CAPACiTY UTIUZATION 

_ .. 
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Entrance Facilities (Section VIII. F_) 

?ocific shall :uso be ordered to make correction~ to it~ DS-l Capital Costcalculation for Remote Electronics - SSSC at Work..Ent Fac_DS 1. 
DS3. page 6. Column C.line 7. The changes ordered herein will be carried forward through th~ estimation of the Entrance Facility's TELRIC. 

Unit Capital Cost Capital Monthly 
Investment Factor Costs Cost 

OS.1 
Conduit-4C -- .-
Fiber.aSC -- .- ... . .. 
C.O. Electrof'lics.-357C .- . - .... ... 
Remote Electronics -858C - ... 

Total ... 

Avg Unit Commission Monthly Unit Monthly 
Monthly Ordered Vol $ens Unit 

Vol SensCosts Adjustments Costs NVSCosts 

Unit Vol Sens 
Cash Op. Exp. . 

..-

. Average 
Monthly 
TEl.RIC 

Avg Unit Monthly 
Vol $ens Costs 

.-

>< OS-1 - - _. . _. 
> -
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APPENDIXB 

The following pages from the SCIS deposition alC deemed relevant and material 
and will be admitted into the record: 

24·25 
49·50 
78 
159·164 
175 
206 
210 
224-231 
255 

275 
345-346 
362-361 
375-3S0 
455 
467-469 
461 
522-523 
539 

The following pages from the "panel" deposition of Richard Scholl and $(ott 
Pearsons arc deemed relevant and rnaterial and " .. HI be admitted into the record: 

9·15 
31-34 
42-43 
81·82 
91·92 
147 

154-160 
193-19t 
208 
310 
333 
433-434 

(END OF APPENOIX B) 


